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Abstract
We study the coherence, that is the equality of canonical natural transformations in non-free symmetric monoidal closed
categories (SMCCs). To this aim, we use proof theory for intuitionistic multiplicative linear logic (IMLL) with unit. The study
of coherence in non-free SMCCs is reduced to the study of equivalences on terms (representing morphisms) in the free category,
which include the equivalences induced by the SMCC structure. The free category is reformulated as the sequent calculus for IMLL
with unit so that only equivalences on derivations in this system are to be considered. We establish that any equivalence induced
by the equality of canonical natural transformations over a model can be axiomatized by some set of “critical” pairs of derivations.
From this, we derive certain sufficient conditions for full coherence, and establish that the system of identities defining SMCCs is
not Post-complete: extending this system with an identity that does not hold in the free SMCC does not in general cause the free
SMCC to collapse into a preorder.
In order to give a larger context to these results, we study the equality of canonical morphisms in non-free symmetric monoidal
categories, and establish that w.r.t. a broad subclass of SMCCs, the equivalences induced by the equality of canonical natural
transformations over a model coincide with the equivalences induced by the equality of canonical morphisms for all interpretations
in that model.
c© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
Context. Structural proof theory applies to category theory insofar as its syntactical methods (such as cut elimination)
enable the study of terms representing morphisms in free categories. As to category theory, it provides relevant
semantics to deductive systems, in particular to equivalences of derivations usually considered in proof theory.
Lambek was the first to notice that a deductive system can be viewed as a free category whose objects are
propositions and whose morphisms are (equivalence classes of) derivations. Constants are seen as distinguished
objects, connectives as functors, and inference rules as natural transformations. The category so obtained is freely
generated (over the set of propositional variables) in a certain class of categories with structure. Lambek was also the
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first to emphasize that conversely, a free equationally defined category can be viewed as a deductive system. This way,
Lambek’s work (see [32–34]) establishes that the equality of two canonical morphisms and the equivalence of two
derivations are two aspects of the same question.
Kelly and Mac Lane use some of his ideas in [29] to establish their famous coherence theorem for symmetric
monoidal closed categories (SMCCs). They obtain sufficient conditions for the commutativity of diagrams (that is the
equality of canonical morphisms) using a method of composition elimination similar to the proof-theoretical method
of cut elimination.
The article [54] of Voreadou is a natural continuation of their work. Her purpose is to obtain necessary and sufficient
conditions for the commutativity of diagrams in the free SMCC. She introduces the crucial notion of a critical pair
to capture the “essence” of non-commutativity. She describes a base class of critical pairs and constructs over it a
classW of pairs of non-equal canonical morphisms. One of her main theorems asserts thatW is the class of all pairs
of non-equal canonical morphisms. By contraposition, this result provides sufficient conditions for full coherence in
SMCCs: it is enough to identify the morphisms of all critical pairs from the base class to collapse the free SMCC into
a preorder. Voreadou’s W may be the class of all pairs of non-equal canonical morphisms, but there is some doubt
since, as mentioned in [53], one of her lemmas happens to be erroneous.
We continue the study of the equality of canonical morphisms in SMCCs based on proof-theory, extending its
syntactical methods to the case of non free SMCCs. Let L(A) stand for the free SMCC generated by a set of atomsA.
Given a SMCC C, any valuation v : A → Obj C extends to a unique interpretation SMC-functor V : L(A) → C
such that for any atom a in A, V a = va. The commutativity of a diagram in L(A) implies the commutativity of
its interpretation in any model. But what can be said about the commutativity of a diagram in a given SMCC C? Two
problems arise. First, a diagram in C is not necessarily the interpretation of a diagram in L(A). Next, even if such is
the case, a diagram may commute in C while it does not commute in L(A). Of course, we do not hope to obtain a
decision procedure for arbitrary diagrams in a given model. Our main objective is to find sufficient conditions for the
equality of canonical morphisms in such a model. Since we consider only canonical morphisms, most of our study is
done in the free SMCC and its factor categories w.r.t. the equivalence relations induced by the equality of canonical
morphisms in SMCC models.
Developing the approach of [53], we reformulate the free SMCC as a Gentzen sequent system for IMLL with unit,
and study equivalences on derivations that contain the equivalence induced by the equality of canonical morphisms in
the free category. We are thus able to localise the causes of non-equivalence: we generalize the notion of critical pair
of derivations of [53] and show that it is the presence of such pairs that causes non-equivalence. Every equivalence
that strictly contains the “free” equivalence makes the derivations from some critical pairs equivalent. Actually, we
show that every equivalence generated by identities between canonical natural transformations can be axiomatized
by taking certain critical pairs as new identities. This gives a “canonical form” of axiomatization of the classes of
non-free SMCC defined by identities between canonical natural transformations. From a slightly different angle, this
question is closely related to the search for new interesting axiomatically defined subclasses of the class of SMCCs.
One of our theorems establishes that such non-trivial subclasses do exist.
The role of these questions may be better understood in context, so let us recall some historical details. At
the beginning of the 1960s, an interest in categories enriched with structure started to grow. Monoidal, symmetric
monoidal and symmetric monoidal closed categories attracted much attention. One may cite the works of Be´nabou
(see [3,4]), Ehresmann (see [19]), and the extensive paper [21] by Eilenberg and Kelly. Questions related to coherence
arose naturally. They were considered in particular by Mac Lane and Kelly (see [38,26]). As we already mentioned,
at the end of the 1960s, Lambek opened the way to the study of structurally enriched categories using the syntactical
methods of proof theory. Such methods and ideas permitted to obtain deep results, such as the Kelly–Mac Lane
coherence theorem for closed categories. Let us give its proof-theoretical formulation. A sequent is called proper
if for every sub-formula of the form A ( B that occurs in it such that B is isomorphic to the tensor unit I, A is
isomorphic to the tensor unit also. A sequent is called balanced if every propositional variable in it occurs exactly
twice, and with opposite signs. The Kelly–Mac Lane coherence theorem asserts that up to the equivalence relation
induced by the equality of canonical morphisms in the free SMCC, there exists at most one derivation of a proper
and balanced sequent. When the conditions of this theorem are not satisfied, one easily finds pairs of non-equivalent
derivations of the same sequent. Such pairs of non-equivalent derivations correspond to non-commutative diagrams
in the free category. The condition of balancedness amounts to the fact that the morphisms under consideration are
generated by natural transformations. The condition of propriety is more profound. Kelly and Mac Lane proposed
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in [29] the following example of a non-commutative diagram,
A???
v? ""E
EE
EE
EE
E
1 // A???
A?
v
<<yyyyyyyy
, (TUD)
where −? stands for the dual-space functor − ( I and v for the canonical map from an object to its second dual.
This so-called “triple unit” diagram does not commute in the free SMCC, since it does not commute, as an example,
in the SMCC of pointed sets ([50] emphasizes the importance of this diagram w.r.t. the question of full coherence in
SMCCs, suggesting that its commutativity might be sufficient). The non-commutativity of Diagram (TUD) amounts
proof-theoretically to the fact that the sequent A??? ` A??? has two non-equivalent derivations. In her article [54],
Voreadou explains the non-commutativity of diagrams in the free SMCC by “twisted evaluation”. By adjunction one
may associate to Diagram (TUD) the following non-commutative diagram
A??? ⊗A??
v?⊗1

ε // I
A? ⊗A?? // A?? ⊗A?
ε
OO
, (TUD′)
where the function space of the evaluation map ε is A??? in the upper path, while it is A?? in the lower path. Actually,
Voreadou built her notion of critical pair over this notion of “twisted” applications of the evaluation. This corresponds
proof-theoretically to “twisted” left introductions of the implication. The non-commutativity of Diagram (TUD′)
amounts to the fact that the sequent ((A( I)( I)( I, (A( I)( I ` I has two non-equivalent derivations: the
first one ends by the introduction of ((A( I)( I)( I while the second ends by the introduction of (A( I)( I.
These derivations form a critical pair.
During the 1970s and the 80s, several works appeared dealing with properties of morphisms in enriched categories.
Some used algebraic methods, while others used methods resulting from proof-theory. These dealt in particular with
SMCCs, ?-autonomous categories, compact closed or Cartesian closed categories (see [27,41,39,2,28,43,1,35]). Let
us mention that formalisms different from sequent calculi, also resulting from the proof theory, were applied to the
study of coherence in these categories, particularly natural deduction and various systems of λ-calculus (by mappings
similar to the Curry-Howard “isomorphism” in the case of Cartesian closed categories).
The deductive systems considered until the end of the 80s were seen as fragments of already known systems of
intuitionistic logic. The introduction of linear logic, whose intuitionistic logic fragment is described in [23], allowed
a finer classification of these systems. Many works published in the 90s were then justified by the description of
categorical models for various fragments of linear logic, or by the application of the methods that it develops. The
bibliography on this subject is very vast. Let us mention, close to our interests, the works in [5–7,25,8,10,11,15,31,
44]. Particularly, [7] establishes the correspondence of Kelly–Mac Lane graphs and of proof-nets from linear logic.
However, to our knowledge, there exists no unanimously accepted notion of proof-net for IMLL with unit (precisely
due to the presence of the unit). We did not try to apply them to the study of coherence in SMCCs.
Many structures different from SMCCs have been studied by the means of the various methods that proof theory
develops. However as far as the non-free case is concerned, our approach seems to be new. Our study focuses on
SMCCs because they constitute the common structure of a great number of richer categories, in particular of most of
the categorical models of the various fragments of linear logic (see [9]). The deductive system that we are considering
is also interesting in itself, among other things because of presence of the unit that makes its behavior surprisingly
complex w.r.t. equivalences of derivations. In addition, the methods that we develop w.r.t. SMCCs and IMLL with unit
seem easily applicable to richer cases of categorical or deductive structures. Finally, these methods are related to
another popular direction in modern structural proof theory, namely identity of proofs (see [55,14,18,24]). Equalities
based on categorical semantics play an important role in this domain.
Overview. In Section 1, we introduce a first formulation of the free SMCC as a deductive system in which natural
transformations are formulated as axiom schemas. Then we specify under which conditions the study of equivalences
on derivations is applicable to the study of equality of canonical morphisms. To this aim, we distinguish between
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“semantical” equivalences that are induced by the equality of canonical morphisms in SMCC models, and “syntactical”
equivalences that are generated by sets of pairs of derivations. Then we emphasize that any semantical equivalence
may be seen as a syntactical equivalence for some set of pairs of derivations. As far as symmetric monoidal categories
are concerned, we describe equivalences as normal subgroups of direct products of symmetric groups. As far as SMCCs
are concerned, we give sufficient conditions under which the equivalence induced by the equality of canonical natural
transformations over a model coincide with the equivalence induced by the equality of canonical morphisms for all
interpretations in that model. From there on, we only consider equivalences induced by the equality of canonical
natural transformations over SMCC models.
In Section 2, we propose an inferential formulation of the free SMCC as a deductive system in the style of
Lambek, in which natural transformations are formulated as inference rules and defined so that cut is eliminable.
This system differs from the usual formulation of IMLL with unit only by its contexts that consist of simple objects.
We briefly explain how coherence conditions allow us to “strictify” contexts into multisets of objects, and establish the
correspondence by reciprocal conversions of the free SMCC and of the sequent system for IMLL with unit. Particularly,
we emphasize that the permutabilities of inferences in the style of Kleene (see [30]) that hold in IMLL with unit
are simple consequences of the naturality of inference rules in the free SMCC. From there on, we only consider
equivalences on derivations in IMLL with unit. Finally, we introduce a property of equivalences on derivations that is
reciprocal to the property of being a congruence w.r.t. inference rules: faithfulness.
In Section 3, we introduce the central concept of critical pair of derivations; that is, the proof-theoretical counterpart
of the concept of critical pair of canonical morphisms from [54]. Then we study the conditions under which two
derivations of the same sequent are equivalent to derivations ending by the same inference in order to “raise”
equivalence or non-equivalence from these derivations up to their premises. From this ascending analysis, we deduce
that any faithful equivalence is axiomatized by its critical pairs of equivalent derivations.
In Section 4, we establish that any equivalence on derivations defined w.r.t. the SMCC structure is faithful, and as
a consequence that any such equivalence is axiomatized by its critical pairs of equivalent derivations. To this aim, we
extend the method of decreasing of formula’s depth construction as introduced in [46] with a kind of interpolation in
the style of Lyndon (see [37]) that we see as its reciprocal construction: decomposition.
Finally in Section 5, we give certain sufficient conditions for full coherence and establish by model-theoretical
means that the system of identities defining SMCCs is not Post-complete, in the sense that extending this system with
an identity that does not hold in the free SMCC does not in general cause the free SMCC to collapse into a preorder.
1. SMCCs, equality of canonical morphisms and coherence
1.1. Definitions
Amonoidal category (from now on a MC) 〈C,⊗, I, α, λ, ρ〉 consists in a category C, a bifunctor−⊗− : C×C → C,
a distinguished unit object I and three natural isomorphisms αA,B,C : A⊗ (B⊗C) ∼= (A⊗B)⊗C, λA : I⊗A ∼= A
and ρA : A⊗ I ∼= A (with as inverses α−1, λ−1 and ρ−1 respectively), subject to the following coherence conditions:
αA⊗B,C,D ◦ αA,B,C⊗D = (αA,B,C ⊗ 1D) ◦ αA,B⊗C,D ◦ (1A ⊗ αB,C,D), (MC 1)
(ρA ⊗ 1C) ◦ αA,I,C = 1A ⊗ λC . (MC 2)
A symmetric monoidal category (from now on a SMC) 〈C,⊗, I, α, λ, ρ, γ〉 consists in a MC and a natural isomorphism
γA,B : A⊗B ∼= B ⊗A subject to the following coherence conditions:
αC,A,B ◦ γA⊗B,C ◦ αA,B,C = (γA,C ⊗ 1B) ◦ αA,C,B ◦ (1A ⊗ γB,C), (SMC 1)
γB,A ◦ γA,B = 1A⊗B . (SMC 2)
Notice that due to (SMC 2), γ is its own inverse. Conditions (MC 1) and (SMC 1) are known as Mac Lane’s pentagon
and hexagon respectively. His definitions of a MC (see [40, p. 162]) and of a SMC (see [40, p. 184]) impose the
following coherence conditions respectively:
λI = ρI, (MC 3)
λA ◦ γA,I = ρA. (SMC 3)
As shown in [26], these conditions are redundant, since they hold in any MC and any SMC respectively according to the
definitions above. As a consequence, we may see (SMC 3) as a definition of the natural isomorphism ρ and substitute
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for (MC 2) the following condition:
(λA ⊗ 1C) ◦ (γA,I ⊗ 1C) ◦ αA,I,C = 1A ⊗ λC . (MC 2′)
Coherence conditions are motivated by the well-known Mac Lane coherence theorem for SMCs (see [38]): any two
natural isomorphisms with the same domain and the same codomain built out of α, λ, γ and the identity isomorphism
by using⊗ and composition actually coincide. As a consequence, provided we are able to distinguish between objects,
there is no harm in considering the tensor product to be strictly associative and strictly commutative. We shall use
coherence conditions and Mac Lane’s theorem to partially “strictify” the SMC structure of the free SMCC, so that it
can be presented as a Gentzen sequent system with multisets as contexts.
A SMCC (or simply a closed category) is a SMC 〈C,⊗, I, α, λ, γ〉 in which each functor 1⊗B has as specified right
adjoint B ( 1, where 1 stands for the identity functor. Then for each object B in C, there exists a functor B ( 1
and two natural transformations ηB : 1 → B ( (1 ⊗ B), εB : (B ( 1) ⊗ B → 1 that are the unit and the counit
of an adjunction. By Mac Lane’s theorem on adjunctions with a parameter (see [40, p. 102]), there is a unique way
to assign to each morphism f : B → B′ and each object A a morphism f ( A : B′ ( A → B ( A so that(
becomes a bifunctor Cop ⊗ C → C for which the bijection hom(A⊗ B,C) ∼= hom(A,B ( C) is natural in B. Such
is the case iff the collections η and ε satisfy generalized naturality conditions in the sense of [20]: for any morphism
f : B → B′ and any object A,
(1B ( (1A ⊗ f)) ◦ ηB,A = (f ( (1A ⊗ 1B′)) ◦ ηB′,A, (GNT η)
εB,A ◦ ((f ( 1A)⊗ 1B) = εB′,A ◦ ((1B′ ( 1A)⊗ f). (GNT ε)
It is usually assumed that the collection of functors B ( 1 of a SMCC C is indeed extended into a bifunctor, the
internal hom-functor of C. Then in addition to the natural isomorphisms induced by its SMC structure, C comes with
(A⊗B)( C ∼= A( (B( C) and I( A ∼= A (see [51,15]).
Example 1.1 (Modules and Pointed Sets).
– It is well known that modules over a commutative ring I form a SMCC I-mod with I (seen as a module over itself)
as unit.
– The category Set? of pointed sets has for objects sets with a distinguished element ?, and for morphisms functions
that preserve distinguished elements. This category is a SMCC where
· I is any two-elements set {a, ?};
· A⊗B is the smash product ((A− {?})× (B − {?})) ∪ {〈?, ?〉}, with 〈?, ?〉 as a distinguished element;
· A( B is the hom-set BA with the constant function a 7→ ? as a distinguished element. 
1.2. The free SMCC as a Lambek deductive system
Let A be a set of atoms or propositional variables. The free SMCC L(A) over A, as described in [15,53] has for
objects propositions built from elements of A and the constant I, and for morphisms equivalence classes of labeled
sequents, that is morphism terms. Propositions are recursively defined by
P = a | I | (P⊗P) | (P( P)
where a stands for any atom of A (we shall omit external parenthesis). Labeled sequents are expressions of the form
f : A ` B where A and B are propositions, derived in the following calculus.
axioms (primitive labeled sequents)
1A : A ` A
1
αA,B,C : A⊗ (B ⊗ C) ` (A⊗B)⊗ C
α
α−1A,B,C : (A⊗B)⊗ C ` A⊗ (B ⊗ C)
α−1
λA : I⊗A ` A
λ
λ−1A : A ` I⊗A
λ−1
γA,B : A⊗B ` B ⊗A
γ
ηA,B : B ` A( (B ⊗A)
η
εA,B : (A( B)⊗A ` B
ε
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inference rules (operations on labeled sequents)
f : A ` B g : C ` D
f ⊗ g : A⊗ C ` B ⊗D ⊗
f : A ` B g : C ` D
f ( g : B( C ` A( D (
f : A ` B g : B ` C
g ◦ f : A ` C ◦
Remark 1.2. We may also consider
ρA : A⊗ I ` A
ρ
ρ−1A : A ` A⊗ I
ρ−1
but these axioms are not necessary since ρ and ρ−1 may be defined according to (SMC 3). 
Finally, morphisms inL(A) are defined as equivalence classes of labeled sequents for the smallest equivalence relation
≡ that is a congruence w.r.t. ◦, ⊗ and (, and that makes L(A) a SMCC. (A detailed description of syntactical
categories and deductive systems can be found in [18, Chapter 2].)
(i) L(A) is a category. Thus ≡ is such that for any labeled sequents f : A ` B, g : B ` C and h : C ` D,
1B ◦ f ≡ f ≡ f ◦ 1A, (cat 1)
(h ◦ g) ◦ f ≡ h ◦ (g ◦ f). (cat ◦)
(ii) ⊗ : L(A)×L(A)→ L(A) and(: L(A)op×L(A)→ L(A) are bifunctors. Thus≡ is such that for any objects
A, B and any labeled sequents f : A ` B, f ′ : A′ ` B′, g : B ` C and g : B′ ` C ′,{
1A⊗B ≡ 1A ⊗ 1B ,
1A(B ≡ 1A( 1B ,
(fct 1){
(g ⊗ g′) ◦ (f ⊗ f ′) ≡ (g ◦ f)⊗ (g′ ◦ f ′),
(f ( g′) ◦ (g( f ′) ≡ (g ◦ f)( (g′ ◦ f ′). (fct ◦)
The equivalences we do not mention here all deal with natural transformations (they express naturality conditions,
coherence conditions and the fact that transformations combine into natural isomorphisms or adjunctions). In the
formulation above, natural transformations may be seen proof-theoretically as axioms schemas. In Section 2, we shall
formulate them so that they may be seen as inference rules.
Labeled sequents and derivations
We consider tree-form derivations such that any axiom is annotated with the name of the corresponding natural
transformation (that is 1, α, α−1, λ, λ−1, γ, η or ε) and such that any inference is annotated with the name of the
corresponding rule (that is⊗,( or ◦). Then the whole annotated tree-form derivation of a labeled sequent f : A ` B
is fully encoded in its label f and can be reconstructed from it. Conversely, the label of a sequent can be reconstructed
from its annotated tree-form derivation. This way, any equivalence of labeled sequents amounts to an equivalence
of annotated tree-form derivations. Actually, the equivalences described above make sense proof-theoretically: (cat 1)
enables the elimination of cut w.r.t. identity axioms, (cat ◦) the permutation of cut with itself, (fct 1) the atomization of
axioms and (fct ◦) conversions of cut w.r.t. ⊗ and(. For short, we shall call annotated tree-form derivations simply
derivations. By abuse of language, given a labeled sequent f : A ` B, we may call f a derivation of the sequent
A ` B.
Polarities and balancedness
For any proposition A, let N (A) and P(A) denote the sets of negative and positive occurrences of atoms in A
respectively. Then N (A) and P(A) admit the following mutually recursive definitions:
N (I) = ∅ and P(I) = ∅,
N (a) = ∅ and P(a) = {a},
N (A⊗B) = N (A)∐ N (B) and P(A⊗B) = P(A)∐ P(B),
N (A( B) = P(A)∐ N (B) and P(A( B) = N (A)∐ P(B),
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where
∐
stands for the disjoint union. An atom is said to appear with a negative resp. a positive polarity or variance
in a proposition A if one of its occurrences belongs to N (A) resp. to P(A). For any sequent A ` B, let N (A ` B)
and P(A ` B) denote the sets of negative and positive occurrences of atoms in A ` B respectively, defined by
N (A ( B) and P(A ( B) respectively. An atom is said to appear with a negative resp. a positive polarity in a
sequent A ` B if one of its occurrences belongs toN (A ` B) resp. to P(A ` B). A sequent is balanced if any atom
that appears in it presents two occurrences exactly, with opposite polarities.
Diversification and generalized natural transformations
Any derivation of a sequent A ` B defines a bijection from N (A ` B) to P(A ` B) that maps any negative
occurrence of an atom to a positive occurrence of the same atom. Occurrences of any atom in A ` B may be renamed
w.r.t. this bijection so that the obtained sequent is balanced ([15] gives a detailed proof of this property, which is
closely related to the definition on proof-nets in linear logic as noticed in [7]). Thus any derivation in L(A) can be
diversified into a derivation of a balanced sequent.
Example 1.3. The axioms 1a⊗a and γa,a : a⊗a ` a⊗a are diversifiable into 1b⊗c : b⊗c ` b⊗c and γb,c : b⊗c ` c⊗b
respectively. The same way
a⊗ (a( a) ` (a( a)⊗ a
γ
(a( a)⊗ a ` a
ε
a⊗ (a( a) ` a
◦
− + − +
is diversifiable into εb,c ◦ γb,b(c : b⊗ (b( c) ` c. 
This property amounts to the fact that any canonical morphism is component of a generalized natural transformation
(from now on a GNT) over L(A) in the sense of Eilenberg and Kelly (see [20]). The bijection from N (A ` B) to
P(A ` B) it defines is just a way to represent the Kelly–Mac Lane graph of this GNT (see [29]). Given two functors
F : A×Bop×B → D andG : A×Cop×C → D, a collection σ of morphisms σA,B,C : F 〈A,B,B〉 → G〈A,C,C〉
defines a GNT from F to G if it is natural w.r.t. A in the standard sense, and w.r.t. B, C in the following generalized
sense (see [20,29]): for any morphisms g : B → B′ and h : C → C ′,
σA,B′,C ◦ F 〈1A, 1B′ , g〉 = σA,B,C ◦ F 〈1A, g, 1B〉, (GNT 1)
G〈1A, 1C , h〉 ◦ σA,B,C = G〈1A, h, 1C′〉 ◦ σA,B,C′ . (GNT 2)
A GNT over L(A) is simply a GNT between functors F : A × Bop × B → L(A), G : A × Cop × C → L(A) where
A, B and C stand for some product categories L(A)p × (L(A)op)q. As a particular case, (GNT ε) and (GNT η) are
instances of (GNT 1) and (GNT 2) respectively.
Remark 1.4. A diversified derivation f : A ` B in the symmetric monoidal fragment of L(A) is such that any atom
in it occurs exactly once in the context A and once in the succedent B. The GNT it is component of is a natural
transformation in the standard sense. 
1.3. Equality of canonical morphisms and equivalences on derivations
Given a SMCC C, any valuation v : A → Obj C extends to a unique interpretation SMC-functor V : L(A) → C
such that for any atom a inA, V a = va (as a particular case, diversifying a derivation f in L(A) amounts to exhibit
a diversified derivation f¯ and a valuation t : A→ A extending to an interpretation functor T : L(A)→ L(A) such
that f ≡ T f¯ ). For any derivation f in L(A), V f is component of a GNT over C. Lemma 1.5 below, that we shall use
later, is a consequence of this fact.
Given two valuations v , u : A → Obj C , assume the existence in C of two collections [vu] and [uv ] of morphisms
[vu]a : va→ ua and [uv ]a : ua→ va (one for each atom a in both cases). Then [vu] and [uv ] extend respectively to
collections [VU ] and [UV ] of morphisms [VU ]A : VA → UA and [UV ]A : UA → VA (one for each proposition
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A in both cases) that admit the following mutually recursive definitions:
[VU ]I , 1I and [UV ]I , 1I,
[VU ]a , [vu]a and [UV ]a , [uv ]a,
[VU ]A⊗B , [VU ]A ⊗ [VU ]B and [UV ]A⊗B , [UV ]A ⊗ [UV ]B ,
[VU ]A(B , [UV ]A( [VU ]B and [UV ]A(B , [VU ]A( [UV ]B .
Lemma 1.5. Let [vu] and [uv ] be collections of morphisms [vu]a : va → ua and [uv ]a : ua → va such that for any
atom a inA, [uv ]a ◦ [vu]a = 1va (this amounts to [UV ]a ◦U 1a ◦ [VU ]a = V 1a). Then for any derivation f : A ` B
in L(A), [UV ]B ◦U f ◦ [VU ]A = V f . 
Proof. It is enough to proceed by induction first on propositions to show that [UV ]A ◦ [VU ]A = 1VA for any A, and
next on derivations using this very property and generalized naturality conditions. As an example,
[UV ]A((B⊗A) ◦U ηA,B ◦ [VU ]B
= ([VU ]A( ([UV ]B ⊗ [UV ]A)) ◦ ηUA,UB ◦ [VU ]B
= 1([VU ]A( (1VB ⊗ [UV ]A)) ◦ ηUA,VB ◦ [UV ]B ◦ [VU ]B
= 2(1VA( (1VB ⊗ ([UV ]A ◦ [VU ]A))) ◦ ηVA,VB ◦ [UV ]B ◦ [VU ]B
= (1VA( (1VB ⊗ 1VA)) ◦ ηVA,VB ◦ 1VB = ηVA,VB = V ηA,B . 
Coherence in a SMCC C in the sense of [29] deals with the equality of GNTs over C. Two GNTs are equal if they have
the same graph and if all their components are equal. Then two derivations f and g of the same sequent in L(A) are
sent to the same GNT over C if:
– they are diversifiable into derivations of the same balanced sequent (this amounts to the fact that f and g have the
same graph);
– for any two diversified derivations f¯ , g¯ of the same balanced sequent obtained from f and g respectively and any
valuation v : A→ Obj C , V f¯ = V g¯.
This actually defines an equivalence on derivations inL(A) containing≡. We may also consider equivalences induced
by equality in C without respect to graphs, or involving a single valuation, etc.
Semantical equivalences
Given a SMCC C, we shall consider:
– equivalences ∼v induced by the equality of canonical morphisms w.r.t. a single valuation v : A → Obj C , that is
such that f ∼v g iff V f = V g;
– the equivalence ∼∀ induced by the equality of canonical morphisms w.r.t. all valuations, that is such that f ∼∀ g
iff for any valuation v : A→ Obj C , f ∼v g;
– the equivalence ∼GNT induced by equality of GNTs over C, that is such that f ∼GNT g iff
· f and g are diversifiable into derivations of the same balanced sequent;
· for any two diversified derivations f¯ , g¯ of the same balanced sequent obtained from f and g respectively, f¯ ∼∀ g¯.
Obviously, ≡ ⊆ ∼GNT ⊆ ∼∀ ⊆ ∼v (for any valuation v ) and any equivalence relation ∼ among these is a congruence
w.r.t. ◦, ⊗ and(, such that the factor category L(A)/∼ is a SMCC.
1 By standard naturality w.r.t. UB and VB.
2 By generalized naturality w.r.t. UA and VA.
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Substitutive equivalences
We call an equivalence∼ on derivations inL(A) substitutive if it is stable by substitution of propositions for atoms,
that is such that for any valuation u : A → P extending to an interpretation functor U : L(A) → L(A), f ∼ g
implies U f ∼ U g. Given a SMCC C, ∼∀ is substitutive. Indeed, let f and g be ∼∀-equivalent derivations. Then for
any valuation u : A → P and any valuation v : A → Obj C , we have (V ◦ U )f = (V ◦ U )g, that is U f ∼v U g,
so that U f and U g are ∼∀-equivalent. Since graphs are stable by substitution of propositions for atoms (see [29]),
∼GNT is substitutive also. However∼v equivalences generally are not substitutive: assume the existence of a valuation
v such that va = I, vb 6= I and V 1b⊗b 6= V γb,b for some atoms a, b inA. Then 1a⊗a and γa,a are ∼v -equivalent but
1a⊗a · [b/a] and γa,a · [b/a] are not.
Thus even if L(A)/∼ is a SMCC for any equivalence∼ among∼v ,∼∀ and∼GNT, only L(A)/∼∀ and L(A)/∼GNT
are certainly free in a certain equationally defined subclass of SMCCs. This justifies that we are mostly interested in
substitutive equivalences. As far as identity of proofs is concerned, let us mention that [55] gives “philosophical”
reasons why an equivalence on derivation should be substitutive. Finally, as we shall establish in Section 1.5, ∼∀ and
∼GNT coincide w.r.t. the most usual models of SMCCs. This explains why our study focuses on equality of GNTs.
Syntactical equivalences
Let P stand for a set of pairs 〈f, g〉 of derivations in L(A) such that f and g have the same final sequent.
– The syntactical relation ∼P generated by P is the smallest equivalence relation containing ≡ and P that is a
congruence w.r.t. ◦, ⊗ and(.
– The substitutive syntactical relation∼?P generated by P is the smallest substitutive equivalence relation containing
≡ and P that is a congruence w.r.t. ◦, ⊗ and(.
The syntactical relation ∼P generated by P may be described as the relation ∼ derivable in the following system:
f ∼ f ,
f ∼ g
g ∼ f ,
f ∼ g g ∼ h
f ∼ h ,
〈f, g〉 ∈ ≡
f ∼ g ,
〈f, g〉 ∈ P
f ∼ g ,
f ∼ g f ′ ∼ g′
f ′ ◦ f ∼ g′ ◦ g′ ,
3 f ∼ g f ′ ∼ g′
f ⊗ f ′ ∼ g ⊗ g′ ,
f ∼ g f ′ ∼ g′
f ( f ′ ∼ g( g′ .
The substitutive syntactical relation ∼?P generated by P may be described as the relation ∼ derivable in the system
above augmented with the rule:
f ∼ g v : A→ P
V f ∼ V g .
Obviously, ≡ ⊆ ∼P ⊆ ∼?P (as a particular case, ≡ may be seen as the syntactical relation generated by the empty set
P = ∅). Once again, any equivalence relation ∼ among these is such that the factor category L(A)/∼ is a SMCC.
Semantical relations as syntactical relations
Let C be a SMCC.
– For any valuation v : A→ Obj C , let Pv stand for the set of pairs of ∼v -equivalent derivations in L(A). Then ∼v
trivially coincides with the syntactical relation ∼Pv generated by Pv .
– The same way let P∀ stand for the set of pairs of ∼∀-equivalent derivations in L(A). Then ∼∀ coincides with the
substitutive syntactical relation ∼?P∀ generated by P∀.
– Finally, let PGNT stand for the set of pairs of∼GNT-equivalent diversified derivations in L(A). Then ∼GNT coincides
with the substitutive syntactical relation ∼?PGNT generated by PGNT.
Thus any semantical relation w.r.t. a SMCC C may be described as the (possibly substitutive) syntactical relation
generated by an appropriate set P of pairs 〈f, g〉 of derivations in L(A) such that f and g have the same final sequent.
3 Provided the morphisms involved are composable.
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As far as the symmetric monoidal fragment of L(A) only is considered, we shall give an algebraic characterisation
of the (possibly substitutive) syntactical relation generated by any such set P . Next, we shall establish that w.r.t. the
most usual models of SMCC (coming with a 0 object and a bifunctor equipped with some kind of injections and
projections), ∼∀ and ∼GNT equivalences actually coincide.
1.4. Equivalence on derivations in SMCs
In this section we consider the symmetric monoidal fragment of L(A) only. A diversified derivation f : A ` B
in this fragment is such that any atom it involves occurs exactly once in the context A and once in the succedent B.
Conversely, letA be a well parenthesized products of atoms and constants such that any atom inA occurs exactly once,
and B be a well parenthesized products of the same atoms as in A and constants. By Mac Lane coherence theorem
for SMC, up to ≡ there exists a unique derivation of the sequent A ` B, which we write cohA,B . Then cohA,A ≡ 1A
and any derivation in the SMC fragment of L(A) is an isomorphism w.r.t. ≡. Derivations involving constants only are
of no interest w.r.t. equivalence. We shall consider only derivations whose final sequent contains at least one atom.
For any set {Ai}16i6n of propositions, let ⊗nk=1Ak stand for the leftmost well parenthesized product of
propositions in {Ak}16k6n:
n⊗
k=1
Ak , (. . . (A1 ⊗A2)⊗ · · · ⊗An)
(this choice of a parenthesizing will have no consequence, since due to coherence for SMCs, we may “forget”
parentheses). We may write ⊗Ak if index are clear from the context. For any proposition A, An stands for ⊗nk=1A.
Let f : A ` B be a derivation, f¯ : A¯ ` B¯ be a diversified derivation and t : A → A be a valuation such
that f ≡ TcohA¯,B¯ . We assume that all atoms in A are linearly ordered in some way, such as a1, . . . , ai, . . . , ap. For
any atom ai, let t−1ai stand for the set of atoms a¯i,j in A¯ ` B¯ such that t a¯i,j = ai. Then we assume that for any
atom ai, all atoms in t−1ai are linearly ordered in some way, such as a¯i,1, . . . , a¯i,j , . . . , a¯i,qi . Finally, let us define
A¯′i , ⊗qij=1a¯i,j and A¯′ , ⊗pi=1A¯′i. Then T1A¯′ ≡ ⊗pi=11aqii and since cohB¯,A¯′ ◦ cohA¯,B¯ ◦ cohA¯′,A¯ ≡ 1A¯′ ,
(TcohB¯,A¯′) ◦ f ◦ (TcohA¯′,A¯) ≡
p⊗
i=1
1aqii .
Let g : A ` B be a derivation in L(A) of the same sequent as f . Then there exist p derivations gi : aqii ` aqii such that
(TcohB¯,A¯′) ◦ g ◦ (TcohA¯′,A¯) ≡
p⊗
i=1
gi.
Let ∼ stand for an equivalence relation containing ≡, and such that ∼ is a congruence w.r.t. ◦ and ⊗. Since TcohB¯,A¯′
and TcohA¯′,A¯ are isomorphisms (w.r.t. ≡ and thus w.r.t. ∼),
f ∼ g iff p⊗
i=1
1aqii ∼
p⊗
i=1
gi. (1.1)
W.r.t. ∼ the linear order of atoms in A does not matter. Indeed, for any permutation σ in Sp, let Tσ stand for the
unique isomorphism ⊗aqii ∼= ⊗aqσiσi up to ≡. Then ⊗1aqii ∼ ⊗gi iff Tσ ◦ (⊗1aqii ) ◦ T−1σ ∼ Tσ ◦ (⊗gi) ◦ T−1σ , that
is iff ⊗1aqσiσi ∼ ⊗gσi. Thus w.r.t. ∼ we may see derivations as finite sets of derivations involving a single atom. This
way, f ∼ g iff {1aqii }
p
i=1 ∼ {gi}pi=1. As we shall explain below, the linear order of atoms in each t−1ai does not
matter either.
Given an atom b and an integer k different from 0, any derivation h : bk ` bk is fully defined by its graph. We
may see this graph as a permutation in the symmetric group Sk that sends the position number of an occurrence of
b in the context of bk ` bk to the position number of the occurrence it is linked to in the succedent. As an example
〈b, ( 1 2 32 3 1 ) ∈ S3〉 defines the derivation h : b3 ` b3 obtained by substitution of b for all atoms in the unique derivation
(up to ≡) of the sequent (b1 ⊗ b2)⊗ b3 ` (b3 ⊗ b1)⊗ b2. Then for any two derivations defined by some permutations
σ, τ ∈ Sk, we have 〈b, τ〉 ◦ 〈b, σ〉 = 〈b, τ ◦ σ〉. Thus w.r.t. ∼, we may see derivations as finite sets of pairs 〈b, σ〉. This
way, each gi : a
qi
i ` aqii being defined by a pair 〈ai, σi ∈ Sqi〉,
f ∼ g iff {〈ai, 1〉}pi=1 ∼ {〈ai, σi〉}pi=1. (1.2)
Then we consider the type of a derivation to be simply defined as a function t : A → N that indicates the number
of occurrences of each atom in the context (resp. in the succedent) of its final sequent. This way, the type u of f
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and g is defined by ai 7→ qi for any 1 6 i 6 p, and a 7→ 0 for any other atom. Notice that for any type t, there
exists only a finite number of atoms b in A such that tb is not 0. Two derivations are composable iff they have the
same type, and there is a group isomorphism between the set of derivations of a given type t and any direct product∏
b∈A|tb6=0 Stb of symmetric groups (as an example,
∏p
i=1 Sqi in the case of f and g). We shall write St the set of
derivations of a given type t considered as a group. This way, both f and g belong to Su. For any p permutations τi in
Sqi , {〈ai, 1〉} ∼ {〈ai, σi〉} iff
{〈ai, τi〉} ◦ {〈ai, 1〉} ◦ {〈ai, τ−1i 〉} ∼ {〈ai, τi〉} ◦ {〈ai, σi〉} ◦ {〈ai, τ−1i 〉},
that is iff {〈ai, 1〉} ∼ {〈ai, τi ◦ σi ◦ τ−1i 〉}. Thus for any derivation {〈ai, σ′i〉} that belongs to the same conjugacy
class as {〈ai, σi〉} in Su, {〈ai, 1〉} ∼ {〈ai, σi〉} iff {〈ai, 1〉} ∼ {〈ai, σ′i〉}. This justifies that w.r.t. ∼ the linear order
of atoms in each t−1ai does not matter.
Finally, deciding the ∼-equivalence of two derivations of the same sequent in the SMC fragment of L(A) amounts
to decidding the ∼-equivalence of the identity and an element σ in St for some type t. Next, the set of pairs of
∼-equivalent derivations with as type t may be described as a part Et of St such that for any σ in Et, 1 ∼ σ. Notice
that Et is a subgroup of St.
Remark 1.6. As explained above, given an element σ in St, if 1 ∼ σ then for any τ in the same conjugacy class as
σ in St, 1 ∼ τ . As a consequence, for any τ in the normal closure 〈σ〉St of σ in St, 1 ∼ τ . That is, if σ ∈ Et then
〈σ〉St ⊆ Et. Actually, Et is a normal subgroup of St.
Recall that given an integer k different from 0, any permutation in Sk admits a decomposition into cycles that is
unique up to the order of cycles. Let us call the cycle-structure of a permutation the multiset of lengths of cycles in
its decomposition. Then two permutations in Sk are conjugate iff they have the same cycle-structure. Given an atom
b in A, assume that {〈b, 1〉} ∼ {〈b, σ〉} for some transposition σ in Sk. The conjugacy class of σ is the set of all
transpositions in Sk, and its normal closure 〈σ〉Sk is Sk itself. Then any two derivations with as type b 7→ k (0 either)
are ∼-equivalent. 
We define the rank |t| of a type t as the sum of its values: |t| , ∑b∈A tb. The type rank of a derivation indicates
the number of occurrences of atoms in the context (resp. in the succedent) of its final sequent. Since we consider
derivations whose final sequents contain at least one atom, the rank of any type is greater than 1. For any two types t
and t′, the set Et ⊗ Et′ of tensor products of derivations in Et and Et′ respectively is a part of Et+t′ :
Et ⊗ Et′ , {σ ⊗ σ′ | 〈h, h′〉 ∈ Et × Et′} ⊆ Et+t′ .
For any type t, we define a partition of t as a set T of types such that t equals the sum of types in T ; that is, such that
t =
∑
t′∈T t
′ (then the set of ranks |t′| is an integer-partition of |t|). Any partition T of t is finite. Let Pt stand for the
set of partitions of t. Then Pt is finite also and⋃
T∈Pt
⊗
t′∈T
Et′ ⊆ Et.
Syntactical equivalences
LetP stand for a set of pairs of derivations inL(A) that have the same final sequent. The smallest (non-substitutive)
equivalence relation ∼P containing ≡ and P that is a congruence w.r.t. ◦ and ⊗ may be described for any type t as
the set Et of elements σ in St such that 1 ∼P σ. We associate to any pair 〈f, g〉 in P an element σ in St for some type
t such that f ∼ g iff 1 ∼ σ. Let P ′ stand for the set all elements obtained in that way. Then we proceed recursively
on the rank of types.
– For any type t with as rank |t| = 1,
Et = St = {1}.
– For any type t with as rank |t| > 2, Et is the normal closure in St of the union of
· the set of elements in P ′ with as type t, that is P ′ ∩ St;
· the set of tensor products ⊗t′∈TEt′ where T stands for a partion of t:
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Et =
〈
(P ′ ∩ St) ∪
( ⋃
T∈Pt
⊗
t′∈T
Et′
)〉St
.
Theorem 1.7. Let us associate, to any pair 〈f, g〉 of derivations in L(A) that have the same final sequent, an element
σ in St for some type t such that f ∼ g iff 1 ∼ σ. Then f ∼P g iff σ ∈ Et. 
Remark 1.8 (Decidability). If P is decidable then so is ∼P , since any membership σ ∈ Et must follow from a finite
number of memberships σ′ ∈ Et′ where t′ stands for some “smaller” type than t.
Assume that for any atom b inA, 〈1b⊗b, γb,b〉 belongs toP . Then we have {〈b, 1〉} ∼P {〈b, σ〉}, where σ stands for
the unique transposition in S2. We deduce from Remark 1.6 and the description of ∼P above that any two derivations
of the same sequent in L(A) are ∼P -equivalent. 
Substitutive equivalences
Let ∼ stand for a substitutive equivalence relation containing ≡ such that ∼ is a congruence w.r.t. ◦ and ⊗. Let f
and g be two derivations of the same sequent in L(A), and such that f ∼ g iff⊗pi=11aqii ∼ ⊗
p
i=1gi according to (1.1).
Since ∼ is stable by substitutions of the unit I for atoms,
p⊗
i=1
1aqii ∼
p⊗
i=1
gi iff 1aqii ∼ gi for all index 1 6 i 6 p.
The right to left implication is obvious because ∼ is a congruence w.r.t. ⊗. For the left to right implication, given
an index i, it is enough to substitute I for all atoms aj such that j differs from i. Thus each gi : a
qi
i ` aqii being
defined by a pair 〈ai, σi ∈ Sqi〉, f ∼ g iff 〈ai, 1〉 ∼ 〈ai, σi〉 for all index 1 6 i 6 p. Next, since ∼ is stable
by substitution of atoms for atoms, we may assume that all these equivalences involve the same atom, say a. Then
f ∼ g iff 〈a, 1〉 ∼ 〈a, σi〉 for all index 1 6 i 6 p. Thus ∼ is fully determined by a set of equivalences involving a
single atom a. This way, any substitutive equivalence on derivations in L(A) may be described as a non substitutive
equivalence on derivations in L({a}) for some atom a.
Let P stand for a set of pairs of derivations in L(A) that have the same final sequent. The smallest substitutive
equivalence relation ∼?P containing ≡ and P that is a congruence w.r.t. ◦ and ⊗ may be described as follows. We
associate to any pair of derivations 〈f, g〉 in P such that f ∼ g iff {〈ai, 1〉}pi=1 ∼ {〈ai, σi〉}pi=1 according to (1.2) the
set {〈a, σi〉}pi=1. Notice that this set involves a only. Let Pa stand for the union of all sets obtained in that way. Then
∼?P may be described as the smallest non-substitutive equivalence relation ∼Pa on derivations in L({a}) containing
≡ and Pa that is a congruence w.r.t. ◦ and ⊗.
Remark 1.9 (Decidability). This time, even if P is decidable, ∼?P is not necessarily so since an equivalence
〈a, 1〉 ∼?P 〈a, σ〉 may follow only from an equivalence {〈ai, 1〉}pi=1 ∼ {〈ai, σi〉}pi=1, holding for an arbitrary large p.
However if P is decidable and contains only pairs of derivations built over a single atom then ∼?P is decidable. 
1.5. Products, balancedness and coherence in SMCCs
Assume that a SMCC C comes with
– a zero object 0 non isomorphic to I but isomorphic to any product 0⊗A;
– a bifunctor + : C × C → C equipped for any two objects A1, A2 with some morphisms ιi : Ai → A1 + A2 and
pii : A1 +A2 → Ai such that:
pii ◦ ιi = 1Ai and provided i 6= j, pij ◦ ιi = 0Ai,Aj
where 0Ai,Aj stands for the composite zero morphism Ai → 0 → Aj . We do not need these collections of
morphisms to define natural transformations, nor to be actual injections and projections.
For any set {Ai}16i6n of propositions, let
∑n
k=1Ak stand for the leftmost well parenthesized sum of propositions
in {Ak}16k6n. Then for any index 1 6 i 6 n an “injection” ιi : Ai →
∑n
k=1Ak and a “projection”
pii :
∑n
k=1Ak → Ai are defined in an obvious way such that pii ◦ ιi = 1Ai and such that for any index 1 6 j 6 n
different from i, pij ◦ ιi = 0Ai,Aj .
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Example 1.10 (Modules and Pointed Sets).
– The SMCC I-mod of modules over a commutative ring I comes with a direct sum⊕ and a direct product×. Provided
their arguments are in finite number, direct sums and direct products are isomorphic.
· 0 is any trivial I-module {0};
· A+B is the direct sum A⊕B (isomorphic to the direct product A×B);
· for any two I-modules A1, A2, ιi and pii are the usual injections and projections (up to isomorphism).
– In the SMCC Set? of pointed sets
· 0 is any singleton {?};
· A+B is the Cartesian product A×B with 〈?, ?〉 as a distinguished element;
· for any two pointed sets A1, A2, ι1 and ι2 are defined as a1 7→ 〈a1, ?〉 and a2 7→ 〈?, a2〉 respectively, while pi1
and pi2 are usual projections. 
Theorem 1.11. Let C stand for a SMCC equipped with a zero object 0 and a bifunctor + as described above. Then
w.r.t. C, ∼∀ = ∼GNT. 
Proof. We already know that if two derivations are∼GNT-equivalent, then they are∼∀-equivalent too. So as to establish
the reciprocal implication, we prove that given any two derivations f and g of the same sequent:
(i) if f and g are ∼∀-equivalent then they have the same graph;
(ii) in that case, any two diversified derivations f¯ , g¯ of the same sequent obtained from f and g respectively are
∼∀-equivalent.
Proof of the first point
Let f¯ : A¯ ` B¯ be a diversified derivation and t : A → A a valuation such that f ≡ T f¯ . Let {ai}16i6p stand
for the set of atoms involved in the construction of f and for any index 1 6 i 6 p, let {a¯i,j}16j6qi stand for the set
of atoms such that t a¯i,j = ai. We shall construct from f a derivation f ′ : ⊗ni=1aqii ` (⊗ni=1(ai ( I)qi) ( I. The
construction we shall describe is such that from g, we get a derivation g′ of the same sequent as f ′ and such that:
– if f and g are ∼∀-equivalent then f ′ and g′ are ∼∀-equivalent too;
– if f and g have different graphs then f ′ and g′ have different graphs too.
(i) First, we assume the succedent of f : A ` B to be the unit I by considering εB,I ◦ (1B(I⊗f) : (B( I)⊗A ` I
if it is not.
(ii) Next, we assume the context of f to be a product of propositions of the form I, ai or ai ( I by iterating the
following compositions “in context” (in what follows, Γ[A] stands for a product involving A as a factor):
– if the context is of the form Γ[A( B] where B is not the unit I, then rather than f we consider f ◦ Γ[φA,B ]
where φa,b stands for a derivation4 of the sequent (a( I)⊗ b ` a( b;
– if the context is of the form Γ[(A ⊗ B)( I], then rather than f we consider f ◦ Γ[φ′A,B ] where φ′a,b stands
for a derivation5 of the sequent (a( I)⊗ (b( I) ` (a⊗ b)( I;
– if the context is of the form Γ[(A( B)( I], then rather than f we consider f ◦ Γ[φ′′A,B ] where φ′′a,b stands
for a derivation6 of the sequent a⊗ (b( I) ` (a( b)( I.
(iii) Then we assume f to be of the form
f :
(
n⊗
i=1
qi⊗
j=1
t a¯i,j
)
⊗
(
n⊗
i=1
qi⊗
j=1
(t a¯i,j ( I)
)
` I
by considering its composition with the unique appropriate isomorphism if it is not. Finally, we take f ′ to be
(1( f) ◦ η, that is
4 φa,b = (1a ( (λb ◦ (εa,I ⊗ 1b) ◦ ψa(I,b,a)) ◦ ηa,(a(I)⊗b where ψc,d,e stands for the unique isomorphism (c⊗ d)⊗ e ∼= (c⊗ e)⊗ d
up to ≡.
5 φ′a,b = (1a⊗b ( (λI ◦ (εa,I ⊗ εb,I) ◦ ψ′a(I,b(I,a,b)) ◦ ηa⊗b,(a(I)⊗(b(I) where ψ′c,d,e,f stands for the unique isomorphism
(c⊗ d)⊗ (e⊗ f) ∼= (c⊗ e)⊗ (d⊗ f) up to ≡.
6 φ′′a,b = (1a(b ( (εb,I ◦ (1b(I ⊗ εa,b) ◦ ψ′′a,b(I,a(b)) ◦ ηa(b,a⊗(b(I) where ψ′′c,d,e stands for the unique isomorphism
(c⊗ d)⊗ e ∼= d⊗ (e⊗ c) up to ≡.
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f ′ :
n⊗
i=1
qi⊗
j=1
t a¯i,j `
(
n⊗
i=1
qi⊗
j=1
(t a¯i,j ( I)
)
( I.
By applying to g the same operations and in the same order as to f , we get a derivation g′ of the same sequent as f ′.
Let g¯ stand for a diversified derivation obtained from g. Without loss of generality, we assume that g¯ involves the same
atoms as f¯ , and that for any index 1 6 i 6 p there exists a permutation σi in Sqi such that g′ is of the form
g′ :
n⊗
i=1
qi⊗
j=1
t a¯i,σij `
(
n⊗
i=1
qi⊗
j=1
(t a¯i,j ( I)
)
( I.
This way, f ′ and g′ have the same graph iff for any index 1 6 i 6 p, σi is the identity in Sqi .
Assume that f and g are ∼∀-equivalent, but have different graphs. Then f ′ and g′ have the same properties, and
there exists an index 1 6 i 6 p such that σi is not the identity in Sqi . Let f ′′ and g′′ be obtained from f ′ and g′
respectively by the substitution of the unit I for all atoms but ai. We shall forget the index i. Then up to isomorphisms
involving the unit I, f ′′ and g′′ are of the form
f ′′ :
q⊗
j=1
t a¯j `
(
q⊗
j=1
(t a¯j ( I)
)
( I,
g′′ :
q⊗
j=1
t a¯σj `
(
q⊗
j=1
(t a¯j ( I)
)
( I.
Since ∼ is substitutive, f ′′ and g′′ are ∼∀-equivalent. For any object A in C, let vA stand for the valuation defined
by a 7→ A and VA be the associated interpretation functor. Then we have VAf ′′ = VAg′′ and VAf ′′, VAg′′ are
components of the GNTs defined w.r.t. the graphs of f ′′ and g′′ respectively. In the very case we are considering, these
GNTs are natural transformations in the standard sense. Then for any q morphisms hj : A ` B in C,
VBf ′′ ◦
(
q⊗
j=1
hj
)
=
((
q⊗
j=1
(hj ( 1I)
)
( 1I
)
◦VAf ′′,
VBg′′ ◦
(
q⊗
j=1
hσj
)
=
((
q⊗
j=1
(hj ( 1I)
)
( 1I
)
◦VAg′′.
Since VAf ′′ = VAg′′, we get VBf ′′ ◦ (⊗qj=1hj) = VBg′′ ◦ (⊗qj=1hσj). As a particular case, we take each hj to be
the j-th “projection” pij :
∑q
k=1 I→ I. Since VIf ′′ and VIg′′ stand for the same isomorphism Iq ∼= (I( I)q ( I in
C,
q⊗
j=1
pij =
q⊗
j=1
piσj .
For any index 1 6 j 6 q, let ιj stand for the j-th “injection” ιj : I →
∑q
k=1 I. Then (⊗qj=1pij) ◦ (⊗qj=1ιj) =
(⊗qj=1piσj)◦(⊗qj=1ιj) so that 1qI = ⊗qj=1(piσj◦ιj). Each piσj◦ιj is either 1I or the zero morphism 0I,I, that is 00,I◦0I,0.
Thus Iq is a retract of some product ⊗qj=1Pj where Pj stands for I if σj = j, else for 0. Since 0I,0 ◦ 00,I = 10, Iq is
actually isomorphic to ⊗qj=1Pj . But Iq and ⊗qj=1Pj are respectively isomorphic to I and 0. Then I is isomorphic to 0,
and we get a contradiction. Thus if f and g are ∼∀-equivalent then they have the same graph.
Proof of the second point
Let f and g : A ` B be ∼∀-equivalent derivations (thus with the same graph). Next, let f¯ and g¯ : A¯ ` B¯ be
diversified derivations of the same sequent obtained from f and g respectively. We want to show that f¯ and g¯ are
∼∀-equivalent, that is that for any valuation v : A→ Obj C , V f¯ = V g¯.
Let t : A→ A stand for a valuation such that f = T f¯ and g = T g¯. Next, let {ai}16i6p stand for the set of atoms
involved in the construction of f , g, and for any index 1 6 i 6 p, let {a¯i,j}16j6qi stand for the set of atoms such that
t a¯i,j = ai. We associate to any given valuation v : A→ Obj C
– a valuation u : A→ Obj C defined for any a¯i,j by ua¯i,j ,
∑qi
k=1 v a¯i,k and for any other atom b by ub , vb;
– a valuation u ′ : A→ Obj C defined for any ai by u ′ai ,
∑qi
k=1 v a¯i,k and for any other atom b by u
′b , vb.
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Then for any index 1 6 i 6 p and 1 6 j 6 qi, ua¯i,j = u ′ai. As a consequence, U f¯ = U ′f and U g¯ = U ′g. Since
f and g are ∼∀-equivalent, U ′f = U ′g so that U f¯ = U g¯. Finally, let us consider the collections [vu] and [uv ] of
morphisms [vu]a : va→ ua and [uv ]a : ua→ va defined for any a¯i,j by the j-th “injection” and “projection”
[vu]a¯i,j , ιi,j : v a¯i,j →
qi∑
k=1
v a¯i,k and [uv ]a¯i,j , pii,j :
qi∑
k=1
v a¯i,k → v a¯i,j ,
and for any other atom b by [vu]b , [uv ]b , 1vb. Then for any atom a, [uv ]a ◦ [vu]a = 1va. As a consequence
(Lemma 1.5), [vu] and [uv ] extend to collections [VU ] and [UV ] of morphisms such that [UV ]B¯ ◦U f¯ ◦[VU ]A¯ = V f¯
and [UV ]B¯ ◦U g¯ ◦ [VU ]A¯ = V g¯. Since U f¯ = U g¯, we get V f¯ = V g¯. 
Convention 1.12 (Diversification and Balancedness). From now on, we shall consider only diversified derivations,
and as a consequence only balanced sequents. 
2. The free SMCC as a Gentzen sequent system for IMLL with unit
2.1. The free SMCC as an “inferential” Lambek deductive system
Dosˇen shows in [13] that most of the notions from category theory can be formulated so as to be characterized by
cut elimination. We focus on natural isomorphisms and adjunctions involved in the definition of SMCCs. We formulate
natural transformations as collections of operations on morphisms rather than collections of morphisms, so that we
see proof-theoretically as inference rules rather than axiom schemas. We emphasize that in addition to cut elimination,
this formulation enables permutations of inferences.
Contextual functors
We call a functor ∆[−] : L(A) → L(A) contextual if it is built out the identity functor and constant functors by
using ⊗. Thus contextual functors are recursively defined by ∆ = 1 | (A ⊗∆) | (∆ ⊗ A) where A stand for any
proposition in L(A). We may also consider contextual bifunctors ∆[−][−] : L(A) × L(A) → L(A) defined in a
similar way. Let ∆[−] stand for a contextual functor. Then for any two morphisms f : Γ ` A and g : ∆[A] ` B, the
composite morphism g ◦∆[f ] considered as a derivation is written
Γ ` A f ∆[A] ` B g
∆[Γ] ` B ◦ .
The application of ∆[−] to f is assumed, but not explicitly represented.
Natural isomorphisms
A natural isomorphism 〈σ, τ〉 : F ∼= G in L(A) among 〈α, α−1〉, 〈λ, λ−1〉, 〈ρ, ρ−1〉 and 〈γ, γ−1〉 is defined for
some functors F and G : L(A)n → L(A) (where n is 3, 1, 1 or 2 respectively) as a pair of collections of morphisms
σA : FA ` GA and τA : GA ` FA (one for each object A in L(A)n in both cases) such that for any morphism
f : A ` B in L(A)n,{
σB ◦ Ff = Gf ◦ σA
τB ◦Gf = Ff ◦ τA,
(NAT){
τA ◦ σA = 1FA
σA ◦ τA = 1GA.
(ISO)
(NAT) equalities express that both σ and τ are natural transformations (actually, it is enough to assume that σ or τ is
a natural transformation) while (ISO) equalities express that for any object A, σA and τA establish an isomorphism
FA ∼= GA. We call this definition of a natural isomorphism axiomatic, because proof-theoretically, we see the
collections of morphisms σ and τ as axiom schemas. For any contextual functor ∆[−] : L(A) → L(A), the
collections ∆[σ] and ∆[τ ] of morphisms ∆[σA] and ∆[τA] define an axiomatic natural isomorphism∆[F ] ∼= ∆[G ].
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Alternatively, we consider such a natural isomorphism ∆[F ] ∼= ∆[G ] to be defined as a pair 〈∆[S],∆[T]〉 of
collections of operations ∆[SA] and ∆[TA] on morphisms in L(A) (one for each object A in L(A)n in both cases)
such that:
– an operation ∆[SA] maps any morphism g : ∆[GA] ` B to a morphism ∆[SA]g : ∆[FA] ` B;
– an operation ∆[TA] maps any morphism g′ : ∆[FA] ` B to a morphism ∆[TA]g′ : ∆[GA] ` B;
– for any morphisms f : Γ ` A in L(A)n and g : ∆[GA] ` B, g′ : ∆[FA] ` B in L(A),{
(∆[SA]g) ◦∆[TΓ(Ff)] = g ◦∆[Gf ]
(∆[TA]g′) ◦∆[SΓ(Gf)] = g′ ◦∆[Ff ].
(inf ISO)
We call this definition of a natural isomorphism inferential because proof-theoretically, we see the collections of
operations ∆[S] and ∆[T] as inference rules (acting inside the context∆[−]):
g : ∆[GA] ` B
∆[SA]g : ∆[FA] ` B
S ,
g′ : ∆[FA] ` B
∆[TA]g′ : ∆[GA] ` B
T.
Given ∆[S] and ∆[T] from the inferential definition resp. ∆[σ] and ∆[τ ] from the axiomatic one, we get ∆[σ] and
∆[τ ] resp. ∆[S] and ∆[T] via the following “conversions”:
∆[σA] , ∆[SA]1∆[GA], σ(S)
∆[τA] , ∆[TA]1∆[FA], τ(T)
∆[SA]g , g ◦∆[σA], S(σ)
∆[TA]g′ , g′ ◦∆[τA]. T(τ)
Then the collections of operations obtained via (S(σ)) and (T(τ)) from the collections of morphisms obtained
via (σ(S)) and (τ(T)) from the collections of operations ∆[S] and ∆[T] are ∆[S] and ∆[T] themselves: according
to the inferential definition, ∆[SA]g = g ◦ ∆[SA]1∆[GA] and ∆[TA]g′ = g′ ◦ ∆[TA]1∆[FA]. In the same way
the collections of morphisms obtained via (σ(S)) and (τ(T)) from the collections of operations obtained via (S(σ))
and (T(τ)) from the collections of morphisms∆[σ] and∆[τ ] are∆[σ] and∆[τ ] themselves:∆[σA] = 1∆[GA]◦∆[σA]
and ∆[τA] = 1∆[FA] ◦ ∆[τA]. Next, when “converted” via (σ(S)) and (τ(T)), (NAT) and (ISO) equalities from
the axiomatic definition hold according to the inferential one. Conversely, when “converted” via (S(σ)) and (T(τ)),
(inf ISO) equalities from the inferential definition hold according to the axiomatic one. Thus axiomatic and inferential
definitions of a natural isomorphism are equivalent in the sense that we can obtain the latter from the former and
the former from the latter. Following [12], we summarize the situation saying that these definitions are extensionally
equivalent via (σ(S)), (τ(T)) on the one hand and (S(σ)), (T(τ)) on the other hand.
As consequences of the (inf ISO) equalities, for any morphisms g : ∆[GA] ` B and g′ : ∆[FA] ` B in L(A),
∆[TA](∆[SA]g) = g, (S,T)
∆[SA](∆[TA]g′) = g′. (T,S)
Proof-theoretically, these equalities imply that given a derivation, applying S then T resp. T then S inside the same
context ∆[−] has no effect up to ≡. Next, for any morphisms g : ∆[GA] ` B and h : Θ[B] ` C resp. f : Γ ` A and
g : ∆[A][GB] ` C,
h ◦Θ[∆[SB ]g] = Θ[∆[SB ]](h ◦Θ[g]), (◦ 	 S 1)
(∆[A][SB ]g) ◦∆[f ][FB] = ∆[Γ][SB ](g ◦∆[f ][GB]). (◦ 	 S 2)
Similar equalities (◦ 	 T 1) and (◦ 	 T 2) hold w.r.t. T. Proof-theoretically, these equalities provide permutabilities
of ◦ and S resp. of ◦ and T up to ≡. As an example, (◦ 	 S 1) amounts to
∆[GA] ` B g
∆[FA] ` B S Θ[B] ` C h
Θ[∆[FA]] ` C ◦≡
∆[GA] ` B g Θ[B] ` C h
Θ[∆[GA]] ` C ◦
Θ[∆[FA]] ` C S .
While ◦ lies below S in the first derivation, it lies above S in the second one.
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Coherence conditions
Natural isomorphisms induced by the SMC structure of L(A) are now formulated as
f : Γ[(A⊗B)⊗ C] ` D
Γ[SαA,B,C ]f : Γ[A⊗ (B ⊗ C)] ` D
Sα ,
f : Γ[A⊗ (B ⊗ C)] ` D
Γ[TαA,B,C ]f : Γ[(A⊗B)⊗ C] ` D
Tα ,
f : Γ[A] ` B
Γ[SλA]f : Γ[I⊗A] ` B
Sλ ,
f : Γ[I⊗A] ` B
Γ[TλA]f : Γ[A] ` B
Tλ ,
f : Γ[B ⊗A] ` C
Γ[SγA,B ]f : Γ[A⊗B] ` C
Sγ .
Remark 2.1. We may also consider
f : Γ[A] ` B
Γ[SρA]f : Γ[A⊗ I] ` B
Sρ and
f : Γ[A⊗ I] ` B
Γ[TρA]f : Γ[A] ` B
Tρ
but these are not necessary since Γ[SρA]f and Γ[T
ρ
A]f may be defined as Γ[S
γ
A,I](Γ[S
λ
A]f) and Γ[T
λ
A](Γ[S
γ
I,A]f)
respectively. 
As a consequence, coherence conditions for SMCs can be so formulated as to involve no more composition. As an
example, Mac Lane’s pentagon can be formulated for any morphism f : Γ[((A⊗B)⊗ C)⊗D] ` E as
Γ[SαA,B,C⊗D](Γ[S
α
A⊗B,C,D]f) = Γ[A⊗ SαB,C,D]
(
Γ[SαA,B⊗C,D](Γ[S
α
A,B,C ⊗D]f)
)
. (inf MC 1)
Then proof-theoretically, this equality amounts to an equivalence involving sequences of rules only. Other coherence
conditions can be formulated in the same way.
Let ~Γ stand for a finite list of objects and |~Γ| stand either for the unit I if ~Γ is empty, or for the rightmost well
parenthesized product of objects in ~Γ (in the same order as they are in ~Γ) if not empty. Next, let ~Γ′ stand for a finite
list of objects obtained from ~Γ by inserting a finite number of occurrences of the unit I. Finally, let A stand for any
well parenthesized product of objects in ~Γ′ (in the same order as they are in ~Γ′). Then Mac Lane’s coherence for MCs
implies that up to ≡, there exists a unique sequence ζ of rules involving Sα, Tα, Sλ, Tλ, Sρ and Tρ such that given a
morphism f : A ` B, we get a morphism ζf : |~Γ| ` B.
The same way, let Γ stand for a finite multiset of objects. Next, let A and A′ stand for any two well parenthesized
products of objects in Γ in any order. Then Mac Lane’s coherence for SMCs implies that up to≡, provided we are able
to distinguish between objects non-isomorphic to the unit I, there exists a unique sequence ζ of rules involving Sα,
Tα, Sλ, Tλ and Sγ such that given a morphism f : A ` B we get a morphism ζf : A′ ` B.
Adjunctions
Adjunctions in L(A) are defined as collections of morphisms ηA,B : B ` A ( (B ⊗ A) and εA,B : (A (
B)⊗A ` B (one for each pair 〈A,B〉 in both cases) such that for any morphisms f : A ` B and g : B ` C,{
ηA,C ◦ g = [1A( (g ⊗ 1A)] ◦ ηA,B ,
εA,C ◦ [(1A( g)⊗ 1A] = g ◦ εA,B ,
(NAT){
εA,B⊗A ◦ (ηA,B ⊗ 1A) = 1B⊗A,
(1A( εA,B) ◦ ηA,A(B = 1A(B ,
(ADJ){
(1A( (1C ⊗ f)) ◦ ηA,C = (f ( 1C⊗B) ◦ ηB,C ,
εA,C ◦ ((f ( 1C)⊗ 1A) = εB,C ◦ (1B(C ⊗ f).
(GNT)
(NAT) and (ADJ) equalities express that for any object A, ηA and τA are natural transformations that combine into
an adjunction, while (GNT) equalities express that η and ε satisfy generalized naturality conditions such that( is a
bifunctor for which the bijection hom(A ⊗ B,C) ∼= hom(A,B ( C) is natural in B. As previously, we call this
definition axiomatic because proof-theoretically, we see the collections of morphisms η and ε as axiom schemas.
Alternatively, we consider adjunctions in L(A) to be defined as collections of operations HA,B and Θ[EA,B ] on
morphisms in L(A) (one for each pair 〈A,B〉 in both cases) where Θ[−] stands for any contextual functor, such that:
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– an operation HA,Γ maps any morphism f : Γ⊗A ` B to a morphism HA,Γf : Γ ` A( B;
– an operationΘ[EA,B ]maps any two morphisms g : ∆ ` A, h : Θ[B] ` C to a morphismΘ[EA,B ]〈g, h〉 : Θ[(A(
B)⊗∆] ` C;
– for any morphisms f : A ` B and g : C ` D resp. f : Γ⊗ A ` B, g : ∆ ` A and h : Θ[B] ` C resp. f : Γ ` A
and g : ∆[A]⊗B ` C:
f ( g = HA,B(C(EB,C〈f, g〉), (inf ADJ 1)
Θ[EA,B ]〈g, h〉 ◦Θ[(HA,Γf)⊗ 1∆] = h ◦Θ[f ◦ (1Γ ⊗ g)], (inf ADJ 2)
(HB,∆[A]g) ◦∆[f ] = HB,∆[Γ](g ◦ (∆[f ]⊗ 1B)). (◦ 	 H)
As previously, we call this definition inferential because proof-theoretically, we see the collections of operations H
and Θ[E] as inference rules
f : Γ⊗A ` B
HA,Γf : Γ ` A( B
H and
g : ∆ ` A h : Θ[B] ` C
Θ[EA,B ]〈g, h〉 : Θ[(A( B)⊗∆] ` C
E
respectively. Axiomatic and inferential definitions of adjunctions in L(A) are extensionally equivalent via the
following “conversions”:
ηA,Γ , HA,Γ1Γ⊗A, η(H)
Θ[εA,B ] , Θ[EA,B ]〈1A, 1Θ[B]〉, ε(E)
HA,Γf , (1A( f) ◦ ηA,Γ, H(η)
Θ[EA,B ]〈g, h〉 , h ◦Θ[εA,B ] ◦Θ[1A(B ⊗ g]. E(ε)
W.r.t. the inferential definition,( appears as an operation on morphisms on the left side of (inf ADJ 1) only. Assume
that( is defined as an operation on objects only, relax (inf ADJ 1) into
1A(B = HA,A(B(EA,B〈1A, 1B〉), (inf ADJ 1′)
and for any morphisms f : A ` B, g : C ` D in L(A), define the morphism f ( g as HA,B(C(EB,C〈f, g〉). Then
(inf ADJ 1′), (inf ADJ 2) and (◦ 	 H) are enough to show that( is a bifunctor: we may see the bifunctoriality of(
as a consequence of the inferential definition of adjunctions in L(A).
Proof-theoretically, (inf ADJ 1′) enables the atomization of axioms, (◦ 	 H) provides the permutability of ◦ and H,
and (inf ADJ 2) enables the conversion of ◦ w.r.t. the implication:
Γ⊗A ` B f
Γ ` A( B H
∆ ` A g Θ[B] ` C h
Θ[(A( B)⊗∆] ` C E
Θ[Γ⊗∆] ` C ◦ ≡
∆ ` A g Γ⊗A ` B f
Γ⊗∆ ` B ◦ Θ[B] ` C h
Θ[Γ⊗∆] ` C ◦ .
Next, for any morphisms f : Γ ` A, g : ∆[B] ` C and h : Θ[C] ` D resp. g : ∆[A] ` B and h : Θ[C] ` D resp.
g : ∆ ` B and h : Θ[C][A] ` D:
h ◦Θ[∆[EA,B ]〈f, g〉] = Θ[∆[EA,B ]]〈f, h ◦Θ[g]〉, (◦ 	 E 1)
Θ[EB,C ]〈g, h〉 ◦Θ[1B(C ⊗∆[f ]] = Θ[EB,C ]〈g ◦∆[f ], h〉, (◦ 	 E 2)
Θ[EB,C ][A]〈g, h〉 ◦Θ[1(B(C)⊗∆][f ] = Θ[EB,C ][Γ]〈g, h ◦Θ[1C ][f ]〉. (◦ 	 E 3)
Proof-theoretically, these equalities provide permutabilities of ◦ and E up to ≡.
Permutabilities of inferences
Permutabilities of inferences we have dealt with so far all involve composition. Actually, inferential definitions
of natural isomorphisms and adjunction enable permutations of inferences different from ◦. Let S and S′ stand for
collections of operations involved in some inferential natural isomorphisms 〈S,T〉 : F ∼= G and 〈S′,T′〉 : F ′ ∼= G ′.
Then for any morphism f : ∆[G(G ′A)] ` B resp. f : ∆[GA][G ′B] ` C,
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∆[FS′A](∆[SG′A]f) = ∆[SF ′A](∆[GS
′
A]f), (S 	 S 1)
∆[FA][S′B ](∆[SA][G
′B]f) = ∆[SA][F ′B](∆[GA][S′B ]f). (S 	 S 2)
These equalities hold independently from coherence conditions. As an example, (S 	 S 1) provides permutabilities of
inferences such as
Γ[B ⊗A] ` C f
Γ[I⊗ (B ⊗A)] ` C S
λ
Γ[I⊗ (A⊗B)] ` C S
γ ≡
Γ[B ⊗A] ` C f
Γ[A⊗B] ` C S
γ
Γ[I⊗ (A⊗B)] ` C S
λ .
Similar equalities involving S, T, H and E hold also, as one may expect. As an example for any morphisms f : Γ ` A
and g : ∆[B]⊗ C ` D, we have
HC,∆[(A(B)⊗Γ]((∆[EA,B ]⊗ C)〈f, g〉) = ∆[EA,B ]〈f,HC,∆[B]g〉 (H 	 E)
that provides the permutability of inferences
Γ ` A f ∆[B]⊗ C ` D g
∆[(A( B)⊗ Γ]⊗ C ` D E
∆[(A( B)⊗ Γ] ` C ( D H ≡
Γ ` A f
∆[B]⊗ C ` D g
∆[B] ` C ( D H
∆[(A( B)⊗ Γ] ` C ( D E .
2.2. From the free SMCC to IMLL with unit
We establish the correspondence by reciprocal conversions of the free SMCC and of the sequent system for IMLL
with unit.
Lists as contexts
We consider a sequent system ~G(A) in the style of Gentzen, where contexts are lists of propositions and describe
two “conversion” transformations, ~G from L(A) to ~G(A) and L from ~G(A) to L(A), such that for every derivation f
in L(A), L(~Gf) is ≡-equivalent to f . This property enables the study of equivalences in ~G(A) rather than in L(A).
The system ~G(A) has the same propositions as L(A). Its axioms and rules are the following.
A ` A 1
~Γ ` A
I, ~Γ ` A
IL
I, ~Γ ` A
~Γ ` A
IE
~Γ, B,A, ~∆ ` C
~Γ, A,B, ~∆ ` C
prm
A,B, ~Γ ` C
A⊗B,~Γ ` C
⊗L
~Γ ` A ~∆ ` B
~Γ, ~∆ ` A⊗B
⊗R
~Γ ` A B, ~∆ ` C
A( B,~Γ, ~∆ ` C
(L
~Γ, A ` B
~Γ ` A( B
(R
~Γ ` A A, ~∆ ` B
~Γ, ~∆ ` B
cut
This calculus may be considered as a sequent system for the intuitionistic multiplicative fragment with unit of Girard’s
linear logic (see [23,22]), that is IMLL with unit. The proposition introduced by a ⊗L, ⊗R,(L or(R inference
is called its main formula. The propositions used to construct the main formula of an inference rule are called its
side formulas. A cut inference has neither a main nor side formulas, but a cut-formula that is common to the final
sequents of its premises. As mentioned already, w.r.t. L(A) we consider inference rules to be collections of operations
on derivations. As a consequence w.r.t. ~G(A), we consider the premises of inferences to be derivations rather than
sequents. Given the context ~Γ of a sequent in ~G(A), we distinguish between atoms simply involved in the construction
of propositions in ~Γ and atomic propositions, that is atoms belonging to ~Γ as a list of propositions.
The ~G and L transformations mentioned above are both defined recursively on derivations.
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From L(A) to ~G(A). The ~G transformation sends any derivation in L(A) to a derivation of the same sequent
in ~G(A).
Category structure and product. Any axiom 1A : A ` A, any composite morphism (g : B ` C) ◦ (f : A ` B),
or any product morphism (f : A ` B)⊗ (g : C ` D) is respectively sent to
A ` A 1,
A ` B
~Gf
B ` C
~Gg
A ` C cut ,
A ` B
~Gf
C ` D
~Gg
A,C ` B ⊗D ⊗R
A⊗ C ` B ⊗D ⊗L .
Natural isomorphisms. Any axiomatic isomorphism αA,B,C , α−1A,B,C , λA, λ
−1
A or γA,B is respectively sent to
A ` A 1 B ` B 1
A,B ` A⊗B ⊗R C ` C 1
A,B,C ` (A⊗B)⊗ C ⊗R
A,B ⊗ C ` (A⊗B)⊗ C ⊗L
A⊗ (B ⊗ C) ` (A⊗B)⊗ C ⊗L ,
A ` A 1
B ` B 1 C ` C 1
B,C ` B ⊗ C ⊗R
A,B,C ` A⊗ (B ⊗ C) ⊗R
A⊗B,C ` A⊗ (B ⊗ C) ⊗L
(A⊗B)⊗ C ` A⊗ (B ⊗ C) ⊗L ,
A ` A 1
I, A ` A IL
I⊗A ` A ⊗L ,
I ` I 1 A ` A 1
I, A ` I⊗A ⊗R
A ` I⊗A IE ,
B ` B 1 A ` A 1
B,A ` B ⊗A ⊗R
A,B ` B ⊗A prm
A⊗B ` B ⊗A ⊗L .
Next, for any inferential natural isomorphism 〈∆[S],∆[T]〉 : ∆[F ] ∼= ∆[G ] and any morphism g : ∆[GA] ` B,
we have ∆[SA]g = g ◦∆[σA]. Then we take ∆[SA]g to be sent to
∆[FA] ` ∆[GA]
~G(∆[σA])
∆[GA] ` B
~Gg
∆[FA] ` B cut .
In the same way, any image ~G(∆[TA](g′ : ∆[FA] ` B)) is defined w.r.t. ~G(∆[τA]) and ~Gg′.
Adjunctions. Any morphism HA,Γ(f : Γ⊗A ` B) or EA,B〈g : ∆ ` A, 1B〉 is respectively sent to
Γ ` Γ 1 A ` A 1
Γ, A ` Γ⊗A ⊗R Γ⊗A ` B
~Gf
Γ, A ` B cut
Γ ` A( B (R
,
∆ ` A
~Gg
B ` B 1
A( B,∆ ` B (L
(A( B)⊗∆ ` B ⊗L .
Next, for any contextual functor Θ[−], any morphism g : ∆ ` A and any morphism h : Θ[B] ` C, we have
Θ[EA,B ]〈g, h〉 = h ◦Θ[EA,B〈g, 1B〉]. Then we take Θ[EA,B ]〈g, h〉 to be sent to
Θ[(A( B)⊗∆] ` Θ[B]
~G(Θ[EA,B〈g,1B〉])
Θ[B] ` C
~Gh
Θ[(A( B)⊗∆] ` C cut .
From ~G(A) to L(A). The L transformation sends any derivation of a sequent ~Γ ` A in ~G(A) to a derivation of the
sequent |~Γ| ` A in L(A), where |~Γ| stands either for the unit I if ~Γ is empty, or for the rightmost well parenthesized
product of objects in ~Γ (in the same order as in ~Γ) if not empty. In what follows, when necessary, ζ and ζ ′ stand
for appropriate sequences of rules involving Sα, Tα, Sλ, Tλ, Sρ and Tρ (recall that due to Mac Lane’s coherence
for MCs, such a sequence is unique up to ≡).
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A ` A 1 7→ A ` A 1
,
~Γ ` A
~φ
I, ~Γ ` A
IL 7→ |
~Γ| ` A
L~φ
I⊗ |~Γ| ` A
Sλ , I,
~Γ ` A
~φ
~Γ ` A
IE 7→
I⊗ |~Γ| ` A
L~φ
|~Γ| ` A
Tλ ,
~Γ, B,A, ~∆ ` C
~φ
~Γ, A,B, ~∆ ` C
prm 7→
|~Γ, B,A, ~∆| ` C
L~φ
|~Γ, B ⊗A, ~∆| ` C
ζ
|~Γ, A⊗B, ~∆| ` C
Sγ
|~Γ, A,B, ~∆| ` C
ζ′ ,
A,B, ~Γ ` C
~φ
A⊗B,~Γ ` C
⊗L 7→ |A,B,
~Γ| ` C
L~φ
|A⊗B,~Γ| ` C
ζ ,
~Γ ` A
~φ
~∆ ` B
~ψ
~Γ, ~∆ ` A⊗B
⊗R 7→
|~Γ| ` A
L~φ
|~∆| ` B
L~ψ
|~Γ| ⊗ |~∆| ` A⊗B
⊗
|~Γ, ~∆| ` A⊗B
ζ ,
~Γ ` A
~φ
B, ~∆ ` C
~ψ
A( B,~Γ, ~∆ ` C
(L 7→
|~Γ| ` A
L~φ
B ⊗ |~∆| ` C
L~ψ
((A( B)⊗ |~Γ|)⊗ |~∆| ` C
E
|A( B,~Γ, ~∆| ` C
ζ ,
~Γ, A ` B
~φ
~Γ ` A( B
(R 7→
|~Γ, A| ` B
L~φ
|~Γ| ⊗A ` B
ζ
|~Γ| ` A( B
H ,
~Γ ` A
~φ
A, ~∆ ` B
~ψ
~Γ, ~∆ ` B
cut 7→
|~Γ| ` A
L~φ
A⊗ |~∆| ` B
L~ψ
|~Γ| ⊗ |~∆| ` B
◦
|~Γ, ~∆| ` B
ζ .
Lemma 2.2. For every derivation f in L(A), L(~Gf) is ≡-equivalent to f . 
Proof. By induction on the construction of f in L(A). 
As a consequence, rather than studying equivalences in L(A), we may study equivalences in ~G(A), provided these
are defined w.r.t. equivalences in L(A).
Definition 2.3. Two derivations ~φ and ~φ′ of the same sequent in ~G(A) are defined to be ∼-equivalent if their images
by L are ∼-equivalent in L(A). Then ∼ is a congruence w.r.t. the rules in ~G(A). 
Balancedness, omission of prm inferences and multisets as contexts
Since we consider diversified derivations only in L(A), this is the case in ~G(A) also. As a consequence, the final
sequent of any derivation ~φ in ~G(A) is balanced, so that an atom can occur at most twice in its context ~Γ, with
opposite polarities. Thus we are able to distinguish between propositions in ~Γ that are not isomorphic to the unit I,
independently from their order in ~Γ. Then, as a consequence of Mac Lane’s coherence for SMCs, given any context ~Γ′
with the same propositions as in ~Γ, up to ≡ there exists a unique sequence of prm inferences such that from ~φ, we get
a derivation ~φ′ whose final sequent has ~Γ′ as context.
The same way as we have converted L(A) into ~G(A) where contexts are lists of propositions, we convert ~G(A)
into a sequent system G(A) where contexts are multisets of propositions: let G send any derivation ~φ of a sequent
~Γ ` A in ~G(A) to a derivationG~φ of Γ ` A in G(A), where Γ stands for ~Γ seen as a multiset, by “omission” of prm
inferences; conversely, let ~G′~Γ send any derivation φ of a sequent Γ ` A in G(A) to a derivation ~G′~Γφ of ~Γ ` A in
~G(A), where ~Γ stands for any ordering of Γ, by “insertion” of adequate prm inferences. Then for any derivation ~φ of
a sequent ~Γ ` A in ~G(A), ~G′~Γ(G~φ) is ≡-equivalent to ~φ.
Definition 2.4. Two derivations φ and φ′, of the same sequent Γ ` A in G(A), are defined to be ∼-equivalent if their
images by ~G′~Γ are ∼-equivalent in ~G(A), where ~Γ stands for any ordering of Γ. Then ∼ is a congruence w.r.t. the
rules in G(A). 
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Finally, rather than studying equivalences in L(A), we study equivalences in G(A). From now on we consider
derivations in G(A) only.
Introduction and elimination of the unit
The IL rule may be seen as a restricted form of weakening, where only the constant I can be added to the context.
Rather than IL, we shall use the following wkn rule:
Γ ` I ∆ ` A
Γ,∆ ` A wkn.
These rules are mutually admissible via
Γ ` I γ ∆ ` A δ
Γ,∆ ` A wkn ,
Γ ` I γ
∆ ` A δ
I,∆ ` A IL
Γ,∆ ` A cut ,
Γ ` A γ
I,Γ ` A IL ,
I ` I 1 Γ ` A γ
I,Γ ` A wkn
in such a way that any derivation is ≡-equivalent to the same derivation where applications of IL have been replaced
with applications of wkn, or conversely where applications of wkn have been replaced with applications of IL
according to the “conversions” above. Then as consequences of the (S,T) and (T,S) equalities above, given any
derivation γ of a sequent Γ ` A,
I ` I 1 Γ ` A γ
I,Γ ` A wkn
Γ ` A IE ≡
I ` I 1
` I IE Γ ` A γ
Γ ` A wkn ≡ γ. (wkn, IE )
Remark 2.5. Using wkn rather than IL implies that any occurrence of the unit I as a member of the final sequent of a
derivation necessarily comes from an axiom I ` I. 
Rather than IE , the usual formulation of IMLL with unit uses the axiom IR of right introduction of the unit I, that
is ` I. The same way as previously, IE and IR are mutually admissible via
` I IR
, I ` I
1
` I IE
, I,Γ ` A
γ
Γ ` A IE
, ` I
IR
I,Γ ` A γ
Γ ` A cut
in such a way that any derivation is ≡-equivalent to the same derivation where applications of IE have been replaced
with IR axioms, or conversely, where IR axioms have been replaced with applications of IE according to the
“conversions” above. Our choice of IE rather than IR will have no consequence, since as to be explained below,
we shall consider derivations without IE or IR.
Induction parameters
Most of the properties on sequents or derivations we shall state will be proved by induction. Induction parameters
we shall use most are the length of a sequent and the height of an inference in a derivation. The length of a sequent is
defined as the sum of the number of atoms in it, and the number of occurrences of connectives in it. The height φ(r)
of an inference (r) in a derivation φ is defined as follows: if φ is ending by (r), then φ(r) , 0. Else φ is ending by an
inference different from (r), a premise ψ of which contains (r). Then φ(r) , ψ(r) + 1.
2.3. Consequences of categorical equivalences and conventions
Atomicity
We call a derivation atomic if all its axioms are of the form I ` I or a ` a. It may be checked by conversions into
L(A) that for any two propositions A and B, the axioms A⊗B ` A⊗B and A( B ` A( B are ≡-equivalent to
A ` A 1 B ` B 1
A,B ` A⊗B ⊗R
A⊗B ` A⊗B ⊗L
,
A ` A 1 B ` B 1
A( B,A ` B (R
A( B ` A( B (L
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Table 1
Permutable inferences (TPI)
⊗L ⊗R (L (R wkn IE cut
⊗L [ ] ] X ] X ]
⊗R X X X X X
(L [ [ [ [ X X X
(R [ ] ] X ]
wkn X X X X X X X
IE X X X X X X X
cut † † † † X X X
respectively. The first equivalence follows from the bifunctoriality of ⊗, while the second follows from (inf ADJ 1′).
Then it may be shown by induction on propositions that any axiom A ` A admits a ≡-equivalent atomic derivation,
which we write as
A ` A 1
.
As a consequence, any derivation is ≡-equivalent to the same derivation where all non-atomic axioms have been
replaced with their atomic derivation.
Convention 2.6 (Atomicity). From now on, we consider atomic derivations only. 
Permutability of inferences
We shall refer to Table 1 as to the TPI: table of permutable inferences. The intersection of a row (r) and a column
(c) refers to the permutability of (r) and (c) in a derivation where (r) lies immediately below (c). An empty cell
indicates that the permutation is forbidden, X that it is possible with no restriction, and other signs that it is possible
under some condition:
[ the main formula of (c) is not a side formula of (r);
] the side formulas of (r) belong to the same premise of (c);
† the main formula of (c) is not the cut-formula.
Definition 2.7 (Inter-permutability). Two derivations φ and φ′ of the same sequent are inter-permutable if one can
be obtained from the other by a finite sequence of permutations of inferences allowed by the TPI. 
Equivalently, we shall say that φ permutes into φ′ (resp. that φ′ permutes into φ). Obviously, inter-permutability
defines an equivalence on derivations in G(A), which we write as 	.
Proposition 2.8 (	 ⊆ ≡). Any two inter-permutable derivations φ and φ′ are ≡-equivalent. 
Proof. The TPI actually describes permutabilities of inferences w.r.t. ≡. This may be checked by (tiresome)
conversions into L(A): the permutability of two cut inferences follows from categoricity while other permutabilities
follow from (− 	 −) equalities described in Section 2.1. Thus it is enough to proceed by induction on the number of
permutations it takes to go from φ to φ′. 
Example 2.9.
Γ ` A γ
I,∆ ` B δ I,Θ ` C θ
I,∆, I,Θ ` B ⊗ C ⊗R
Γ, A( I,∆, I,Θ ` B ⊗ C (L 	

Γ ` A γ I,∆ ` B δ
Γ, A( I,∆ ` B (L I,Θ ` C θ
Γ, A( I,∆, I,Θ ` B ⊗ C ⊗R
I,∆ ` B δ
Γ ` A γ I,Θ ` C θ
Γ, A( I,Θ ` C (L
I,∆,Γ, A( I,Θ ` B ⊗ C ⊗R .
Notice that w.r.t. ≡, we cannot distinguish between occurrences of the unit I in the right premise of the(L inference
in the first derivation. 
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Convertibilities of cut, composition and cut-freeness
As the last row of the TPI shows, a cut inference can be “raised” inside a derivation until either both its premises
are axioms or the cut-formula is the main formula of the last inferences in both the premises. When such is the case,
the cut inference can be “converted”. We shall refer to the following equivalences as 1-convertibility, ⊗-convertibility
and(-convertibility respectively (x stands either for the unit I or for an atom):
x ` x 1 x ` x 1
x ` x cut ≡ x ` x 1
,
Γ ` A γ ∆ ` B δ
Γ,∆ ` A⊗B ⊗R
A,B,Θ ` C θ
A⊗B,Θ ` C ⊗L
Γ,∆,Θ ` C cut ≡
Γ ` A γ
∆ ` B δ A,B,Θ ` C θ
A,∆,Θ ` C cut
Γ,∆,Θ ` C cut ,
∆, A ` B δ
∆ ` A( B (R
Γ ` A γ B,Θ ` C θ
Γ ` A( B,Θ ` C (L
Γ,∆,Θ ` C cut ≡
Γ ` A γ
A,∆ ` B δ B,Θ ` C θ
A,∆,Θ ` C cut
Γ,∆,Θ ` C cut .
1-convertibility follows from categoricity,⊗-convertibility follows from the bifunctoriality of⊗, and(-convertibility
follows from (inf ADJ 2). Finally, by permutations and conversions, any cut inference can be eliminated from a given
derivation ψ in such a way that the derivation obtained from ψ is≡-equivalent to ψ (similar cut-elimination procedures
up to categorical equivalence are described in [27,13]).
Lemma 2.10 (Composition). Let γ and δ be cut-free derivations of some sequents Γ ` A and A,∆ ` B respectively.
Let ψ stand for the derivation ending by a cut inference with γ and δ as left and right premises respectively:
ψ , Γ ` A
γ
A,∆ ` B δ
Γ,∆ ` B cut.
Then ψ is ≡-equivalent to a cut-free derivation of the same sequent, which we write δ ◦ γ and which we call the
composite derivation of γ and δ. Notice that since ≡ is a congruence w.r.t. cut, it is stable by composition. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on the cut-formula. The induction hypothesis is written (H).
base The cut-formula, which we write as x, is the unit I or an atom. Then both γ and δ contain an axiom x ` x. We
proceed by induction on the sum of the heights of these axioms in γ and δ respectively. The induction hypothesis
is written (H′).
base Both γ and δ are the axiom x ` x. Then by 1-convertibility, ψ is ≡-equivalent to this very axiom. We take
δ ◦ γ to be x ` x.
induction step γ or δ is ending by an inference, which we write (r). As an example, assume that γ is ending by a
unary inference (necessarily IE or ⊗L) with as premise a derivation γ′ of a sequent Γ′ ` x. Then as the TPI shows,
ψ permutes into a derivation ψ¯ ending by (r) with as premise a derivation ψ′ itself ending by cut with γ′ and δ as
left and right premises respectively:
Γ′ ` x γ
′
γ
{
Γ ` x (r) x,∆ ` B δ
Γ,∆ ` B cut
ψ 	
Γ′ ` x γ
′
x,∆ ` B δ
Γ′,∆ ` B cut
}
ψ′
ψ¯

Γ,∆ ` B (r)
.
By (H′), ψ′ is≡-equivalent to a cut-free derivation δ◦γ′ of the same sequent. Then ψ¯ is≡-equivalent to the cut-free
derivation ending by (r) with δ ◦ γ′ as premise. We take δ ◦ γ to be this very derivation. A similar “permutability”
argument applies to the case of a binary inference (⊗R, wkn or(L).
induction step The cut-formula is of the form A⊗B or A( B. Then due to atomicity, γ contains a sub-derivation
ending by a ⊗R or(R inference, which we write (rR), with the cut-formula as its main formula. In the same
way, δ contains a sub-derivation ending by a ⊗L or(L inference, which we write (rL), with the cut-formula as
its main formula. We proceed by induction on the sum of the heights of (rR) and (rL) in γ and δ respectively.
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base γ and δ are ending by (rR) and (rL) respectively. As an example, assume that the cut-formula is A⊗B, so
that ψ is of the form
Γ′ ` A γ
′
Γ′′ ` B γ
′′
γ
{
Γ′,Γ′′ ` A⊗B ⊗R
A,B,∆ ` C δ
′
A⊗B,∆ ` C ⊗L
}
δ
Γ′,Γ′′,∆ ` C cut
where γ′, γ′′ and δ′ are cut-free derivations. Then by⊗-convertibility, ψ is≡-equivalent to the following derivation
ψ¯:
Γ′ ` A γ
′ Γ
′′ ` B γ
′′
A,B,∆ ` C δ
′
A,Γ′′,∆ ` C cut
}
ψ′
ψ¯

Γ′,Γ′′,∆ ` C cut .
By (H), ψ′ is≡-equivalent to a cut-free derivation δ′◦γ′′ of the same sequent. Then by (H) again, ψ¯ is≡-equivalent
to a cut-free derivation (δ′◦γ′′)◦γ′ of the same sequent. We take δ◦γ to be (δ′◦γ′′)◦γ′. A similar “(-convertibility”
argument applies to the case of a cut-formula A( B.
induction step Similar to the one in the x ` x case. 
Remark 2.11. Let δ stand for a cut-free derivation of a sequentA,∆ ` B and 1A, 1B stand for the atomic derivations
of the axioms A ` A and B ` B respectively. Then both δ ◦ 1A and 1B ◦ φ are cut-free derivations and both are
≡-equivalent to δ. Next, let γ and θ stand for cut-free derivations of some sequents Γ ` A and B,Θ ` C respectively.
Then ((θ◦δ)◦γ) and θ◦(δ◦γ) are≡-equivalent cut-free derivations of the sequent Γ,∆,Θ ` C. Thus, the composition
of cut-free derivations in G(A) behaves as a composition of canonical morphisms in L(A). 
Theorem 2.12 (cut-Elimination). Any derivation is ≡-equivalent to a cut-free derivation of the same sequent. 
Proof. Highest cut inferences can be eliminated by composition (previous Lemma 2.10). Then it is enough to proceed
by induction on the number of such inferences. 
Convention 2.13 (cut-Freeness). From now on we consider cut-free derivations only (recall that composition is an
operation on cut-free derivations). 
Purity and IE -freeness
We define an isomorphism B ∼= B′ in G(A) as a pair 〈φ, φ′〉 of derivations of B ` B′ and B′ ` B respectively,
such that the composite derivations φ′ ◦ φ and φ ◦ φ′ are ≡-equivalent to the atomic derivations of the axioms B ` B
and B′ ` B′ respectively. Let A[B] stand for a proposition A containing an occurrence of the proposition B. We may
show by induction on propositions that if B and B′ are isomorphic, then so are A[B] and A[B′].
Lemma 2.14 (Isomorphisms and Equivalence). Let B, B′ stand for some isomorphic propositions and φ, φ′ for
derivations of a sequent A[B],Γ ` C resp. of a sequent Γ ` A[B]. Then there exists two derivations ψ and ψ′
of the sequent A[B′],Γ ` C resp. of the sequent Γ ` A[B′] obtained by composition from φ and φ′ respectively such
that φ and φ′ are ≡-equivalent iff ψ and ψ′ are ≡-equivalent. 
Proof. We consider the case of two derivations φ and φ′ of a sequent Γ ` A[B]. Assume that the isomorphism
A[B] ∼= A[B′] holds via a pair 〈χ, χ′〉 of derivations of sequents A[B] ` A[B′] and A[B′] ` A[B] respectively. Then
we take ψ and ψ′ to be χ ◦ φ and χ ◦ φ′ respectively. Since ≡ is stable by composition, if φ and φ′ are ≡-equivalent,
then so are ψ and ψ′. For the same reason, if ψ and ψ′ are ≡-equivalent, then so are χ′ ◦ ψ and χ′ ◦ ψ′; that is, so are
χ′ ◦ (χ ◦ φ) and χ′ ◦ (χ ◦ φ′). But these derivations are ≡-equivalent to (χ′ ◦ χ) ◦ φ and (χ′ ◦ χ) ◦ φ′ respectively;
thus to 1A[B] ◦ φ and 1A[B] ◦ φ′ respectively, and thus to φ and φ′ respectively. A similar argument applies to the case
of derivations φ and φ′ of a sequent A[B],Γ ` C: we take ψ and ψ′ to be φ ◦ χ′ and φ′ ◦ χ′ respectively. 
Recall that for any object B in a SMCC, we have B ∼= I ⊗ B ∼= B ⊗ I ∼= I ( B (see Section 1.1). In G(A), these
isomorphisms hold via
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I ` I 1 B ` B 1
I, B ` I⊗B ⊗R
B ` I⊗B IE
,
I ` I 1 B ` B 1
I, B ` B wkn
I⊗B ` B ⊗L
,
B ` B 1 I ` I 1
I, B ` B ⊗ I ⊗R
B ` B ⊗ I IE
,
I ` I 1 B ` B 1
I, B ` B wkn
B ⊗ I ` B ⊗L
,
I ` I 1 B ` B 1
I, B ` B wkn
B ` I( B (R
,
I ` I 1 B ` B 1
I, I( B ` B (L
I( B ` B IE
.
Definition 2.15 (Purity). We call a proposition pure if it contains no sub-proposition of the from I ⊗ B, B ⊗ I or
I( B. We call a sequent Γ ` A pure if all the propositions in its context Γ and its succedent A are pure. Finally, we
call a derivation pure if its final sequent is pure. 
Notice that the context Γ of a pure sequent Γ ` A may contain the unit I as a member, and that its succedent A may
be the unit I also.
Lemma 2.16. Let φ be a pure derivation. Then any sub-derivation of φ is pure also. 
Proof. By induction on φ. 
Proposition 2.17 (Purification). Let φ and φ′ stand for two derivations of the same sequent. Then there exist two
pure derivations ψ and ψ′ of the same pure sequent obtained by composition from φ and φ′ respectively such that φ
and φ′ are ≡-equivalent iff ψ and ψ′ are ≡-equivalent. 
Proof. Any non-pure proposition in the final sequent of φ and φ′ can be replaced with a pure one by composition
with appropriate isomorphisms (Lemma 2.14). Then it is enough to proceed by induction on the number of such
propositions. 
Example 2.18. Let φ stand for one of the following derivations
I, B,Γ ` C γ
I⊗B,Γ ` C ⊗L ,
Γ, I ` B γ
Γ ` I( B (R ,
Γ ` I γ ∆ ` B δ
Γ,∆ ` I⊗B ⊗R,
Γ ` I γ B,∆ ` C δ
Γ, I( B,∆ ` C (L ,
where γ and δ stand for pure derivations. Then by purification φ is respectively sent to:
I, B,Γ ` C γ
B,Γ ` C IE ,
Γ, I ` B γ
Γ ` B IE ,
Γ ` I γ ∆ ` B δ
Γ,∆ ` B wkn,
Γ ` I γ B,∆ ` C δ
Γ, B,∆ ` C wkn . 
Due to purity, an axiom I ` I cannot be the (left or right) premise of a ⊗R inference, nor the left premise of a(L
inference. However, such an axiom may be the right premise of a(L inference or the (left or right) premise of a wkn
inference. Particularly, any occurrence of the unit I as a member of the context of a sequent different from I ` I must
come from an axiom I ` I which is a premise of wkn inference.
Lemma 2.19. Let φ stand for a IE -free pure derivation of a pure sequent I,Γ ` A different from I ` I, and ψ stand
for the derivation ending by a IE inference with φ as premise:
ψ , I,Γ ` A
φ
Γ ` A IE
.
Then ψ is ≡-equivalent to a IE -free pure derivation ψ′ of the same pure sequent. 
Proof. Due to purity, the occurrence of I in the context I,Γ comes from an axiom I ` I that is a premise of a wkn
inference in φ, which we write (w). We proceed by induction on the height of (w) in φ.
base φ is ending by (w), with as right premise, a IE -free pure derivation γ of Γ ` A. Then by (wkn, IE ) ψ is
≡-equivalent to γ. We take ψ′ to be γ.
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induction step φ is ending by an inference different from (w). As an example, assume that φ is ending by a unary
inference (necessarily ⊗L or(R), which we write as (r), with as premise, a derivation χ of a sequent I,Γ′ ` A′.
Then as the TPI shows, ψ permutes into a derivation ψ¯ ending by (r) with, as premise, a derivation φ¯ itself ending by
IE (with χ as premise):
I,Γ′ ` A′ χ
φ
{
I,Γ ` A (r)
Γ ` A IE
ψ 	
I,Γ′ ` A′ χ
Γ′ ` A′ IE
}
φ¯
ψ¯
 Γ ` A (r)
.
By the induction hypothesis φ¯ is ≡-equivalent to a IE -free pure derivation φ¯′ of the same pure sequent. Then ψ¯ is
≡-equivalent to the IE -free pure derivation ψ¯′, ending by (r) with φ¯′ as premise. We take ψ′ to be ψ¯′. A similar
“permutability” argument applies to the case of derivation ending by a binary inference (⊗R, wkn or(L). 
Proposition 2.20 (IE -Elimination). Any pure derivation of a pure sequent different from ` I is≡-equivalent to a pure
IE -free derivation of the same pure sequent. 
Proof. The highest IE inferences can be eliminated according to the previous Lemma 2.19. Then it is enough to
proceed by induction on the number of such inferences. 
Convention 2.21 (Purity and IE -Freeness). From now on, we shall consider pure IE -free derivations only. 
Substitutions of the unit
Let φ stand for a derivation and α substitute I for some atoms in its final sequent. Applying α to φ amounts to
substituting an axiom I ` I for any axiom a ` a in φ such that a is affected by α. Let φ · α stand for the derivation
obtained that way. While φ is pure, it may be the case that φ ·α is not. In accordance with Convention 2.21, we assume
that any such derivation φ · α is “purified” into a derivation (φ · α)′ by composition with appropriate isomorphisms
(Proposition 2.17). Next, due to the application of α or purification, the context of the final sequent of (φ · α)′ may
contain as members some occurrences of the unit I that come from non-constant propositions in the context of the
final sequent of φ. We assume that such occurrences of the unit are removed by appropriate applications of IE . Let
(φ ·α)′′ stand for the derivation obtained in that way. Then due to purification or removal of occurrences of the unit I,
(φ ·α)′′ may contain IE inferences. In accordance with Convention 2.21, we assume that such inferences are removed
by IE -elimination (Proposition 2.20). Finally, we write φ ? α for the derivation obtained in that way. Notice that φ ? α
is unique up to ≡.
Example 2.22. Let φ stand for a derivation
Γ ` A γ ∆ ` B δ
Γ,∆ ` A⊗B ⊗R resp.
Γ ` A γ B,∆ ` C δ
Γ, A( B,∆ ` C (L
where δ stands for a pure derivation, and α substitute I for all atoms in the final sequent of γ. Due to balancedness, γ
and δ share no atom. As a consequence, δ is not affected by α, and in both cases φ ? α is ≡-equivalent to δ. 
For short, we call a purified substitution of the unit the full process of
– application of a substitution of the unit I to a derivation;
– eventual purification;
– eventual removal of occurrences of the unit as members of the context;
– eventual IE -elimination.
Since≡ is a congruence w.r.t. IE and stable by substitutions of propositions for atoms, purification and IE -elimination,
≡ is stable by purified substitutions of the unit.
2.4. Equivalences on derivations
Due to the various conventions we have formulated, the derivations we are considering are constructed in the
following sub-system of G(A).
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a ` a 1 I ` I 1
A,B,Γ ` C
A⊗B,Γ ` C ⊗L
Γ ` A ∆ ` B
Γ,∆ ` A⊗B ⊗R
Γ ` A B,∆ ` C
A( B,Γ,∆ ` C (L
Γ, A ` B
Γ ` A( B (R
Γ ` I ∆ ` A
Γ,∆ ` A wkn
Then notice that:
– due to balancedness, the premises of a binary inference (wkn, ⊗R or(L) share no atom;
– due to atomicity, any occurrence of an atom a or of the unit I in a sequent comes from an axiom a ` a or I ` I;
– due to cut-freeness and IE -freeness, a sequent admits a finite number of derivations only.
The equivalences on derivations we are considering are on the one hand the inter-permutability relation 	, and on
the other hand substitutive syntactical equivalences ∼ defined w.r.t. L(A). Any such equivalence contains ≡, which
itself contains	. Let stand for the full coherence relation, that is the unique equivalence relation for which any two
derivations of the same sequent are equivalent. Then 	 ⊆ ≡ ⊆ ∼ ⊆ . Relative to this hierarchy, one may wonder
if in the sub-system of G(A) we are considering whether 	 and ≡ coincide, or if there actually exists an equivalence
relation ∼ that strictly lies between ≡ and . The answer to both these questions is positive, but the first one goes
beyond the scope of this paper (however, we shall discuss it at the end of Section 4). We shall detail the answer to the
second one in Section 5.2 where we establish that the system of equalities defining SMCCs is not Post-complete.
Faithfulness
Any equivalence relation ∼ defined w.r.t. L(A) is a congruence w.r.t. the five rules of the sub-system of G(A)
we are considering, and is stable by permutations of inferences according to the TPI, composition and purified
substitutions of the unit. We introduce one more property of equivalence relations that is reciprocal to the property of
being a congruence: faithfulness.
Definition 2.23 (Faithfulness). An equivalence ∼ is faithful if, for any two derivations φ and φ′ of the same sequent
ending by the same inferences with as premises some derivations of the same sequent(s), the ∼-equivalence of φ and
φ′ implies the ∼-equivalence of the premises. 
Lemma 2.24. An equivalence ∼ is faithful iff for any two derivations φ and φ′ of the same sequent ending by(L
with as premises some derivations of the same sequents, the ∼-equivalence of φ and φ′ implies the ∼-equivalence of
the left premises. 
Proof. The left to right direction is obvious from the definition. For the right to left direction, we proceed by case
analysis: let φ and φ′ be two ∼-equivalent derivations of the same sequent ending by the same rule with, as premises,
some derivations of the same sequent(s).
⊗L and(R cases Assume that φ and φ′ are ending by the same unary inference (⊗L or(R) with, as respective
premises, some derivations γ and γ′ of the same sequent, and with, as main formula, A ⊗ B resp. A( B. Next, let
ε⊗ resp. ε( stand for the derivation
A ` A 1 B ` B 1
A,B ` A⊗B ⊗R resp.
A ` A 1 B ` B 1
A,A( B ` B (L .
Since ∼ is stable by composition φ ◦ ε⊗ and φ′ ◦ ε⊗ resp. ε( ◦φ and ε( ◦φ′ are ∼-equivalent. But these derivations
are ∼-equivalent to γ and γ′ respectively.
wkn and ⊗R cases Assume that φ and φ′ are ending by the same binary inference (wkn or ⊗R) with, as respective
left premises, some derivations γ and γ′ of the same sequent, and with, as respective right premises, some derivations
δ and δ′ of the same sequent. Next, let α resp. β substitute I for all atoms in the final sequent of γ and γ′ resp. of δ
and δ′. Since ∼ is stable by purified substitutions of the unit φ ? α and φ′ ? α resp. φ ? β and φ′ ? β are ∼-equivalent.
But these derivations are ∼-equivalent to δ and δ′ respectively, resp. to γ and γ′ respectively.
(L case Assume that φ and φ′ both are ending by(L with, as respective left premises, some derivations γ and γ′ of
the same sequent, and with, as respective right premises, some derivations δ and δ′ of the same sequent. By hypothesis
γ and γ′ are ∼-equivalent. Next, let α substitute I for all atoms in the final sequent of γ and γ′. Since ∼ is stable by
purified substitutions of the unit φ ? α and φ′ ? α are ∼-equivalent. But these derivations are ∼-equivalent to δ and δ′
respectively. 
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Notice that in the (L case of the proof above, we cannot deduce the ∼-equivalence of γ and γ′ from the
∼-equivalence of φ and φ′: neither by composition nor by substitution of the unit. This is what motivates the notion
of faithfulness: the full coherence relation  is trivially faithful, but we do not know a priori if so are the other
equivalences we are considering. We shall establish in Section 4 that such is the case.
3. Critical pairs
3.1. Minimality and critical pairs
Definition 3.1 (Minimal Derivation). A derivation is ∼-minimal if it is not ∼-equivalent to a derivation ending by
⊗L, wkn or(L. 
Since the full coherence equivalence  contains any equivalence ∼, any -minimal derivation is ∼-minimal (if a
derivation is -minimal, then there exists no derivation of its final sequent ending by ⊗L, wkn or(L). In the same
way, since any equivalence∼ contains the inter-permutability equivalence	, any∼-minimal derivation is	-minimal.
Definition 3.2 (Critical Pair and Critical Set). A ∼-critical pair is a pair 〈φ, φ′〉 of derivations of the same sequent
ending by some(L inferences with distinct main formulas, of the form
Θ, A′( B′,∆′ ` A γ B,∆ ` I δ
Θ, A′( B′,∆′, A( B,∆ ` I (L ,
Θ, A( B,∆ ` A′ γ
′
B′,∆′ ` I δ
′
Θ, A( B,∆, A′( B′,∆′ ` I (L
and such that the left premises γ and γ′ are ∼-minimal. The critical set C∼ of an equivalence relation ∼ is the set of
∼-critical pairs 〈φ, φ′〉 such that φ and φ′ are ∼-equivalent: C∼ = {〈φ, φ′〉 ∼-critical | φ ∼ φ′}. 
Our aim is to establish that any equivalence is syntactically generated by its critical set. Notice that the in same way
as previously, any -critical pair is ∼-critical and any ∼-critical pair is 	-critical.
Example 3.3 (“Triple Unit” Critical Pair). Let ψ and ψ′ stand for the following derivations respectively:
a ` a 1 I ` I 1
a, a( I ` I (L
a ` (a( I)( I(R I ` I 1
a, ((a( I)( I)( I ` I (L
ρ

((a( I)( I)( I ` a( I(R I ` I 1
((a( I)( I)( I, (a( I)( I ` I (L ,
a ` a 1 I ` I 1
a, a( I ` I (L
a( I ` a( I(R I ` I 1
a( I, (a( I)( I ` I (L
1

(a( I)( I ` (a( I)( I(R I ` I 1
(a( I)( I, ((a( I)( I)( I ` I (L .
The derivations ρ and 1(a(I)(I are obviously -minimal, so that 〈ψ,ψ′〉 is -critical. We shall refer to this critical
pair as the “triple unit” critical pair. Given an equivalence ∼, ψ and ψ′ are ∼-equivalent iff ((a( I)( I)( I and
a( I are isomorphic w.r.t. ∼ (see Section 5.1).
Next, let φ, φ′ and φ′′ stand for the following derivations respectively:
(a⊗ b)( I, (b( I)( d, c, (c⊗ d)( I ` a( I γ¯ I ` I 1
(a⊗ b)( I, (b( I)( d, c, (c⊗ d)( I, (a( I)( I ` I(L
}
φ¯
γ
 (a⊗ b)( I, (b( I)( d, (c⊗ d)( I, (a( I)( I ` c( I(R I ` I 1
(a⊗ b)( I, (b( I)( d, (c⊗ d)( I, (a( I)( I, (c( I)( I ` I (L ,
(a⊗ b)( I, (a( I)( I ` b( I γ¯
′
c, d, (c⊗ d)( I ` I
(a⊗ b)( I, (a( I)( I, (b( I)( d, c, (c⊗ d)( I ` I(L
}
φ¯′
γ′

(a⊗ b)( I, (a( I)( I, (b( I)( d, (c⊗ d)( I ` c( I(R I ` I 1
(a⊗ b)( I, (a( I)( I, (b( I)( d, (c⊗ d)( I, (c( I)( I ` I (L ,
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(a⊗ b)( I, (b( I)( d, (c⊗ d)( I, (c( I)( I ` a( I γ
′′
I ` I 1
(a⊗ b)( I, (b( I)( d, (c⊗ d)( I, (c( I)( I, (a( I)( I ` I (L .
One may check that γ¯, γ¯′ are -minimal. Thus 〈φ¯, φ¯′〉 is -critical. Next, one may check that γ is 	-minimal.
However, γ′ is not 	-minimal, since it permutes into a derivation ending by(L with γ¯′ as left premise. Thus γ is
	-minimal, but it is not -minimal. Finally one may check that γ′′ is -minimal and as a consequence 	-minimal.
Thus 〈φ, φ′′〉 is 	-critical, but it is not -critical. 
3.2. Ascending analysis of pairs of derivations
We study the conditions under which two derivations of the same sequent are∼-equivalent to derivations ending by
the same inference in order to “raise”∼-equivalence or non∼-equivalence from these derivations up to their premises
(Voreadou uses a similar “ascending” analysis of pairs of terms in [54]).
Derivations ending by ⊗L or(R
Lemma 3.4. Any derivation φ of a sequent A ⊗ B,Γ ` C (resp. Γ ` A( B) permutes into a derivation φ′ ending
by a ⊗L inference with A⊗B as main formula (resp. ending by a(R inference with A( B as main formula). 
Proof. We consider the case of a derivation φ of a sequentA⊗B,Γ ` C. Due to atomicity, φ contains a sub-derivation
ending by a ⊗L inference with A ⊗ B as main formula, which we write (rA⊗B). We proceed by induction on the
height of (rA⊗B) in φ.
base φ is ending by (rA⊗B). We take φ′ to be φ.
induction step φ is ending by an inference different from (rA⊗B).
conclusion by a unary inference Assume that φ is ending by a unary inference (⊗L or (R), which we write
(r), with as premise a derivation γ. Then A ⊗ B is not a side formula of (r), but it belongs to the context of the
final sequent of γ, and (rA⊗B) is an inference in γ. By the induction hypothesis, γ permutes into a derivation γ′
ending by (rA⊗B). As a consequence, φ permutes into a derivation φ¯ ending by (r) with γ′ as premise. As the TPI
allows us to, we take φ′ to be the derivation obtained by permutation of (rA⊗B) and (r) in φ¯.
conclusion by a binary inference Assume that φ is ending by a binary inference (wkn, ⊗R or(L) which we
write (r), with as left and right premises some derivations γ and δ respectively. As previously, A⊗B is not a side
formula of (r), but it belongs to the context of the final sequent either of γ or of δ. As an example, assume that
A ⊗ B belongs to the context of the final sequent of δ. Then (rA⊗B) is an inference in δ, and by the induction
hypothesis δ, permutes into a derivation δ′ ending by (rA⊗B). As a consequence, φ permutes into a derivation φ¯
ending by (r) with, as left and right premises, γ and δ′ respectively. As the TPI allows us to, we take φ′ to be the
derivation obtained by permutation of (rA⊗B) and (r) in φ¯.
A similar induction applies to the case of a derivation whose final sequent is Γ ` A( B. 
Thus any two derivations φ and φ′ of a given sequent A ⊗ B,Γ ` C resp. Γ ` A ( B permute into derivations
ending by the same unary inference with as respective premises some derivations γ and γ′ of the same sequent.
Derivations ending by wkn or ⊗R
Definition 3.5 (Splittable Sequent).
(i) A sequent Γ,∆ ` B splits into Γ ` I and ∆ ` B if the sequents Γ ` I and ∆ ` B are balanced.
(ii) A sequent Γ,∆ ` A⊗B splits into Γ ` A and ∆ ` B if the sequents Γ ` A and ∆ ` B are balanced. 
Lemma 3.6.
(i) If the final sequent of a derivation φ splits into Γ ` I and ∆ ` B, then φ permutes into a derivation φ′ ending by
wkn with, as left and right premises, some derivations γ and δ of sequents Γ ` I and ∆ ` B respectively.
(ii) If the final sequent of a derivation φ splits into Γ ` A and∆ ` B, then φ permutes into a derivation φ′ ending by
⊗R with, as left and right premises, some derivations γ and δ of sequents Γ ` A and ∆ ` B respectively. 
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Proof. We show the first implication by induction on the length of the final sequent of φ.
base The final sequent is of the form I ` I or a ` a. Then the stated implication is trivially true.
induction step Assume that the final sequent splits into Γ ` I and ∆ ` B.
conclusion by ⊗L If φ is ending by a ⊗L inference with C ⊗ D as its main formula and with, as premise, a
derivation θ, then two cases are to be considered: C ⊗D belongs either to Γ or to∆. Assume that C ⊗D belongs
to Γ, which we write C ⊗D,Γ′. Then the final sequent of θ splits into C,D,Γ′ ` I and ∆ ` B. By the induction
hypothesis, θ permutes into a derivation θ′ ending by wkn with, as left and right premises, some derivations γ′ and
δ′ of sequents C,D,Γ′ ` I and ∆ ` B respectively. As a consequence, φ permutes into a derivation φ¯ ending
by ⊗L, with θ′ as premise. As the TPI allows us to, we take φ′ to be the derivation obtained by permutation of
wkn and ⊗L in φ¯. Then φ′ is ending by wkn with, as left and right premises, some derivations γ and δ of sequents
C ⊗D,Γ′ ` I and ∆ ` B respectively. A similar argument applies if C ⊗D belongs to ∆.
conclusion by(R Assume that φ is ending by a(R inference with C ( D as its main formula, and with, as
premise, a derivation θ. Then the final sequent of θ splits into Γ ` I and ∆, C ` D. An argument similar to the
previous one applies.
conclusion by wkn or ⊗R Assume that φ is ending by a wkn or ⊗R inference, which we write as (r), with, as
left and right premises, two derivations θ and ξ of some sequents Θ ` X and Ξ ` D respectively: if (r) is a ⊗R
inference, then X is a pure proposition and B is the proposition X ⊗ D; if (r) is a wkn inference, then X is the
constant I and B is the proposition D. The contexts Γ,∆ and Θ,Ξ coincide. As a consequence, {Θ ∩ Γ,Θ ∩∆}
and {Ξ ∩ Γ,Ξ ∩∆} are partitions of Θ and Ξ respectively (to be as general as possible, we assume that none of
these intersections is empty). Then φ is the derivation
Θ ∩ Γ,Θ ∩∆ ` X θ Ξ ∩ Γ,Ξ ∩∆ ` D ξ
Θ ∩ Γ,Θ ∩∆,Ξ ∩ Γ,Ξ ∩∆ ` B (r) .
Its final sequent splits into Θ ∩ Γ,Ξ ∩ Γ ` I and Θ ∩∆,Ξ ∩∆ ` B. The sequents Θ ∩ Γ ` I and Ξ ∩ Γ ` I are
balanced, so that:
(i) the final sequent of θ splits into Θ ∩ Γ ` I and Θ ∩∆ ` X;
(ii) the final sequent of ξ splits into Ξ ∩ Γ ` I and Ξ ∩∆ ` D.
Then by the induction hypothesis:
(i) θ permutes into a derivation θ′ ending by wkn with, as left and right premises, some derivations γ′ and δ′ of
sequents Θ ∩ Γ ` I and Θ ∩∆ ` X respectively;
(ii) ξ permutes into a derivation ξ′ ending by wkn with, as left and right premises, some derivations γ′′ and δ′′ of
sequents Ξ ∩ Γ ` I and Ξ ∩∆ ` D respectively.
As a consequence, φ permutes into a derivation φ¯ ending by (r) with, as left and right premises, θ′ and ξ′
respectively:
Θ ∩ Γ ` I γ
′
Θ ∩∆ ` X δ
′
Θ ∩ Γ,Θ ∩∆ ` C wkn
}
θ′ Ξ ∩ Γ ` I
γ′′
Ξ ∩∆ ` D δ
′′
Ξ ∩ Γ,Ξ ∩∆ ` D wkn
}
ξ′
φ¯

Θ ∩ Γ,Θ ∩∆,Ξ ∩ Γ,Ξ ∩∆ ` B (r) .
As the TPI allows us to, we take φ′ to be the derivation obtained by permutations of the wkn inferences and (r) in
φ¯ (the order of the permutations does not matter), that is:
Θ ∩ Γ ` I γ
′
Ξ ∩ Γ ` I γ
′′
Γ ` I wkn
Θ ∩∆ ` X δ
′
Ξ ∩∆ ` D δ
′′
∆ ` B (r)
Γ,∆ ` B wkn .
conclusion by(L Assume that φ is ending by a(L inference with, as left and right premises, two derivations
θ and ξ of some sequents Θ ` C and D,Ξ ` B respectively. The contexts Γ,∆ and Θ, C ( D,Ξ coincide. Two
cases are to be considered: C ( D belongs either to Γ or to ∆.
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– C ( D belongs to Γ which we write Γ′, C ( D. Then {Θ ∩ Γ′,Θ ∩∆} and {Ξ ∩ Γ′,Ξ ∩∆} are partitions
of Θ and Ξ respectively. By an argument similar to the previous one, we take φ′ to be
Θ ∩ Γ′ ` C D,Ξ ∩ Γ′ ` I
Γ′, C ( D ` I (L
Θ ∩∆ ` I Ξ ∩∆ ` B
∆ ` B wkn
Γ,∆ ` B wkn .
– C ( D belongs to ∆ which we write C ( D,∆′. Then {Θ ∩ Γ,Θ ∩∆′} and {Ξ ∩ Γ,Ξ ∩∆′} are partitions
of Θ and Ξ respectively. By an argument similar to the previous one, we take φ′ to be
Θ ∩ Γ ` I Ξ ∩ Γ ` I
Γ ` I wkn
Θ ∩∆′ ` C D,Ξ ∩∆′ ` B
C ( D,∆′ ` B (L
Γ,∆ ` B wkn .
The second implication is proved by a similar induction. 
Remark 3.7. Purity is essential here. Consider the derivation φ of the sequent I, I ( a ` a ending by(L with,
as left and right premises, the axioms I ` I and a ` a respectively. Its final sequent splits obviously into I ` I and
I ( a ` a, but φ does not permute into a derivation ending by wkn with, as left and right premises, I ` I and
I( a ` a respectively. 
Thus any two derivations φ and φ′ of a splittable sequent permute into some derivations ending by the same binary
inference with, as respective left premises, some derivations γ and γ′ of the same sequent, and with, as respective
right premises, some derivations δ and δ′ of the same sequent.
Derivations ending by(L
Let φ and φ′ be two derivations of the same sequent ending by some (L inferences with, as respective left
premises, some derivations γ and γ′, and with, as respective right premises, some derivations δ and δ′. Assume that φ
and φ′ are ending by some(L inferences with the same main formula. Then φ and φ′ are respectively of the form
Γ ` A γ B,∆ ` C δ
Γ, A( B,∆ ` C (L ,
Γ′ ` A γ
′
B,∆′ ` C δ
′
Γ′, A( B,∆′ ` C (L .
The contexts Γ,∆ and Γ′,∆′ coincide, so that {Γ ∩ Γ′,Γ ∩∆′} is a partition of Γ and {∆ ∩ Γ′,∆ ∩∆′} a partition
of ∆. In the same way, {Γ′ ∩ Γ,Γ′ ∩∆} and {∆′ ∩ Γ,∆′ ∩∆} are partitions of Γ′ and ∆′ respectively. The
intersection Γ ∩ ∆′ is part of the context of the final sequent of γ, so that due to balancedness it shares no atom
with the final sequent B,∆ ∩ Γ′,∆ ∩∆′ ` C of δ. But ∆′ ∩ Γ is also part of the context of the final sequent of δ′,
so that it shares no atom with the final sequent Γ′ ∩ Γ,Γ′ ∩∆ ` A of γ′. Thus Γ ∩∆′ ` I is balanced. By a similar
argument, Γ′ ∩ ∆ ` I is balanced too. Assume that φ and φ′ do not permute into derivations ending by wkn. Then,
by Lemma 3.6, Γ ∩∆′ and Γ′ ∩∆ are empty. As a consequence, γ and γ′ resp. δ and δ′ are derivations of the same
sequent.
Assume now that φ and φ′ are ending by some(L inferences with distinct main formulas. Then φ and φ′ are
respectively of the form
Γ, [A′( B′] ` A γ B, [A′( B′],∆ ` C δ
Γ, A( B,A′( B′,∆ ` C (L ,
Γ′, [A( B] ` A′ γ
′
B′, [A( B],∆′ ` C δ
′
Γ′, A( B,A′( B′,∆′ ` C (L
where A′ ( B′ belongs to the context of the final sequent either of γ (Left premise) or of δ (Right premise), and
A ( B belongs to the context of the final sequent either of γ (Left premise) or of δ (Right premise): four cases
are to be considered. In each case, the contexts Γ,∆ and Γ′,∆′ coincide. As a consequence, {Γ ∩ Γ′,Γ ∩∆′} and
{∆ ∩ Γ′,∆ ∩∆′} are partitions of Γ and ∆ respectively. In the same way, {Γ′ ∩ Γ,Γ′ ∩∆} and {∆′ ∩ Γ,∆′ ∩∆}
are partitions of Γ′ and ∆′ respectively. Assume that φ and φ′ do not permute into derivations ending by wkn.
RR case A′ ( B′ resp. A ( B belongs to the context of the final sequent of δ resp. of δ′. The intersection Γ ∩ Γ′
is part of the context of the final sequent of γ, so that due to balancedness, it shares no atom with the final sequent
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B,A′( B′,∆∩Γ′,∆∩∆′ ` C of δ. But Γ′ ∩Γ is also part of the context of the final sequent of γ′, so that it shares
no atom with the final sequent B′, A( B,∆′ ∩ Γ,∆′ ∩∆ ` C of δ′. Thus Γ ∩ Γ′ ` I is balanced. By hypothesis,
φ and φ′ do not permute into derivations ending by wkn, so that Γ ∩ Γ′ is empty (Lemma 3.6). Let Θ stand for the
intersection ∆ ∩∆′. Then φ and φ′ are of the form
Γ ` A γ B,Γ′, A′( B′,Θ ` C δ
Γ, A( B,Γ′, A′( B′,Θ ` C (L ,
Γ′ ` A′ γ
′
B′,Γ, A( B,Θ ` C δ
′
Γ′, A′( B′,Γ, A( B,Θ ` C (L .
RL case A′( B′ resp. A( B belongs to the context of the final sequent of δ resp. of γ′. By an argument similar to
the previous one, the intersection Γ ∩∆′ is empty. Let Θ stand for the intersection ∆ ∩ Γ′. Then φ and φ′ are of the
form
Γ ` A γ B,Θ, A′( B′,∆′ ` C δ
Γ, A( B,Θ, A′( B′,∆′ ` C (L ,
Γ, A( B,Θ ` A′ γ
′
B′,∆′ ` C δ
′
Γ, A( B,Θ, A′( B′,∆′ ` C (L .
LR case A′( B′ resp. A( B belongs to the context of the final sequent of γ resp. of δ′. By an argument similar to
the previous one, the intersection ∆ ∩ Γ′ is empty. Let Θ stand for the intersection Γ ∩∆′. Then φ and φ′ are of the
form
Γ′, A( B,Θ ` A′ γ B′,∆ ` C δ
Γ′, A( B,Θ, A′( B′,∆ ` C (L ,
Γ′ ` A γ
′
B,Θ, A′( B′,∆ ` C δ
′
Γ′, A( B,Θ, A′( B′,∆ ` C (L .
This case is “symmetrical” to the previous one. We shall not consider it again.
LL case A′ ( B′ resp. A ( B belongs to the context of the final sequent of γ resp. of γ′. Then by an argument
similar to the previous one, the final sequent of φ and φ′ splits into Γ∩Γ′, A′( B′,Γ∩∆′, A( B,∆∩Γ′ ` I and
∆∩∆′ ` C, so that the intersection∆∩∆′ is empty and C is constant. Let Θ stand for the intersection Γ∩Γ′. Then
φ, φ′ are of the form
Θ, A′( B′,∆′ ` A γ B,∆ ` I δ
Θ, A′( B′,∆′, A( B,∆ ` I (L ,
Θ, A( B,∆ ` A′ γ
′
B′,∆′ ` I δ
′
Θ, A( B,∆, A′( B′,∆′ ` I (L .
Notice that if γ and γ′ are ∼-minimal, then 〈φ, φ′〉 is ∼-critical.
Lemma 3.8 (RR Case). Let φ and φ′ be some derivations
Γ ` A γ B,Γ′, A′( B′,Θ ` C δ
Γ, A( B,Γ′, A′( B′,Θ ` C (L ,
Γ′ ` A′ γ
′
B′,Γ, A( B,Θ ` C δ
′
Γ′, A′( B′,Γ, A( B,Θ ` C (L
respectively. Let α resp. α′ stand for the substitution of the unit I for any atom in Γ ` A resp. in Γ′ ` A′. Then φ and
φ′ are ∼-equivalent iff δ and δ′ are respectively ∼-equivalent to the following derivations δ¯ and δ¯′
Γ′ ` A′ γ
′
B′, B,Θ ` C δ
′?α
B,Γ′, A′( B′,Θ ` C (L ,
Γ ` A γ B,B′,Θ ` C δ?α
′
B′,Γ, A( B,Θ ` C (L . 
Proof. Assume that φ and φ′ are ∼-equivalent. Since ∼ is stable by purified substitutions of the unit, φ ?α and φ′ ? α
are ∼-equivalent also. But these derivations are ∼-equivalent to δ and δ¯ respectively. Thus δ is ∼-equivalent to δ¯. The
same way φ ? α′ and φ′ ? α′ are ∼-equivalent. But these derivations are ∼-equivalent to δ¯′ and δ′ respectively. Thus
δ′ is ∼-equivalent to δ¯′.
Reciprocally, assume that δ and δ′ are ∼-equivalent to δ¯ and δ¯′ respectively. Since ∼ is stable by purified
substitutions of the unit, δ′ ? α is ∼-equivalent to δ¯′ ? α, itself ∼-equivalent to δ ? α′. Thus δ′ ? α and δ ? α′ are
both ∼-equivalent to a derivation θ, so that φ and φ′ are ∼-equivalent to the following derivations φ¯ and φ¯′
Γ ` A γ
Γ′ ` A′ γ
′
B′, B,Θ ` C θ
B,Γ′, A′( B′,Θ ` C (L
Γ, A( B,Γ′, A′( B′,Θ ` C (L ,
Γ′ ` A′ γ
′ Γ ` A
γ
B,B′,Θ ` C θ
B′,Γ, A( B,Θ ` C (L
Γ′, A′( B′,Γ, A( B,Θ ` C (L
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respectively. But as the TPI shows, φ¯ and φ¯′ are inter-permutable, so that φ and φ′ are ∼-equivalent. 
Lemma 3.9 (RL Case). Let φ and φ′ be some derivations
Γ ` A γ B,Θ, A′( B′,∆′ ` C δ
Γ, A( B,Θ, A′( B′,∆′ ` C (L ,
Γ, A( B,Θ ` A′ γ
′
B′,∆′ ` C δ
′
Γ, A( B,Θ, A′( B′,∆′ ` C (L .
respectively. Let α stand for the substitution of the unit I for any atom in Γ ` A, and let δ¯, γ¯′ stand for the derivations
B,Θ ` A′ γ
′?α
B′,∆′ ` C δ
′
B,Θ, A′( B′,∆′ ` C (L ,
Γ ` A γ B,Θ ` A′ γ
′?α
Γ, A( B,Θ ` A′ (L
respectively.
(i) If δ and γ′ are ∼-equivalent to δ¯ and γ¯′ respectively, then φ and φ′ are ∼-equivalent.
(ii) Assume that∼ is faithful. If φ and φ′ are∼-equivalent, then δ and γ′ are∼-equivalent to δ¯ and γ¯′ respectively. 
Proof.
(i) Assume that δ and γ′ are ∼-equivalent to δ¯ and γ¯′ respectively. Then φ is ∼-equivalent to a derivation φ¯ ending
by(L with δ¯ as right premise, and φ′ is ∼-equivalent to a derivation φ¯′ ending by(L with γ¯′ as left premise.
As the TPI shows, φ¯ and φ¯′ are inter-permutable, so that φ and φ′ are ∼-equivalent.
(ii) Assume that φ and φ′ are ∼-equivalent. Since ∼ is stable by purified substitutions of the unit, φ ?α and φ′ ?α are
∼-equivalent too. But these derivations are∼-equivalent to δ and δ¯ respectively. Thus δ and δ¯ are∼-equivalent, so
that φ is∼-equivalent to a derivation φ¯ ending by(L with. as left and right premises, γ and δ¯ respectively. As the
TPI shows, φ¯ permutes into a derivation φ¯′ ending by(L with, as left and right premises, γ¯′ and δ′ respectively.
Since φ and φ′ are ∼-equivalent, so are φ¯′ and φ′. Since ∼ is faithful, γ¯′ and γ′ are ∼-equivalent too. 
3.3. Faithful equivalences and critical pairs
Proposition 3.10. Let ' be a faithful equivalence and ∼ be any equivalence. Let φ and φ′ be two '-equivalent
derivations of the same sequent. If φ and φ′ are not ∼-equivalent, then there exists a '-critical pair 〈ψ,ψ′〉 such that
ψ and ψ′ are '-equivalent, but not ∼-equivalent. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on the length of the final sequent of φ and φ′.
base The final sequent is of the form I ` I or a ` a. Then φ and φ′ are the same axiom, and the stated implication is
trivially true.
induction step
conclusion by ⊗L or(R Assume that the final sequent is of the form A ⊗ B,Γ ` C or Γ ` A( B. Then by
Lemma 3.4, φ and φ′ permute into some derivations φ¯ and φ¯′ respectively, ending by the same unary inference (⊗L
or(R) with, as respective premises, some derivations γ and γ′ of the same sequent. Since ' contains 	, φ¯ and
φ¯′ are '-equivalent. Since ' is faithful, γ and γ′ are '-equivalent too. Assume that φ and φ′ are not ∼-equivalent.
Since ∼ contains 	, φ¯ and φ¯′ are not ∼-equivalent either. Since ∼ is a congruence, γ and γ′ are not ∼-equivalent
either. Thus γ and γ′ are '-equivalent, but not ∼-equivalent. We conclude by the induction hypothesis.
conclusion by wkn or ⊗R Assume that the final sequent of φ and φ′ is splittable. Then by Lemma 3.6, φ and φ′
permute into some derivations φ¯ and φ¯′ respectively, ending by the same binary inference (wkn or ⊗R) with, as
respective left premises, some derivations γ and γ′ of the same sequent, and with, as respective right premises,
some derivations δ and δ′ of the same sequent. Since ' contains 	, φ¯ and φ¯′ are '-equivalent. Since ' is faithful,
γ and γ′ are '-equivalent too, as well as δ and δ′. Assume that φ and φ′ are not ∼-equivalent. Since ∼ contains
	, φ¯ and φ¯′ are not ∼-equivalent either. Since ∼ is a congruence, 〈γ, γ′〉 or 〈δ, δ′〉 is a pair of non ∼-equivalent
derivations. Thus 〈γ, γ′〉 or 〈δ, δ′〉 is a pair of '-equivalent, but not ∼-equivalent derivations. We conclude by the
induction hypothesis.
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conclusion by(L Previous cases being excluded, φ and φ′ are necessarily ending by some(L inferences with,
as respective left premises, some derivations γ and γ′, and with, as respective right premises, some derivations δ
and δ′. Then by Lemmas 3.4 and 3.6 neither γ nor γ′ is'-equivalent to a derivation ending by⊗L or wkn. Assume
that γ is'-equivalent to a derivation γˆ ending by a(L inference with, as left and right premises, some derivations
γ¯ and δ¯ respectively. Then φ is '-equivalent to a derivation φˆ ending by a(L inference with γˆ as left premise,
that is
Γ¯ ` A¯ γ¯ B¯, ∆¯ ` A δ¯
Γ¯, A¯( B¯, ∆¯ ` A (L
}
γˆ
B,∆ ` C δφˆ
 Γ¯, A¯( B¯, ∆¯, A( B,∆ ` C (L .
If γ and γˆ are not ∼-equivalent, then we conclude by the induction hypothesis. If γ and γˆ are ∼-equivalent, then
since ∼ is a congruence, φ and φˆ are ∼-equivalent too. But φˆ permutes into a derivation φ¯ ending by(L, with γ¯
as left premise. Since both ' and ∼ contain 	, φ is at same time '-equivalent and ∼-equivalent to φ¯. On the one
hand, φ and φ′ are '-equivalent by hypothesis, and then so are φ¯ and φ′. On the other hand, if φ and φ′ are not
∼-equivalent, and then neither are φ¯ and φ′.
Thus by induction on the length of the final sequent of γ, we can assume that γ is not'-equivalent to a derivation
ending by(L. A similar argument applies to γ′. From now on, we assume that both γ and γ′ are '-minimal. If
φ and φ′ are ending by some(L inferences with the same main formula, then due to balancedness γ and γ′ resp.
δ and δ′ are derivations of the same sequent. An argument similar to the one in the wkn and ⊗R cases applies. If
φ and φ′ are ending by some(L inferences with distinct main formulas, then the RR, RL and LL cases described
previously are to be considered (recall that the LR case is “symmetrical” to the RL one).
RR case If φ and φ′ are in the RR case, then δ and δ′ are '-equivalent to the derivations δ¯ and δ¯′ from Lemma 3.8
respectively. Assume that φ and φ′ are not ∼-equivalent. Then 〈δ, δ¯〉 or 〈δ′, δ¯′〉 is a pair of non ∼-equivalent
derivations (Lemma 3.8 again). Thus 〈δ, δ¯〉 or 〈δ′, δ¯′〉 is a pair of'-equivalent, but not∼-equivalent derivations.
We conclude by the induction hypothesis.
RL case If φ and φ′ are in the RL case, then since ' is faithful, δ and γ′ are '-equivalent to the derivations δ¯ and
γ¯′ from Lemma 3.9 respectively. But γ′ is '-minimal and γ¯′ is ending by(L. This case is excluded.
LL case If φ and φ′ are in the LL case, then since γ and γ′ are '-minimal, 〈φ, φ′〉 is '-critical. If φ and φ′ are not
∼-equivalent, then we take 〈ψ,ψ′〉 to be 〈φ, φ′〉. 
Theorem 3.11. Let ' be a faithful equivalence. Then ' is part of any equivalence ∼ such that for any pair 〈ψ,ψ′〉
in the critical set C', ψ and ψ′ are ∼-equivalent. 
Proof. Let ∼ be such an equivalence and φ, φ′ be two '-equivalent derivations. Then φ and φ′ are ∼-equivalent.
Indeed, assume that they are not. Then there exists a '-critical pair 〈ψ,ψ′〉 in C' such that ψ and ψ′ are not
∼-equivalent (previous Proposition 3.10) and we get a contradiction. 
We shall establish in the next section that all the equivalences we are considering are faithful, and as a consequence
that any such equivalence is syntactically generated by its critical set.
4. Faithfulness
4.1. Reduction and decomposition
First we extend the decreasing of formula’s depth construction as introduced in [46] and used in [49] with a kind of
interpolation in the style of Lyndon (see [37]) which we see as its reciprocal construction: decomposition. To achieve
this, we introduce polarized substitutions.
For any proposition A, recall thatN (A) and P(A) stand for the sets negative occurrences and positive occurrences
of atoms inA respectively (see Section 1.2). Let s and t be two substitutions of propositions for atoms. The application
of the polarized substitution σ = 〈s, t〉 to a proposition A, the result of which we write Aσ, is defined as the
simultaneous application of s and t to occurrences of atoms in N (A) and P(A) respectively.
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Definition 4.1 (Polarized Substitution). Let s and t be two substitutions. The dual polarized substitutions σ = 〈s, t〉
and σ¯ = 〈t, s〉 admit the following mutually recursive definitions:
Iσ , I and Iσ¯ , I,
aσ , at and aσ¯ , as,
(A⊗B)σ , Aσ ⊗Bσ and (A⊗B)σ¯ , Aσ¯ ⊗Bσ¯,
(A( B)σ , Aσ¯( Bσ and (A( B)σ¯ , Aσ( Bσ¯. 
Notice that for any proposition A, we have Aσ¯ = Aσ. Next, given a polarized substitution σ and a proposition A, we
define the polarized context of A w.r.t. σ, which we write ΠA, as the multiset of propositions
{aσ¯( a | a ∈ N (A), aσ¯ 6= a} ∪ {a( aσ | a ∈ P(A), a 6= aσ}.
Definition 4.2 (Polarized Context). Let σ be a polarized substitution. For any proposition A, the dual polarized
contexts Π¯A and ΠA admit the following mutually recursive definitions (
∐
stands for the disjoint union):
ΠI , ∅ and Π¯I , ∅,
Πa , {a( aσ} if a 6= aσ (∅ else) and Π¯a , {aσ¯( a} if a 6= aσ¯ (∅ else),
ΠA⊗B , ΠA
∐
ΠB and Π¯A⊗B , Π¯A
∐
Π¯B ,
ΠA(B , Π¯A
∐
ΠB and Π¯A(B = ΠA
∐
Π¯B . 
Notice that for any proposition A, we have Π¯A = ΠA. Finally, Aσ and ΠA resp. Aσ¯ and Π¯A a related by a polarized
derivation piA resp. p¯iA in the sense of the following lemma.
Lemma 4.3 (Polarized Derivation). Let σ be a polarized substitution. Then for any proposition A, there exists a
polarized derivation piA of the sequent A,ΠA ` Aσ resp. a polarized derivation p¯iA of the sequent Aσ¯, Π¯A ` A. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on A.
base Let x be the constant I or an atom a such that a = aσ resp. aσ¯ = a. We take pix resp. p¯ix to be the axiom x ` x.
Let a be an atom such that a 6= aσ resp. such that aσ¯ 6= a. We take pia resp. p¯ia to be
a ` a 1 aσ ` aσ 1
a, a( aσ ` aσ (L
a,Πa ` aσ
i.e. resp.
aσ¯ ` aσ¯ 1 a ` a 1
aσ¯, aσ¯( a ` a (L
aσ¯, Π¯a ` a
i.e. .
induction step Let A and B be two propositions. By the induction hypothesis, piA, piB , p¯iA and p¯iB are defined. Then
we take piA⊗B resp. p¯iA⊗B to be
A,ΠA ` Aσ
piA
B,ΠB ` Bσ
piB
A,ΠA, B,ΠB ` Aσ ⊗Bσ
⊗R
A⊗B,ΠA,ΠB ` Aσ ⊗Bσ
⊗L
A⊗B,ΠA⊗B ` (A⊗B)σ
i.e. resp.
Aσ¯, Π¯A ` A
p¯iA
Bσ¯, Π¯B ` B
p¯iB
Aσ¯, Π¯A, Bσ¯, Π¯B ` A⊗B
⊗R
Aσ¯ ⊗Bσ¯, Π¯A, Π¯B ` A⊗B
⊗L
(A⊗B)σ¯, Π¯A⊗B ` A⊗B
i.e. .
Finally we take piA(B resp. p¯iA(B to be
Aσ¯, Π¯A ` A
p¯iA
B,ΠB ` Bσ
piB
Aσ¯, Π¯A, A( B,ΠB ` Bσ
(L
Π¯A, A( B,ΠB ` Aσ¯( Bσ
(R
A( B,ΠA(B ` (A( B)σ
i.e. resp.
A,ΠA ` Aσ
piA
Bσ¯, Π¯B ` B
p¯iB
A,ΠA, Aσ( Bσ¯, Π¯B ` B
(L
ΠA, Aσ( Bσ¯, Π¯B ` A( B
(R
(A( B)σ¯, Π¯A(B ` A( B
i.e. .
Notice that for any proposition A, we have p¯iA = piA. 
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Example 4.4. Let σ be a polarized substitution such that aσ = c⊗d and bσ¯ = e( f , and A stand for (a( b)( I.
Then Aσ is the proposition
((a( b)( I)σ = (a( b)σ¯( Iσ
= (aσ( bσ¯)( Iσ
= ((c⊗ d)( (e( f))( I,
ΠA is the context
Π(a(b)(I = Π¯a(b ∪ΠI
= Πa ∪ Π¯b ∪ΠI
= {a( aσ} ∪ {bσ¯( b} ∪ ∅
= {a( (c⊗ d)} ∪ {(e( f)( b}
= {a( (c⊗ d), (e( f)( b} ,
and piA is the derivation
a ` a 1 c⊗ d ` c⊗ d 1
a, a( (c⊗ d) ` c⊗ d(L
}
pia
e( f ` e( f 1 b ` b 1
e( f, (e( f)( b ` b(L
}
p¯ib
a, a( (c⊗ d), (c⊗ d)( (e( f), (e( f)( b ` b (L
p¯ia(b

a( (c⊗ d), (c⊗ d)( (e( f), (e( f)( b ` a( b(R I ` I 1
a( (c⊗ d), (c⊗ d)( (e( f), (e( f)( b, (a( b)( I ` I (L
a( (c⊗ d), (e( f)( b, (a( b)( I ` ((c⊗ d)( (e( f))( I(R . 
In accordance with balancedness, we consider diversified polarized derivations only, that is polarized derivations
whose final sequent is balanced. As a consequence, polarized contexts are actually sets rather than multisets, and
any proposition in a polarized context ΠA resp. Π¯A shares exactly one atom with the proposition A. Next, let φ
be a derivation of a (balanced) sequent Aσ,Γ ` B resp. Γ ` Aσ¯. Then it may be the case that the final sequent
A,ΠA,Γ ` B of φ ◦ piA resp. the final sequent Γ, Π¯A ` A of p¯iA ◦ φ is not balanced, since a proposition in ΠA resp.
in Π¯A may share an atom with Γ or B. If such is the case, then balancedness is simply recovered by an appropriate
choice of σ.
Reduction and decomposition
With respect to our study of equivalence relations, polarized derivations are motivated by the following theorems.
Theorem 4.5 (Reduction). Let σ be a polarized substitution.
(i) Let φ and φ′ be two derivations of a sequentAσ,Γ ` B. Then φ and φ′ are∼-equivalent iff the derivations φ◦piA
and φ′ ◦ piA of the sequent A,ΠA,Γ ` B are ∼-equivalent.
(ii) Let φ and φ′ be two derivations of a sequent Γ ` Aσ¯. Then φ and φ′ are ∼-equivalent iff the derivations p¯iA ◦ φ
and p¯iA ◦ φ′ of the sequent Γ, Π¯A ` A are ∼-equivalent. 
Theorem 4.6 (Decomposition). Let σ be a polarized substitution.
(i) Let ψ be a derivation of a sequent A,ΠA,Γ ` B. Then there exists a derivation, which we write ψ • piA of the
sequent Aσ,Γ ` B, such that ψ is ∼-equivalent to (ψ • piA) ◦ piA.
(ii) Let ψ be a derivation of a sequent Γ, Π¯A ` A. Then there exists a derivation, which we write as p¯iA • ψ, of the
sequent Γ ` Aσ¯ such that ψ is ∼-equivalent to p¯iA ◦ (p¯iA • ψ). 
These theorems are proved in Sections A.1 and A.2 respectively.
Example 4.7. Let φ and φ′ be two derivations of a (balanced) sequent
((c⊗ d)( (e( f))( I,Γ ` A,
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We see ((c ⊗ d) ( (e ( f)) ( I as ((a ( b) ( I)σ for a polarized substitution σ such that aσ = c ⊗ d and
bσ¯ = e( f for some atoms a and b with no occurrence in the final sequent of φ and φ′. Then by reduction, φ and φ′
are ∼-equivalent iff the derivations φ ◦ pi(a(b)(I and φ′ ◦ pi(a(b)(I of the (balanced) sequent
(a( b)( I, a( (c⊗ d), (e( f)( b,Γ ` A
are ∼-equivalent. Reciprocally let ψ be a derivation of this very sequent. We see a ( (c ⊗ d), (e ( f) ( b as
the polarized context Π(a(b)(I for a polarized substitution σ such that aσ = c ⊗ d and bσ¯ = e ( f . Then by
decomposition, there exists a derivation ψ • pi(a(b)(I of the sequent
((c⊗ d)( (e( f))( I,Γ ` A
such that ψ is ∼-equivalent to (ψ • pi(a(b)(I) ◦ pi(a(b)(I. 
Corollary 4.8. Let σ be a polarized substitution and ψ and ψ′ be two derivations of a sequent A,ΠA,Γ ` B. Then ψ
and ψ′ are ∼-equivalent iff the derivations ψ • piA and ψ′ • piA of the sequent Aσ,Γ ` B are ∼-equivalent. 
Proof. By reduction, ψ • piA and ψ′ • piA are ∼-equivalent iff (ψ • piA) ◦ piA and (ψ′ • piA) ◦ piA are ∼-equivalent.
But by decomposition, (ψ • piA) ◦ piA and (ψ′ • piA) ◦ piA are ∼-equivalent to ψ and ψ′ respectively. Thus ψ • piA and
ψ′ • piA are ∼-equivalent iff ψ and ψ′ are ∼-equivalent. 
4.2. 2-sequents and APF critical pairs
We use reduction and decomposition to relate critical pairs and purified substitutions of the unit.
Definition 4.9 (2-Sequent). A 2-sequent is a sequent Γ ` A such that any proposition in its context Γ contains at
most two occurrences of connectives, and its succedent A contains at most one occurrence of connective. 
Thus, since we consider pure sequents only, any proposition in the context Γ of a 2 -sequent is of the form x, a ⊗ b,
a ( x, a ⊗ (b ⊗ c), (a ⊗ b) ⊗ c, a ⊗ (b ( x), (a ( x) ⊗ b, a ( (b ⊗ c), (a ⊗ b) ( x, a ( (b ( x), or
(a( x)( y where x and y stand for the unit I or atoms. Its succedent A is of the form x, a⊗ b or a( x.
Lemma 4.10. Let φ be a derivation of a 2-sequent. Then the final sequent of any sub-derivation of φ is a 2-sequent
also. 
Proof. By induction on φ. 
Reduction to 2-sequents
We call the depth of a proposition A, which we write as |A|, the number of occurrences of connectives in A. We
call the abyssal sum of a context Γ, which we write as SΓ, the sum of depths of propositions in Γ whose depth is
strictly greater than 2, that is SΓ =
∑
A∈Γ, |A|>2 |A|. Thus a 2 -sequent is a sequent whose context has a null abyssal
sum and whose succedent has a depth lower than or equal to 1.
In what follows, A[B] stands for a proposition A containing an occurrence of the proposition B. Let A be a
proposition whose depth is strictly greater than 2. Then A contains at least one occurrence of the proposition B such
that |B| = 1. If the occurrence ofB is negative, then we seeA[B] asA[bσ¯], that is (A[b])σ, for a polarized substitution
σ such that bσ¯ = B. If the occurrence of B is positive, then we see A[B] as A[bσ], that is (A[b])σ, for a polarized
substitution σ such that bσ = B. In both cases, let φ and φ′ be two derivations of a sequent A[B],Γ ` C. Then
by reduction, (Theorem 4.5) φ and φ′ are ∼-equivalent iff the derivations φ ◦ piA[b] and φ′ ◦ piA[b] of the sequent
A[b],ΠA[b],Γ ` C are ∼-equivalent. Notice that the polarized context ΠA[b] contains only the proposition bσ¯ ( b
that is B ( b resp. the proposition b( bσ that is b( B. Next, notice that |A[b]| is strictly lower than |A[B]| and
that the unique proposition in ΠA[b] is of depth 2. As a consequence, the abyssal sum of A[b],ΠA[b],Γ is strictly lower
than the abyssal sum of A[B],Γ.
Proposition 4.11 (Reduction to 2-Sequents). Let φ and φ′ be two derivations of the same sequent. Then there exist
two derivations ψ and ψ′ of the same 2 -sequent obtained from φ and φ′ respectively such that φ and φ′ are
∼-equivalent iff ψ and ψ′ are ∼-equivalent. 
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Proof. Assume that the final sequent of φ and φ′ is of the form Γ ` A, where A is neither constant nor atomic. Then
we see A as aσ¯ for a polarized substitution σ such that aσ¯ = A so that, by reduction, φ and φ′ are∼-equivalent iff the
derivations p¯ia ◦φ and p¯ia ◦φ′ of the sequent Γ, A( a ` a are ∼-equivalent. Thus, without loss of generality, we can
assume that the final sequent of φ and φ′ is of the form Γ ` x, where x stands for the unit I or an atom. We proceed
by induction on the abyssal sum of Γ.
base The abyssal sum of Γ is null. Then φ and φ′ are two derivations of the same 2 -sequent. We take ψ and ψ′ to be
φ and φ′ respectively.
induction step The abyssal sum of Γ is strictly positive. Then Γ contains at least one proposition A whose depth is
strictly greater than 2, and A contains at least one occurrence of proposition B such that |B| = 1. Then we see A[B]
as (A[b])σ for a polarized substitution σ such that bσ¯ = B if the occurrence of B in A is negative, and such that
bσ = B if the occurrence of B in A is positive. By reduction, φ and φ′ are ∼-equivalent iff φ ◦ piA[b] and φ′ ◦ piA[b]
are ∼-equivalent. The abyssal sum of A[b],ΠA[b],Γ is strictly lower than the abyssal sum of A[B],Γ. Then by the
induction hypothesis, there exist two derivations ψ¯ and ψ¯′ of the same 2 -sequent such that φ ◦piA[b] and φ′ ◦piA[b] are
∼-equivalent iff ψ¯ and ψ¯′ are ∼-equivalent. We take ψ and ψ′ to be ψ¯ and ψ¯′ respectively. 
Definition 4.12 (APF Critical Pair). An atomic-proposition-free ∼-critical pair is a ∼-critical pair of derivations of a
2-sequent whose context contains no atomic proposition (we already know from Definition 3.2 that the succedent of
this sequent is the unit I). 
APF critical pairs are motivated by the following proposition that we prove in Section A.3.
Proposition 4.13 (Equivalence and APF Critical Pairs). Let φ and φ′ be two derivations of the same 2-sequent. If φ
and φ′ are not ∼-equivalent, then there exists a substitution β of the unit such that 〈φ ? β, φ′ ? β〉 is an APF ∼-critical
pair of non ∼-equivalent derivations. 
Remark 4.14. Since ∼ is stable by purified substitutions of the unit, the reciprocal implication is obvious. Next,
notice by contraposition that two derivations of a 2 -sequent whose context contains at most one proposition of the
form (a( x)( y are necessarily ∼-equivalent. 
4.3. Faithfulness
We use the previous Propositions 4.11 and 4.13 to establish the following faithfulness theorem.
Theorem 4.15 (Faithfulness). Any equivalence ∼ is faithful. 
Proof. We know from Lemma 2.24 that given two derivations φ and φ′ of the same sequent ending by(L with, as
premises, some derivations of the same sequents, it is enough to show that if φ and φ′ are ∼-equivalent, then so are
their respective left premises. Let φ and φ′ be two such derivations. Call γ, γ′ their respective left premises, and δ,
δ′ their respective right premises. If δ and δ′ are different from the axiom I ` I, then let α stand for the substitution
of the unit I for any atom in their final sequent. Since ∼ is stable by purified substitutions of the unit, if φ and φ′ are
∼-equivalent, then so are φ ?α and φ′ ? α. But γ and γ′ are not affected by α. As a consequence, it is enough to show
that if φ ? α and φ′ ? α are ∼-equivalent, then so are γ and γ′.
Then without loss of generality, we assume that φ and φ′ are of the form
Γ ` A γ I ` I 1
Γ, A( I ` I (L and
Γ ` A γ
′
I ` I 1
Γ, A( I ` I (L .
respectively. Due to purity, A is not constant. Assume that it is not atomic. Then we see A, as aσ¯ and A ( I, as
(a( I)σ for a polarized substitution σ such that aσ¯ = A. By reduction, (Theorem 4.5) φ and φ′ are ∼-equivalent iff
φ ◦ pia(I and φ′ ◦ pia(I, that is
Γ, A( a ` a p¯ia◦γ I ` I 1
Γ, A( a, a( I ` I (L and
Γ, A( a ` a p¯ia◦γ I ` I 1
Γ, A( a, a( I ` I (L
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are ∼-equivalent. By reduction, again γ and γ′ are ∼-equivalent iff p¯ia ◦ γ and p¯ia ◦ γ′ are ∼-equivalent. As a
consequence, it is enough to show that if φ ◦ pia(I and φ′ ◦ pia(I are ∼-equivalent, then so are p¯ia ◦ γ and p¯ia ◦ γ′.
Then without loss of generality, we assume that the succedent of the final sequent of γ and γ′ is atomic, so that φ
and φ′ are of the form
Γ ` a γ I ` I 1
Γ, a( I ` I (L and
Γ ` a γ
′
I ` I 1
Γ, a( I ` I (L .
respectively. Now, assume that Γ contains a proposition A whose depth is strictly greater than 2. Then A contains at
least one occurrence of propositionB such that |B| = 1, and we seeA[B] as (A[b])σ for some polarized substitution σ.
On the one hand, φ and φ′ are ∼-equivalent iff φ ◦ piA[b] and φ′ ◦ piA[b] are ∼-equivalent; on the other hand, γ and γ′
are ∼-equivalent iff γ ◦ piA[b] and γ′ ◦ piA[b] are ∼-equivalent. As a consequence, it is enough to show that if φ ◦ piA[b]
and φ′ ◦ piA[b] are ∼-equivalent, then so are γ ◦ piA[b] and γ′ ◦ piA[b]. This way, reduction to 2 -sequents for φ and φ′ as
described in the proof of Proposition 4.11 coincide with reduction to 2 -sequents for γ and γ′.
Finally, without loss of generality, we assume that γ and γ′ are derivations of the same 2-sequent Γ ` a. Then
we proceed by contraposition. Assume that γ and γ′ are not ∼-equivalent. Then by Proposition 4.13, there exists a
substitution of the unit β such that 〈γ ? β, γ′ ? β〉 is an APF ∼-critical pair of non ∼-equivalent derivations. But a is
necessarily affected by β, so that by purification, γ ? β and γ′ ? β are ∼-equivalent to φ ? β and φ′ ? β respectively.
Thus φ ? β and φ′ ? β are not ∼-equivalent. Since ∼ is stable by purified substitutions of the unit, φ and φ′ are not
∼-equivalent either. 
Theorem 4.16 (Axiomatization). Any equivalence ∼ is syntactically generated by its critical set C∼. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorems 3.11 and 4.15. 
Critical pairs and ≡-equivalence
As a consequence of the axiomatization theorem, ≡ is syntactically generated by its critical set C≡. We have
mentioned in Section 1.3 that ≡ may be seen as generated by the empty set. If C≡ was not empty, then the
≡-equivalence of any two derivations from a ≡-critical pair 〈φ, φ′〉 in C≡ should follow from the system of equalities
defining SMCCs. Actually, as we briefly explain below, C≡ is empty, because there exists no ≡-critical pair of
≡-equivalent derivations. This fact is closely related to the inter-permutability of derivations in the sub-system of
G(A) we are considering.
We call a derivation φ in this sub-system normal if any left premise of a(L inference in φ is 	-minimal, that is
does not permute into a derivation ending by ⊗L, wkn or(L. Given a normal derivation φ, we define the normal set
N(φ) of φ as the set of final sequents of left premises of(L inferences in φ. As an example, the derivations ψ and
ψ′ from the “triple unit” critical pair (Example 3.3) are normal, and their respective normal sets are
N(ψ) = {a ` a, a ` (a( I)( I, ((a( I)( I)( I ` a( I},
N(ψ′) = {a ` a, a( I ` a( I, (a( I)( I ` (a( I)( I}.
Then it can be shown that: (1) any derivation permutes into a normal derivation of the same sequent; (2) any two normal
derivations from a ≡-critical pair have distinct normal sets; (3) non-coincidence of normal sets is stable by reduction
to 2 -sequents; (4) if two normal derivations of the same sequent with distinct normal sets were ≡-equivalent, then
there would exist a≡-critical pair of≡-equivalent derivations of a shorter sequent (see [42]). As a consequence, if two
derivations from a ≡-critical pair were ≡-equivalent, then there would exist an APF ≡-critical pair of ≡-equivalent
derivations. But as shown in [53], there exists no such pair of derivations. Then there exists no ≡-critical pair of
≡-equivalent derivations in the general sense either.
Proofs of points (3) and (4) are quite tedious, but should be part of a forthcoming paper about inter-permutability in
IMLL with unit. As a consequence of point (4), any two ≡-equivalent normal derivations have the same normal set. It
can be shown that any two normal derivations of the same sequent that have the same normal set are inter-permutable,
and we know already that any two inter-permutable derivations are ≡-equivalent (Proposition 2.8). Then any two
normal derivations of the same sequent are ≡-equivalent iff they are inter-permutable, so that inter-permutability
enjoys all the properties of ≡, particularly stability by composition and faithfulness. Notice also that normal sets
might open the way to a notion of proof-net for IMLL with unit.
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5. Further considerations
We give two sufficient conditions for full coherence in SMCCs. Next, we establish that the system of equalities
defining SMCCs is not Post-complete, in the sense that extending this system with an identity that does not hold in the
free SMCC does not, in general, cause the free SMCC to collapse into a preorder.
5.1. Conditions for full coherence
Triple unit
Given an atom a, let ρ and ρ′ stand for the derivations
a ` a 1 I ` I 1
a, a( I ` I (L
a ` (a( I)( I(R I ` I 1
a, ((a( I)( I)( I ` I (L
((a( I)( I)( I ` a( I(R and
a ` a 1 I ` I 1
a, a( I ` I (L
a( I ` a( I(R I ` I 1
a( I, (a( I)( I ` I (L
a( I ` ((a( I)( I)( I(R
respectively. Then up to ≡, ρ resp. ρ′ is the unique derivation of its final sequent. Next, ρ ◦ ρ′ is ≡-equivalent to 1a(I
so that w.r.t. ≡, ρ resp. ρ′ is an epimorphism resp. a monomorphism:
– for any two derivations φ and φ′ of a sequent a( I,Γ ` A, if φ ◦ ρ and φ′ ◦ ρ are ≡-equivalent, then so are φ and
φ′;
– for any two derivations φ and φ′ of a sequent Γ ` a( I, if ρ′ ◦φ and ρ′ ◦φ′ are≡-equivalent, then so are φ and φ′.
Since ρ resp. ρ′ is the unique derivation of its final sequent, and since ≡ is part of any equivalence ∼ defined w.r.t. the
SMCC structure, ((a( I)( I)( I and a( I are isomorphic w.r.t. such an equivalence iff ρ′ ◦ ρ is ∼-equivalent
to 1((a(I)(I)(I. But ρ′ ◦ ρ and 1((a(I)(I)(I, that is
((a( I)( I)( I ` a( I ρ I ` I 1ψ
{
((a( I)( I)( I, (a( I)( I ` I(L
((a( I)( I)( I ` ((a( I)( I)( I(R and
(a( I)( I ` (a( I)( I 1 I ` I 1ψ′
{
(a( I)( I, ((a( I)( I)( I ` I(L
((a( I)( I)( I ` ((a( I)( I)( I(R
are ∼-equivalent iff their sub-derivations ψ and ψ′, that are part of the “triple unit” critical pair (Example 3.3), are
∼-equivalent.7 Finally, given an equivalence ∼, the following assertions are logically equivalent:
(FC 1) a( I and ((a( I)( I)( I are isomorphic w.r.t. ∼;
(FC 2) ρ : ((a( I)( I)( I ` a( I is a monomorphism w.r.t. ∼;
(FC 3) ρ′ : a( I ` ((a( I)( I)( I is an epimorphism w.r.t. ∼;
(FC 4) the derivations ψ and ψ′ from the “triple unit” critical pair are ∼-equivalent.
Full coherence
Next, let us consider the following assertions:
(FC 1′) for any two derivations φ and φ′ of the same sequent and any atom a, if φ[a ( I/a] and φ′[a ( I/a] are
∼-equivalent, then so are φ and φ′;
(FC 2′) for any atoms a, b, c and d, the derivation τ of the sequent
(c( I)( I, c( (a⊗ d), (d⊗ b)( I ` (a( b)( I
is an epimorphism w.r.t. ∼.
7 The pairs 〈ρ′◦ρ, 1((a(I)(I)(I〉 and 〈ψ,ψ′〉 are the “derivational” counterparts of Diagrams (TUD) and (TUD′) described in the Introduction.
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Soloviev states in [50] that (FC 1) and (FC 1′) are sufficient conditions for full coherence SMCCs; that is, that any
equivalence satisfying both (FC 1) and (FC 1′) is actually the full coherence equivalence . Unfortunately, his result
there depends on a technical lemma in [54] that he found later to be erroneous. We show that his result actually holds
independently of the erroneous lemma in [54]: we establish first that (FC 1′) implies (FC 2′), and then that (FC 2) and
(FC 2′) are sufficient conditions for full coherence SMCCs.
Lemma 5.1. The condition (FC 1′) implies the condition (FC 2′). 
Proof. We see c( (a ⊗ d) in the context of the final sequent of τ as a polarized context Π(c(I)(I for a polarized
substitution σ such that cσ = a⊗ d. Then τ • pi(c(I)(I is a derivation of the sequent
((a⊗ d)( I)( I, (d⊗ b)( I ` (a( b)( I.
Up to (a⊗ d)( I ∼= a( (d( I) and (d⊗ b)( I ∼= b( (d( I), we see τ • pi(c(I)(I as the unique derivation
of the sequent
(a( (d( I))( I, b( (d( I) ` (a( b)( I.
Then, up to these isomorphisms, τ • pi(c(I)(I coincide with pi′[d( I/d] where pi′ stands for the unique derivation
of the sequent
(a( d)( I, b( d ` (a( b)( I.
Finally we see pi′ as a polarized derivation pi′(a(d)(I for a polarized substitution σ′ such that dσ¯′ = b. Assume
(FC 1′). Then given any two∼-equivalent derivations φ and φ′ of a sequent (a( b)( I,Γ ` A (each∼-equivalence
implies the following one),
φ ◦ τ ∼ φ′ ◦ τ (5.1)
(φ ◦ τ) • pi(c(I)(I ∼ (φ′ ◦ τ) • pi(c(I)(I (5.2)
φ ◦ (τ • pi(c(I)(I) ∼ φ′ ◦ (τ • pi(c(I)(I) (5.3)
φ ◦ (pi′(a(d)(I[d( I/d]) ∼ φ′ ◦ (pi′(a(d)(I[d( I/d]) (5.4)(
φ ◦ pi′(a(d)(I
)
[d( I/d] ∼ (φ′ ◦ pi′(a(d)(I) [d( I/d] (5.5)
φ ◦ pi′(a(d)(I ∼ φ′ ◦ pi′(a(d)(I (5.6)
φ ∼ φ′. (5.7)
Justifications: (5.1) implies (5.2) by decomposition (Corollary 4.8); (5.2) implies (5.3) because σ affects no atom in
φ, φ′; (5.3) implies (5.4) because up to isomorphism τ • pi(c(I)(I and pi′(a(d)(I[d ( I/d] stand for the same
derivation; (5.4) implies (5.5) because [d( I/d] affects no atom in φ, φ′; (5.5) implies (5.6) by (FC 1′); (5.6) implies
(5.7) by reduction (Theorem 4.5). Thus, τ is a ∼-epimorphism. 
Proposition 5.2. Let ∼ be an equivalence satisfying both (FC 2) and (FC 2′). Then, any two derivations φ and φ′ of
the same sequent are ∼-equivalent. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that φ and φ′ are derivations of the same 2-sequent (Proposition 4.11).
We proceed by induction on the number propositions of the form (a( x)( y in the context of their final sequent.
base If the context contains at most one such proposition, then φ and φ′ are ∼-equivalent (Remark 4.14).
induction step If φ and φ′ are not∼-equivalent, then there exists a substitution β of the unit and two derivations ψ, ψ′
that are ∼-equivalent to φ ? β, φ′ ? β respectively, and such that 〈ψ,ψ′〉 is an APF ∼-critical pair of non ∼-equivalent
derivations (Proposition 4.13). Particularly, the final sequent of ψ, ψ′ is of the form Γ, (a( x)( I, (a′ ( x′)(
I ` I.
– If x is the unit I then let χ, χ′ stand for the derivations of the sequent Γ, (a′ ( x′) ( I ` ((a ( I) ( I) ( I
ending by(R with, as premises, ψ and ψ′ respectively. Since ψ and ψ′ are not∼-equivalent, neither are χ and χ′.
Then by (FC 2), neither are the derivations ρ ◦ χ, ρ ◦ χ′ of the sequent Γ, (a′ ( x′) ( I ` a ( I: we get a
contradiction with the induction hypothesis.
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– If x is an atom b rather than the unit I, then by (FC 2′), since ψ and ψ′ are not ∼-equivalent, neither are the
derivations ψ ◦ τ , ψ′ ◦ τ of the sequent
Γ, (c( I)( I, c( (a⊗ d), (d⊗ b)( I, (a′( x′)( I ` I.
Applying the same argument as above, we get a contradiction with the induction hypothesis. 
Thus conditions (FC 1) and (FC 1′) are (necessary and) sufficient for full coherence in SMCCs. Let us mention that
both these conditions are satisfied by any model for linear logic in the class described in [47]. As a consequence, these
models do not seem relevant to the study of equality of canonical morphisms in SMCCs.
Conjecture 5.3. The isomorphism a ( I ∼= ((a ( I) ( I) ( I, that is (FC 1), is a necessary and sufficient
condition for full coherence in SMCCs. 
Since (FC 1) and (FC 4) are logically equivalent, this conjecture asserts that the full coherence equivalence  is
syntactically generated by the “triple unit” critical pair.
5.2. Post incompleteness
Dosˇen and Petric´ show in [17] that equalities between morphisms assumed for Cartesian categories are maximal,
in the sense that extending them with any new equality in the language of the free category collapses it into a preorder
(that is a category in which there exists at most one morphism between any two objects). A similar result holds for
Cartesian closed categories (see [48,16]). We show that as far as SMCCs are concerned, maximality does not hold.
Formulated another way, the system of equalities defining SMCCs is not Post-complete: a theory is complete in the
sense of Post if it becomes inconsistent when extended with an unprovable formula as a new axiom (see [45]); Post-
completeness is also know as maximal consistency.
We already know that any ∼GNT equivalence is axiomatized by extending the system of equalities defining SMCCs,
with equalities between morphisms from some critical pairs that are not equal in the language of the free SMCC. Then
it is enough to exhibit a model in which the morphisms from a particular critical pair are equal, while those from
another critical pair are not.
It is well known that modules over a commutative ring I form a SMCC I-mod, with I (seen as a module over itself)
as unit. In addition to ⊗,( and usual natural isomorphisms, such a SMCC comes with a null object {0} (where 0
stands for the null element of I), a direct sum ⊕, a direct product ×, and the following natural isomorphisms (see [36,
pp. 131, 608]):
(A⊕B)( C ∼= (A( C)× (B( C), (I-mod 1)
A( (B × C) ∼= (A( B)× (A( C), (I-mod 2)
(A⊕B)⊗ C ∼= (A⊗ C)⊕ (B ⊗ C). (I-mod 3)
Next, provided their arguments are in finite number, direct sums and direct products are isomorphic.
We consider the following I-mod SMCC, proposed by our colleague Mark Spivakovsky: for any field k, take I to be
the commutative ring of polynomials a+ bx+ cy in two variables x, y with coefficients in k, and of degree at most 1.
We shall write such polynomials 〈a, b, c〉:
0 , 〈0, 0, 0〉, 1 , 〈1, 0, 0〉,
〈a, b, c〉+ 〈a′, b′, c′〉 , 〈a+ a′, b+ b′, c+ c′〉,
〈a, b, c〉〈a′, b′, c′〉 , 〈aa′, ab′ + ba′, ac′ + ca′〉.
Then k, with the action defined by 〈a, b, c〉 · a′ = aa′, is a non-free I-module finitely generated by {1}. As a first
consequence, any morphism of I-modules f with k as domain is fully determined by f1. As a second consequence,
the I-module of polynomials 〈0, b′, c′〉 in I with null constant coefficient is isomorphic to the direct product k×k (and
thus to the direct sum k ⊕ k), since for any polynomial 〈a, b, c〉 in I,
〈a, b, c〉〈0, b′, c′〉 = 〈0, ab′, ac′〉 = 〈0, 〈a, b, c〉 · b′, 〈a, b, c〉 · c′〉.
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For any positive natural number n, let k(n) stand for the n-th dual of k, and kn for its n-th “direct power”:
k(0) , k, k0 , I,
k(n+1) , k(n) ( I, kn+1 , kn × k.
Lemma 5.4. For any strictly positive natural number n, k(n) ∼= k2n . 
Proof. We proceed by induction on n.
base For any morphism of I-modules f in k( I, let 〈a′, b′, c′〉 stand for f1.
〈0, 0, a′〉 = 〈0, 0, 1〉〈a′, b′, c′〉 = 〈0, 0, 1〉(f1) = f(〈0, 0, 1〉 · 1) = f0 = 〈0, 0, 0〉.
Then a′ = 0, and f is fully determined by a polynomial with null constant coefficient. As a consequence,
k( I ∼= k × k, that is k(1) ∼= k21 .
induction step For any strictly positive natural number n,
k(n+1) = k(n) ( I by definition
∼= k2n ( I by induction hypothesis
∼= (k( I)2n by (I-mod 1)
∼= (k2)2n by base case
∼= k2n+1 by definition. 
Remark 5.5. Let n be a strictly positive natural number and f be a morphism of I-modules in kn ( I. For any
n-dimensional vector x in kn, let 〈a′, b′, c′〉 stand for fx. Then by the same argument as in the base case of the
previous proof, having in mind that 〈0, 0, 1〉 · x is defined componentwise as the null element of kn, a′ = 0 and fx is
a polynomial with null constant coefficient. 
Lemma 5.6. Any I-module A built out of I and k by using ⊗ and ( is isomorphic to kn for some natural
number n. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on A.
base Assume that A is I resp. k. Then A is isomorphic to k0 resp. to k1.
induction step Assume thatA is compound. Then by the induction hypothesis,A is isomorphic to kp⊗kq or kp( kq
for some natural numbers p and q.
– If p = 0 then A is isomorphic to I ⊗ kq or I( kq. In both cases, due to standard isomorphisms for SMCCs, A is
isomorphic to kq.
– If p > 0 and q = 0, then A is isomorphic to kp ⊗ I or kp ( I. In the first case, due to the standard isomorphism
for SMCCs, A is isomorphic to kp. In the second case, by (I-mod 1) A is isomorphic to (k ( I)p, and thus to k2p
(previous Lemma 5.4).
– If p > 0 and q > 0, then by (I-mod 1), (I-mod 2), (I-mod 3) and coincidence of × and ⊕, A is isomorphic to
(k ⊗ k)pq or (k ( k)pq. But a ⊗ b 7→ ab and f 7→ f1 establish the isomorphisms k ⊗ k ∼= k and k ( k ∼= k
respectively. Then A is isomorphic to kpq. 
Lemma 5.7. Let p, q be two strictly positive natural numbers. Then
λI ◦ (εkp,I ⊗ εkq,I) : [(kp( I)⊗ kp]⊗ [(kq ( I)⊗ kq]→ I
is a zero morphism and as a consequence such is any morphism built out of λI ◦ (εkp,I ⊗ εkq,I) by using ⊗,( or
composition. 
Proof. For any objects A and B in I-mod, εA,B : (A( B)⊗ A→ B and λA : I⊗ A→ A are defined respectively
as f ⊗x 7→ fx and 〈a, b, c〉⊗x 7→ 〈a, b, c〉 ·x. Then λI ◦ (εkp,I⊗ εkq,I) is defined as (f ⊗x)⊗ (g⊗ y) 7→ (fx)(gy).
But for any f , g in kp( I, kq ( I respectively, and any x, y in kp, kq respectively, both fx and gy are polynomials
with null constant coefficient (see Remark 5.5), so that we have (fx)(gy) = 〈0, 0, 0〉. 
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Let τ be the derivation in G(A)
a ` a 1 I ` I 1
a, a( I ` I (L
a′ ` a′ 1 I ` I 1
a′, a′( I ` I (L
a, a( I, a′, a′( I ` I wkn
λI ◦ (εa,I ⊗ εa′,I) as a derivation
a, a′, (a( I)⊗ (a′( I) ` I ⊗L
a, a′ ` ((a( I)⊗ (a′( I))( I(R I ` I 1
a, a′, (((a( I)⊗ (a′( I))( I)( I ` I (L
and φ, φ′ be the derivations of
(a( I)( I, (b( I)( I, (((a( I)⊗ (b( I))( I)( I ` I
ending by (L with (a ( I) ( I and (b ( I) ( I as main formulas respectively, and having τ as a common
sub-derivation. Then the pair 〈φ, φ′〉 is ≡-critical. Recall that the “triple unit” pair 〈ψ,ψ′〉 from Example 3.3
a(3) ` a(1) I ` I 1
a(3), a(2) ` I (L ,
a(2) ` a(2) I ` I 1
a(2), a(3) ` I (L
is≡-critical too. Finally, let us consider the full subcategory C of I-mod whose objects are built out of I and k by using
⊗ and(.
Lemma 5.8. W.r.t. the full subcategory C of I-mod,
(i) the derivations φ and φ′ are ∼GNT-equivalent;
(ii) the derivations ψ and ψ′ are not ∼GNT-equivalent. 
Proof. (i) We have to show that for any valuation v : A → Obj C , Vψ = Vψ′. Let v be such a valuation. By
Lemma 5.6, there exist two natural numbers p and q such that va and va′ are isomorphic to kp and kq respectively.
– If p = 0 then va is isomorphic to I, so that Vψ = V (ψ ? [I/a]) and Vψ′ = V (ψ′ ? [I/a]). But the pair
〈φ ? [I/a], φ′ ? [I/a]〉 is not ≡-critical, so Vψ = Vψ′. A similar argument applies if q = 0.
– If both p and q are strictly positive, then by Lemma 5.7 Vψ and Vψ′ are the same 0 morphism: Vψ = Vψ′.
(ii) Let v : A→ Obj C be a valuation such that va = k. Since (FC 1) and (FC 4) under
Section 5.1 are logically equivalent, if ψ and ψ′ were∼GNT-equivalent, then k(1) and k(3) would be isomorphic
in C. By Lemma 5.6, k(1) and k(3) are isomorphic in I-mod to k2 and k8 respectively. But k2 and k8 are not
isomorphic in I-mod, so that k(1) and k(3) are not isomorphic in C. Then ψ and ψ′ are not ∼GNT-equivalent. 
Theorem 5.9. The system of equalities defining SMCCs is not Post-complete. 
6. Conclusion
We have extended the application of proof-theoretical methods to the study of coherence in non-free SMCCs (the
interest of this approach in view of applications to category theory is that the equivalence of derivations translates
into the commutativity of diagrams). To this end, we have studied equivalences on derivations in IMLL with unit that
are compatible with the structure of SMCC. We have established the importance of critical pairs in the description
of these equivalences, by showing that each one can be axiomatized by its critical pairs of equivalent derivations
(Theorem 4.16).
In particular, we have highlighted the role of the “triple unit” critical pair w.r.t. the question of full coherence in
SMCCs. One of our future objectives is to settle Conjecture 5.3. More generally, we intend to study the dependencies
between pairs of derivations w.r.t. the equivalence relations they generate: under which conditions does the equivalence
of derivations from one pair imply the equivalence of derivations from another pair?
We have considered diversified derivations only. Diversification and balancedness play an important role in our
study. They may seem restrictive a priori, but are rather well justified. First, they are implicit (via Kelly–Mac Lane
graphs) in all the models built out of functors and natural transformations. Next, there is a broad class of models
where any equivalence relation defined by the totality of interpretations in a given model can be checked without loss
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of general information on diversified derivations only (Theorem 1.11). One of our objectives is to better understand
what makes diversification and balancedness necessary.
We have introduced the concepts of polarized substitutions and polarized derivations in IMLL with unit, extending
reduction with decomposition. Applications of reduction have been explored in various fragments of intuitionistic
linear logic (see [52]). We would like to determine under which conditions decomposition is applicable to other
systems of categorical logic.
One general point we would like to emphasize is that many syntactical methods from categorical logic apply very
well to the non-free case. The approach that works for IMLL with unit, and SMCCs can successfully be used to study
other logical systems and other types of categories.
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Appendix A. Proofs
A.1. Proof of Theorem 4.5
Let σ be a polarized substitution and ψ stand for a derivation of a sequent A,ΠA,Γ ` B resp. of a sequent
Γ, Π¯A ` A. We write ψ ∗ piA resp. p¯iA ∗ ψ the derivation obtained from ψ
– by substitution of aσ for a, then by composition with ` aσ( aσ for any proposition a( aσ in ΠA resp. in Π¯A;
– by substitution of aσ¯ for a, by then composition with ` aσ¯( aσ¯ for any proposition aσ¯( a in ΠA resp. in Π¯A.
In both cases, balancedness is lost by substitution but recovered by composition. Since all the equivalences ∼ we are
considering are substitutive and stable by composition the following lemma is obvious.
Lemma A.1. Let ψ and ψ′ be two derivations of a sequent A,ΠA,Γ ` B resp. of a sequent Γ, Π¯A ` A. If ψ and ψ′
are ∼-equivalent then so are ψ ∗ piA and ψ′ ∗ piA resp. so are p¯iA ∗ ψ and p¯iA ∗ ψ′. 
Lemma A.2. Let σ be a polarized substitution. Then for any proposition A, piA ∗ piA is ∼-equivalent to 1Aσ resp.
p¯iA ∗ p¯iA is ∼-equivalent to 1Aσ¯ . 
Proof. We proceed by induction on A.
base Let x be the unit I or an atom a such that a = aσ resp. such that aσ¯ = a. Then Πx is empty so that pix ∗ pix is
the derivation pix itself, that is 1xσ. The same way Π¯x is empty so that p¯ix ∗ p¯ix is the derivation p¯ix itself, that is 1xσ¯ .
Next, let a be an atom such that a 6= aσ resp. such that aσ¯ 6= a. Then Πa contains {a( aσ} only resp. Π¯a contains
{aσ¯( a} only, so that pia ∗ pia and p¯ia ∗ p¯ia are obtained by cut-elimination from
aσ ` aσ 1
` aσ( aσ (R
aσ ` aσ 1a[aσ/a] aσ ` aσ 1
aσ, aσ( aσ ` aσ (L
aσ ` aσ cut
and
aσ¯ ` aσ¯ 1
` aσ¯( aσ¯ (R
aσ¯ ` aσ¯ 1 aσ¯ ` aσ¯ 1a[aσ¯/a]
aσ¯, aσ¯( aσ¯ ` aσ¯ (L
aσ¯ ` aσ¯ cut
respectively. The derivations 1a · [aσ/a] and 1a · [aσ¯/a] are ∼-equivalent to 1aσ and 1aσ¯ respectively so that by
(-convertibility pia ∗ pia and p¯ia ∗ p¯ia are ∼-equivalent to (1aσ ◦ 1aσ) ◦ 1aσ and (1aσ¯ ◦ 1aσ¯) ◦ 1aσ¯ respectively, thus
to 1aσ and 1aσ¯ respectively.
induction step Let A and B be two propositions. Then by cut permutations piA⊗B ∗ piA⊗B and p¯iA⊗B ∗ p¯iA⊗B are
∼-equivalent to
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Aσ ` Aσ piA∗piA Bσ ` Bσ piB∗piB
Aσ,Bσ ` Aσ ⊗Bσ ⊗R
Aσ ⊗Bσ ` Aσ ⊗Bσ ⊗L
(A⊗B)σ ` (A⊗B)σ i.e. and
Aσ¯ ` Aσ¯ p¯iA∗p¯iA Bσ¯ ` Bσ¯ p¯iB∗p¯iB
Aσ¯,Bσ¯ ` Aσ¯ ⊗Bσ¯ ⊗R
Aσ¯ ⊗Bσ¯ ` Aσ¯ ⊗Bσ¯ ⊗L
(A⊗B)σ¯ ` (A⊗B)σ¯ i.e. .
respectively. By the induction hypothesis piA ∗ piA and piB ∗ piB are ∼-equivalent to 1Aσ and 1Bσ respectively, so
that piA⊗B ∗ piA⊗B is ∼-equivalent to 1(A⊗B)σ . The same way p¯iA ∗ p¯iA and p¯iB ∗ p¯iB are ∼-equivalent to 1Aσ¯ and
1Bσ¯ respectively, so that p¯iA⊗B ∗ p¯iA⊗B is ∼-equivalent to 1(A⊗B)σ¯ . By cut permutations again piA(B ∗ piA(B and
p¯iA(B ∗ p¯iA(B are ∼-equivalent to
Aσ¯ ` Aσ¯ p¯iA∗p¯iA Bσ ` Bσ piB∗piB
Aσ¯,Aσ¯( Bσ ` Bσ (L
Aσ¯( Bσ ` Aσ¯( Bσ (R
(A( B)σ ` (A( B)σ i.e. and
Aσ ` Aσ piA∗piA Bσ¯ ` Bσ¯ p¯iB∗p¯iB
Aσ,Aσ( Bσ¯ ` Bσ¯ (L
Aσ( Bσ¯ ` Aσ( Bσ¯ (R
(A( B)σ¯ ` (A( B)σ¯ i.e.
respectively. By the induction hypothesis p¯iA ∗ p¯iA and piB ∗ piB are ∼-equivalent to 1Aσ¯ and 1Bσ respectively, so that
piA(B ∗ piA(B is ∼-equivalent to 1(A(B)σ . The same way piA ∗ piA and p¯iB ∗ p¯iB are ∼-equivalent to 1Aσ and 1Bσ¯
respectively, so that p¯iA(B ∗ p¯iA(B is ∼-equivalent to 1(A(B)σ¯ . 
Corollary A.3. Any derivation φ of a sequent Aσ,Γ ` C resp. of a sequent Γ ` Aσ¯ is ∼-equivalent to (φ ◦ piA) ∗ piA
resp. to p¯iA ∗ (p¯iA ◦ φ). 
Proof. Let φ be a derivation of a sequent Aσ,Γ ` C. Then by cut permutation (φ ◦ piA) ∗ piA is ∼-equivalent to
φ ◦ (piA ∗ piA), thus by previous Lemma A.2 to φ ◦ (1Aσ), thus to φ. As similar argument applies if φ is a derivation
of a sequent Γ ` Aσ¯. 
Proof of Theorem 4.5 (First Point). Assume that φ and φ′ are ∼-equivalent. Then since ∼ is stable by composition
φ ◦ piA and φ′ ◦ piA are ∼-equivalent too. Reciprocally assume that φ ◦ piA and φ′ ◦ piA are ∼-equivalent. Then so are
(φ ◦ piA) ∗ piA and (φ′ ◦ piA) ∗ piA (Lemma A.1). But (φ ◦ piA) ∗ piA and (φ′ ◦ piA) ∗ piA are ∼-equivalent to φ and φ′
respectively (Corollary A.3). Thus φ and φ′ are ∼-equivalent. A similar argument applies to the second point. 
A.2. Proof of Theorem 4.6
Lemma A.4. Any derivation φ of a sequent Γ, A ( a ` a resp. of a sequent a, a ( A,Γ ` B permutes into a
derivation φ′ ending by(L with the axiom a ` a as right premise resp. as left premise. 
Proof. Let φ be a derivation of a sequent Γ, A( a ` a and (ra) stand for the(L inference introducing A( a. We
proceed by induction on the height of (ra) in φ.
base φ is ending by (ra). Then the right premises is the axiom a ` a. We take φ′ to be φ.
induction step φ is ending by an inference (r) different from (ra). Then (r) is a ⊗L, wkn or(L inference. As an
example assume that (r) is a⊗L inference with as premise a derivation γ. By the induction hypothesis γ permutes into
a derivation γ′ ending by (ra). As a consequence, φ permutes into a derivation φ¯ ending by (r) with γ′ as premise. As
the TPI allows us to, we take φ′ to be the derivation obtained by permutation of (ra) and (r) in φ¯. A similar argument
applies to the case of a wkn or(L inference.
As similar induction applies to the case of a derivation φ whose final sequent is a, a( A,Γ ` B. 
In what follows, A[a] stands for a proposition A containing one occurrence of the atom a exactly.
Lemma A.5. Any derivation φ of a sequent Γ, A ( a ` (B ⊗ C)[a] permutes into a derivation φ′ in which the
proposition A( a is introduced before the proposition (B ⊗ C)[a]. 
Proof. Due to atomicity, φ contains on the one hand a sub-derivation φa ending by a(L inference which we write
(ra) with A ( a as main formula, and on the other hand a sub-derivation φB⊗C ending by a ⊗R inference which
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we write (rB⊗C) with (B ⊗ C)[a] as main formula. Since A( a and (B ⊗ C)[a] share the atom a, either (ra) is an
inference in φB⊗C or (rB⊗C) is an inference in φa. If (ra) is an inference in φB⊗C then A( a is introduced before
(B ⊗ C)[a] in φ, and we take φ′ to be φ. Else φa is a derivation ending by (ra) of the form
∆ ` A δ a,Θ ` (B ⊗ C)[a] θ
∆, A( a,Θ ` (B ⊗ C)[a] (L .
Particularly, (rB⊗C) is an inference in θ. Then we show by induction on the height of (rB⊗C) in θ that φa permutes
into a derivation φ′a in which the proposition A( a is introduced before the proposition (B ⊗ C)[a].
base θ is ending by (rB⊗C). Then a belongs to the context of the final sequent either of the left premise or of the
right premise (according to whether (B ⊗ C)[a] is of the form B[a] ⊗ C or B ⊗ C[a]). As the TPI allows us to, we
take φ′a to be the derivation obtained by permutation of (rB⊗C) and (ra) in φa.
induction step θ is ending by an inference (r) different from (rB⊗C). Then (r) is a⊗L, wkn or(L inference. As an
example assume that (r) is a ⊗L inference withD⊗E as main formula and with as premise a derivation θ′. Then φa
permutes into a derivation ending by ⊗L with as premise a derivation φ¯a itself ending by (ra) with as left and right
premises δ and θ′ respectively. By the induction hypothesis φ¯a permutes into a derivation φ¯′a where the proposition
A ( a is introduced before the proposition (B ⊗ C)[a]. We take φ′a to be the derivation ending by ⊗L with φ¯′a as
premise. A similar argument applies to the case of a wkn or(L inference.
Finally, we take φ′ to be the derivation φ where φ′a is substituted for φa. 
Corollary A.6. Let σ be a polarized substitution. Then any derivation ψ of a sequent Γ, Π¯A⊗B ` A ⊗ B permutes
into a derivation ψ′ in which any proposition in Π¯A⊗B is introduced before A⊗B. 
Proof. Any proposition a ( aσ in Π¯A⊗B shares the atom a with A ⊗ B. Due to balancedness, such a proposition
is necessarily introduced before A ⊗ B. Any proposition aσ¯ ( a in Π¯A⊗B shares the atom a with A ⊗ B. Then
by induction on the number of these propositions ψ permutes into a derivation ψ′ in which each is introduced before
A⊗B (previous Lemma A.5). 
Lemma A.7. Any derivation φ of a sequent (B ( C)[a], a ( A,Γ ` D resp. of a sequent (B ( C)[a], A (
a,Γ ` D permutes into a derivation φ′ in which the proposition a ( A resp. the proposition A ( a is introduced
before the proposition (B( C)[a]. 
Proof. Due to atomicity, φ contains on the one hand a sub-derivation φa ending by a(L inference which we write
(ra) with as main formula a ( A resp. A ( a, and on the other hand a sub-derivation φB(C ending by a(L
inference we write (rB(C) with (B ( C)[a] as main formula. Since a( A resp. A( a and (B ( C)[a] share
the atom a, either (ra) is an inference in φB(C or (rB(C) is an inference in φa. If (ra) is an inference in φB(C
then a ( A resp. A ( a is introduced before (B ( C)[a] in φ, and we take φ′ to be φ. Else φa is a derivation
ending by (ra) of the form
∆, B( C[a] ` a δ A,Θ ` D θ
∆, a( A,Θ ` D (L resp.
∆ ` A δ a, (B( C)[a],Θ ` D θ
∆, A( a, (B( C)[a],Θ ` D (L .
Particularly, (rB(C) is an inference in δ resp. in θ. By an induction on the height of (rB(C) in δ resp. in θ similar to
the one in the proof of Lemma A.5, φa permutes into a derivation φ′a where a( A resp. A( a is introduced before
the proposition (B( C)[a]. We take φ′ to be the derivation φ where φ′a is substituted for φa. 
Corollary A.8. Let σ be a polarized substitution. Then any derivation ψ of a sequent A ( B,ΠA(B ,Γ ` C
permutes into a derivation ψ′ in which any proposition in ΠA(B is introduced before A( B. 
Proof. By induction on the number of propositions in ΠA(B using the previous Lemma A.7. 
Proof of Theorem 4.6. Both points are proved simultaneously by induction on A. Induction hypothesis are written
(H1) and (H2) respectively.
base A is the unit I or an atom a.
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(i) – Let x be the unit I or an atom a such that a = aσ, and ψ be a derivation of a sequent x,Πx,Γ ` B. Then Πx
is empty and pix is the axiom x ` x. We take ψ • pix to be ψ itself. Trivially, (ψ • pix) ◦ pix is ∼-equivalent to
ψ ◦ 1x, thus to ψ.
– Let a be an atom such that a 6= aσ and ψ be a derivation of a sequent a,Πa,Γ ` B. Then Πa contains
{a( aσ} only and by Lemma A.4 ψ permutes into a derivation of the form
a ` a aσ,Γ ` B γ
a, a( aσ,Γ ` B (L .
We take ψ • pia to be γ. Then by 1-convertibility (ψ • pia) ◦ pia is ∼-equivalent to ψ.
(ii) – Let x be the unit I or an atom a such aσ¯ = a and ψ be a derivation of a sequent Γ, Π¯x ` x. Then Π¯x is empty
and p¯ix is the axiom x ` x. We take p¯ix • ψ to be ψ itself. Trivially, p¯ix ◦ (p¯ix • ψ) is ∼-equivalent to 1x ◦ ψ,
thus to ψ.
– Let a be an atom such that aσ¯ 6= a and ψ be a derivation of a sequent Γ, Π¯a ` a. Then Π¯a contains {aσ¯( a}
only and by Lemma A.4 ψ permutes into a derivation of the form
Γ ` aσ¯ γ a ` a
Γ, aσ¯( a ` a (L .
We take p¯ia • ψ to be γ. Then by 1-convertibility p¯ia ◦ (p¯ia • ψ) is ∼-equivalent to ψ.
induction step A is a compound proposition C ⊗D or C ( D.
(i) – Let ψ be a derivation of a sequent C ⊗D,ΠC⊗D,Γ ` B. Then ψ permutes into a derivation ending by a ⊗L
inference with C ⊗D as main formula (Lemma 3.4), of the form
C,ΠC , D,ΠD,Γ ` B
γ
C ⊗D,ΠC ,ΠD,Γ ` B
⊗L
C ⊗D,ΠC⊗D,Γ ` B
i.e. .
By (H1) γ • piC is defined. Then by (H1) again so is (γ • piC) • piD. We take ψ • piC⊗D to be the derivation
Cσ,Dσ,Γ ` B (γ•piC)•piD
Cσ ⊗Dσ,Γ ` B ⊗L
(C ⊗D)σ,Γ ` B i.e. .
Then by cut permutations and ⊗-convertibility (ψ • piC⊗D) ◦ piC⊗D is ∼-equivalent to a derivation ending by
⊗L with as premise the derivation (((γ • piC) • piD) ◦ piD) ◦ piC . But by (H1) this derivation is ∼-equivalent to
(γ • piC) ◦ piC , thus by (H1) again to γ. As a consequence, (ψ • piC⊗D) ◦ piC⊗D is ∼-equivalent to ψ.
– Let ψ be a derivation of a sequent C ( D,ΠC(D,Γ ` B. Then ψ permutes into a derivation in which any
proposition in ΠC(D is introduced before C ( D (Corollary A.8). Without loss of generality we assume that
this derivation is ending by the introduction of C ( D, that is of the form
∆, Π¯C ` C
δ
D,ΠD,Θ ` B
θ
∆, Π¯C , C ( D,ΠD,Θ ` B
(L
C ( D,ΠC(D,Γ ` B′
i.e. .
By (H2) and (H1) respectively p¯iC • δ and θ • piD are defined. We take ψ • piC(D to be the derivation
∆ ` Cσ¯ p¯iC•δ Dσ,Θ ` B θ•piD
∆, Cσ¯( Dσ,Θ ` B (L
(C ( D)σ,Γ ` B′ i.e. .
Then by cut permutations and(-convertibility (ψ •piC(D)◦piC(D is∼-equivalent to a derivation ending by
(L with as left and right premises p¯iC ◦(p¯iC •δ) and (θ•piD)◦piD respectively. By (H2) and (H1) respectively
p¯iC ◦(p¯iC •δ) and (θ•piD)◦piD are∼-equivalent to δ and θ respectively. As a consequence, (ψ•piC(D)◦piC(D
is ∼-equivalent to ψ.
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(ii) – Let ψ be a derivation of a sequent Γ, Π¯C⊗D ` C ⊗ D. Then ψ permutes into a derivation in which any
proposition in Π¯C⊗D is introduced before C ⊗D (Corollary A.6). Without loss of generality we assume that
this derivation is ending by the introduction of C ⊗D, that is of the form
∆, Π¯C ` C
δ
Θ, Π¯D ` D
θ
∆, Π¯C ,Θ, Π¯D ` C ⊗D
⊗R
Γ, Π¯C⊗D,` C ⊗D
i.e. .
By (H2) p¯iC • δ and p¯iD • θ are defined. We take p¯iC⊗D • ψ to be
∆ ` Cσ¯ p¯iC•δ Θ ` Dσ¯ p¯iD•θ
∆,Θ ` Cσ¯ ⊗Dσ¯ ⊗R
Γ ` (C ⊗D)σ¯ i.e. .
Then by cut permutations and ⊗-convertibility p¯iC⊗D ◦ (p¯iC⊗D • ψ) is ∼-equivalent to a derivation ending by
⊗R with as left and right premises p¯iC ◦ (p¯iC • δ) and p¯iD ◦ (p¯iD • θ) respectively. By (H2) these derivations are
∼-equivalent to δ and θ respectively. As a consequence, p¯iC⊗D ◦ (p¯iC⊗D • ψ) is ∼-equivalent to ψ.
– Let ψ be a derivation of a sequent Γ, Π¯C(D ` C ( D. Then ψ permutes into a derivation ending by a(R
inference with C ( D as main formula (Lemma 3.4), of the form
C,ΠC ,Γ, Π¯D ` D
γ
ΠC ,Γ, Π¯D ` C ( D
(R
Γ, Π¯C(D ` C ( D
i.e. .
By (H2) p¯iD • γ is defined. Then by (H1) so is (p¯iD • γ) • piC . We take p¯iC(D • ψ to be the derivation
Cσ,Γ ` Dσ¯ (p¯iD•γ)•piC
Γ ` Cσ( Dσ¯ (R
Γ ` (C ( D)σ¯ i.e. .
Then by cut permutations and(-convertibility p¯iC(D ◦ (p¯iC(D • ψ) is ∼-equivalent to a derivation ending
by(R with as premise the derivation p¯iD ◦ (((p¯iD •γ)•piC)◦piC). But by (H1) this derivation is∼-equivalent
to p¯iD ◦ (p¯iD • γ), thus by (H2) to γ. As a consequence, p¯iC(D ◦ (p¯iC(D • ψ) is ∼-equivalent ψ. 
Remark A.9. By Corollary A.3 any derivation ψ • piA resp. p¯iA • ψ is ∼-equivalent to ((ψ • piA) ◦ piA) ∗ piA resp. to
p¯iA ∗ (p¯iA ◦ (p¯iA • ψ)). Then by decomposition any derivation ψ • piA resp. p¯iA • ψ is ∼-equivalent to ψ ∗ piA resp.
to p¯iA ∗ ψ. 
A.3. Proof of Proposition 4.13
Lemma A.10. Let φ and φ′ be two derivations of the same sequent a,Γ ` A. Then φ and φ′ are ∼-equivalent iff
φ ? [I/a] and φ′ ? [I/a] are ∼-equivalent. 
Proof. Let ψ resp. ψ′ stand for the derivation obtained by composition from the isomorphism I ( a ` a and φ
resp. φ′. Then φ and φ′ are ∼-equivalent iff ψ and ψ′ are ∼-equivalent. The second occurrence of a in the final
sequent I( a,Γ ` A of ψ and ψ′ belongs either to a proposition B in Γ or to the succedent A. Then we see I( a
as the polarized context ΠB resp. Π¯A for a polarized substitution σ such that aσ¯ = I. As a consequence, ψ and ψ′ are
∼-equivalent iff ψ • piB and ψ′ • piB resp. p¯iA • ψ and p¯iA • ψ′ are ∼-equivalent (Corollary 4.8), thus iff ψ ∗ piB and
ψ′ ∗ piB resp. p¯iA ∗ ψ and p¯iA ∗ ψ′ are ∼-equivalent (Remark A.9). But these derivations are ∼-equivalent to φ ? [I/a]
and φ′ ? [I/a] respectively. 
Proof of Proposition 4.13. We proceed by induction on the length of the final sequent of φ and φ′. Notice that for
any non-trivial substitution α of the unit, the length of the final sequent φ ? α and φ′ ? α is strictly lower than the
length of the final sequent of φ and φ′.
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base The final sequent is of the form I ` I or a ` a. Then φ and φ′ are the same axiom, and the stated implication is
trivially true.
induction step Assume that φ and φ′ are not ∼-equivalent.
conclusion by ⊗L or(R Assume that the final sequent is of the form A ⊗ B,Γ ` C or Γ ` A( B. Then by
Lemma 3.4 φ and φ′ permute into some derivations φ¯ and φ¯′ respectively, ending by the same unary inference (⊗L
or(R) which we write (r), with as respective premises some derivations γ and γ′ of the same sequent. Since ∼
contains 	, φ¯ and φ¯′ are not ∼-equivalent. Since ∼ is a congruence, γ and γ′ are not ∼-equivalent either. Then by
induction hypothesis there exists a substitution β′ of the unit such that 〈γ ? β′, γ′ ? β′〉 is an APF ∼-critical pair of
non ∼-equivalent derivations. Particularly, the context of the final sequent of γ ? β′ and γ′ ? β′ contains no atomic
proposition. Recall that we consider 2 -sequents.
– If (r) is a ⊗L inference then the main formula A ⊗ B is of the form a ⊗ B or A ⊗ a where a is an atom that
belongs to the context of the final sequent of γ and γ′.
– If (r) is a(R inference then the main formula A( B is of the form a( x where a is an atom that belongs
to the context of the final sequent of γ and γ′.
In both cases a is necessarily affected by α. Then by purification γ ? β′ and γ′ ? β′ are ∼-equivalent to φ¯ ? β′ and
φ¯′ ? β′ respectively, thus to φ ? β′ and φ′ ? β′ respectively. As a consequence, 〈φ ? β′, φ′ ? β′〉 is an APF ∼-critical
pair of non ∼-equivalent derivations. We take β to be β′.
conclusion by wkn or ⊗R Assume that the final sequent of φ and φ′ is splittable. Then by Lemma 3.6 φ and
φ′ permute into some derivations φ¯ and φ¯′ respectively, ending by the same binary inference (wkn or ⊗R) with
as respective left premises some derivations γ and γ′ of the same sequent, and with as respective right premises
some derivations δ and δ′ of the same sequent. Since ∼ contains 	, φ¯ and φ¯′ are not ∼-equivalent. Since ∼ is a
congruence, 〈γ, γ′〉 or 〈δ, δ′〉 is a pair of non ∼-equivalent derivations. As an example assume that γ and γ′ are not
∼-equivalent. Then by induction hypothesis there exists a substitution β′ of the unit such that 〈γ ? β′, γ′ ? β′〉 is an
APF ∼-critical pair of non ∼-equivalent derivations. Let α stand for the substitution of the unit I for all atoms of
the final sequent of δ and δ′. Then by purification γ ?β′ and γ′ ?β′ are∼-equivalent to (φ¯ ?β′)?α and (φ¯′ ?β′)?α
respectively, thus to (φ ? β′) ? α and (φ′ ? β′) ? α respectively. As a consequence, 〈(φ ? β′) ? α, (φ′ ? β′) ? α〉 is
an APF ∼-critical pair of non ∼-equivalent derivations. We take β to be β′ extended with α. As similar argument
applies if δ and δ′ are not ∼-equivalent.
conclusion by(L Previous cases being excluded, φ and φ′ are necessarily ending by some(L inferences with
as respective left premises some derivations γ and γ′, and with as respective right premises some derivations δ
and δ′. Since∼ is a congruence, neither γ nor γ′ is'-equivalent to a derivation ending by⊗L or wkn. Assume that
γ is ∼-equivalent to a derivation γˆ ending by a(L inference with as left and right premises some derivations γ¯
and δ¯ respectively. Then φ is ∼-equivalent to a derivation φˆ ending by a(L inference with γˆ as left premise, that
is
Γ¯ ` A¯ γ¯ B¯, ∆¯ ` A δ¯
Γ¯, A¯( B¯, ∆¯ ` A (L
}
γˆ
B,∆ ` C δφˆ
 Γ¯, A¯( B¯, ∆¯, A( B,∆ ` C (L .
But φˆ permutes into a derivation φ¯ ending by(L with γ¯ as left premise. Since ∼ contains 	, φ is ∼-equivalent
to φ¯. Thus by induction on the length of the final sequent of γ, we can assume that γ is not ∼-equivalent to a
derivation ending by (L. A similar argument applies to γ′. From now on we assume that both γ and γ′ are
∼-minimal. If φ and φ′ are ending by some(L inferences with the same main formula then due to balancedness
γ and γ′ resp. δ and δ′ are derivations of the same sequent. An argument similar to the one in wkn and ⊗R cases
applies. If φ and φ′ are ending by some (L inferences with distinct main formulas then RR, RL and LL cases
described in Section 3.2 are to be considered (recall that the LR case is “symmetrical” to the RL one).
RR case Assume that φ and φ′ are as in Lemma 3.8. Since φ and φ′ are not ∼-equivalent, 〈δ, δ¯〉 or 〈δ′, δ¯′〉 is a pair
of non ∼-equivalent derivations. As an example assume that δ and δ¯ are not ∼-equivalent. Then by induction
hypothesis there exists a substitution β′ of the unit such that 〈δ ? β′, δ¯ ? β′〉 is an APF ∼-critical pair of non
∼-equivalent derivations. But δ and δ¯ are ∼-equivalent to φ ? α and φ′ ? α respectively. As a consequence,
〈(φ?α)?β′, (φ′ ?α)?β′〉 is an APF ∼-critical pair of non∼-equivalent derivations. We take β to be α extended
with β′. As similar argument applies if δ′ and δ¯′ are not ∼-equivalent.
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RL case Assume that φ and φ′ are as in Lemma 3.9.
– If δ and δ¯ are ∼-equivalent then φ is ∼-equivalent to a derivation φˆ ending by(L with as left and right
premises γ and δ¯ respectively. But φˆ permutes into a derivation φ¯ ending by (L with as left and right
premises γ¯′ and δ′ respectively. Since ∼ contains 	, φ is ∼-equivalent to φ¯. Thus φ is ∼-equivalent to a
derivation ending by(L with as left and right premises some derivations of the same sequents as γ′ and δ′
respectively. An argument similar to the one in wkn and ⊗R cases applies.
– If δ and δ¯ are not ∼-equivalent then an argument similar to the one in the RR case applies.
LL case Finally, assume that φ and φ′ are in the LL case. Since γ and γ′ are ∼-minimal, 〈φ, φ′〉 is ∼-critical.
– If the context of the final sequent of φ and φ′ contains an atomic proposition a then let α stand for the
substitution of the unit I for a. By Lemma A.10 since φ and φ′ are not∼-equivalent neither are φ?α and φ′?α.
Then by induction hypothesis there exist a substitution β′ of the unit such that 〈(φ ? α) ? β′, (φ′ ? α) ? β′〉 is
an APF ∼-critical pair of non ∼-equivalent derivations. We take β to be α extended with β′.
– If the context of the final sequent of φ, φ′ contains no atomic proposition then 〈φ, φ′〉 is an APF ∼-critical
pair of non ∼-equivalent derivations. We take β to be the identity. 
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